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ABSTRACT 

 

Theophanic Reasoning: Science, Secrets, and the Stars from Spenser to Milton 

by 

Alexander Lowe McAdams 

 

Theophanic Reasoning: Science, Secrets, and the Stars from Spenser to Milton 

posits that early modern English literary figures use the concept of theophany, the 

material or transferred presence of God in the terrestrial world, to respond to the vacuum 

of doubt instigated after Nicolaus Copernicus published his astronomical observations in 

1543. From heretical theories of the world-soul expressed through pagan Roman myth in 

Spenserian epic and Shakespearean drama, to the deeply spiritual and lively negotiation 

between man and the divine in Francis Bacon’s scientific writings and John Milton’s 

Paradise Lost, Theophanic Reasoning argues that Protestant writers use theophany as a 

cipher to reason, or rationalize, the anxiety accompanying the scientific method, which 

threatened to eliminate God the Maker from the universe entirely.  

As a literary history of religion and science, Theophanic Reasoning makes a 

critical intervention between religious studies and the history of science. In doing so, it 

argues that seventeenth-century literature acts as the gravitational force that pulls these 

now-disparate fields into cooperating orbits. Whereas current literary scholarship focuses 

on the history of science or the “religious turn” as separately evolving critical 

conversations, this dissertation returns to the original historical milieu of the seventeenth 
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century by forging careful analysis of historical materials and Latin philosophical texts 

with recent research in Christian mystical theology and the esoteric branch of the history 

of science discipline. Thus, Theophanic Reasoning addresses a crucial gap in scholarship 

between literature and religion and literature and the long history of science.  

At the heart of this project is the early modern brokering between the ontological 

status of truth and lies, belief and proof. It argues that Protestant believers used verifiable 

proof of God’s presence—in the cosmos, in the atmosphere, on the human body—to 

explain and further buoy scientific experiment and reality. It seeks to answer the question 

of what happens to literature when two giant cultural shifts, the Protestant Reformation 

and the Cosmological Revolution, threaten to rend the very fabric of religious and 

intellectual life in England. With particular attention to early modern understandings of 

facticity and sensory experience, Theophanic Reasoning provides a religio-scientific 

reading practice to redefine the secularizing impulse of contemporary literary criticism. 

In turn, this dissertation seeks to restore the divine to its place in early modern 

conceptions of science, secrets, and the stars. 
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THE LONGUE DURÉE 
 

A brief timeline of notable historical figures, dates, movements, and works 
that are useful references for this project, from the pre-Socratics to the early modern era 
 

PRE-SOCRATICS AND CLASSICAL GREECE 

 
ca. 570–495 BCE 

 
Pythagoras of Samos’ lifetime – the philosopher is credited 

with first developing the theory of the anima mundi, or 
world-soul, that suffuses all matter. 

 
ca. 494–434 BCE Empedocles’s lifetime – the philosopher was heavily 

influenced by Pythagorean philosophy and is responsible 
for developing a theory of the four elements; he recounts 
Pythagoras’s theories of transmigration and the anima 
mundi.  

 
ca. 428/27 OR 424/23 
–348/47 BCE 

Plato’s lifetime – in 360 BCE, he writes the Timaeus, which 
recounts and recapitulates the Pythagorean-style world-
soul. 

 
 

ca. 460–370 BCE Democritus’s lifetime – the philosopher develops an atomic 
theory of the universe to rival animist, or vitalist 
cosmologies. 

 
ca. 341–270 BCE Epicurus’s lifetime – heavily influenced by Democritus’s 

atomism, Epicurus develops a rival school to Plato’s in 
Athens, where he develops Epicurean philosophy, the basis 
for which Lucretius will outline and translate into Latin 
dactylic hexameter in his epic poem De Rerum Natura. 

 

CLASSICAL ROME AND LATIN POETRY’S GOLDEN AGE 

 
ca. 49–54 BCE 

 
Lucretius writes De Rerum Natura – inspired by Epicurean 

philosophy, the philosopher insists upon an atomist 
cosmology and that deities have no intervention in the 
natural world. 

 
ca. 54–51 BCE Cicero writes De Re Publica, which includes Somnium 

Scipionis, a contemplation on the cosmos, where 
Pythagoras’s concept of the music of the spheres appears. 
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ca. 29–19 BCE Vergil writes the Aeneid. Book 6 recounts Aeneas’s descent 
into the underworld, a scene that early modern Neo-
Platonists and Neo-Pythagorean natural philosophers will 
connect to Pythagorean metempsychosis and anima mundi. 

 
ca. 8 CE Ovid writes the Metamorphoses. Book 15 recounts the 

teachings of Pythagoras, including the world-soul, his 
animist cosmological system, and theories of 
metempsychosis. 

 

LATE ANTIQUITY AND EARLY CHRISTIANITY 

 
ca. 27–100 CE 

 
Apostolic Age and foundation of Christian Church. The date 

range includes Christ’s ministry (ca. 27–33 CE) and the 
date of the last Apostle’s death (ca. 100 CE). 

 
ca. 150–215 CE Clement of Alexandria’s lifetime – an important patristic 

theologian who was later censured and whose syncretistic 
writings on metempsychosis and pneumatology (the 
official purview of anima mundi) were later considered 
heretical. 

 
ca. 184–253 CE Origen of Alexandria’s lifetime – an important ascetic 

theologian whose views on Pythagorean pneumatology the 
Ecumenical Councils would classify as a heresy.  

 
ca. 200–250 CE  Diogenes Laertius writes Lives and Opinions of Eminent 

Philosophers, an influential text that includes an in-depth 
biography of Pythagoras and outlines Pythagorean 
cosmology. 

 
ca. 220–230 CE Origen writes On First Principles, a theological work that 

explains the hierarchy of Christian cosmology, which 
becomes a foundational text for later theological treatises. 

 
ca. 245–325 CE Iamblichus’ lifetime, during which he writes the influential 

biography of Pythagoras De Vita Pythagorica. 
 

382 CE Pope Damasus I commissions leading biblical scholar Jerome 
to revise the “Old Latin” version of the four Gospels, the 
final product appearing the next year in 383 CE. 

 
386 CE Augustine of Hippo converts to Christianity from the pagan 

religion, Manichaeism.  
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400 CE Macrobius writes his Commentary on the Dream of the Scipio 
– his analysis of Cicero’s work by the same title in De Re 
Publica; Macrobius comments on the nature of the cosmos, 
which helps to preserve and disseminate classical 
cosmological theories into the early medieval periods. 

 
ca. 404–405 CE After more than two decades of careful study, Jerome finishes 

translating the entirety of the Old Testament from the 
original Hebrew. 

 
413–426 CE Augustine writes the foundational theological polemic, Civitas 

Dei, which critiques pagan Roman religion and philosophy.  
 

553 CE The Second Council of Constantinople anathemizes Origen 
posthumously for syncretizing Christianity with pagan 
philosophical concepts, like the Pythagorean anima mundi.  

 

RENAISSANCE HUMANISM AND THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION 

 
1417 CE 

 
Poggio Bracciolini locates a lost copy of Lucretius’s De Rerum 

Natura in a monastery. The rediscovery of the manuscript 
helps spark the humanist interest in book hunting. 

 
1439–1440 CE Lorenzo Valla writes On the Donation of Constantine. Valla 

found the Donation document, which granted the Catholic 
Church land rights and ownership, to be a forgery from late 
antiquity. Valla’s efforts proved the value of humanist 
philology, and his translation began to chip away at the 
Church’s authority and claim to land rights across 
Europe—a fracture that would lead to a major schism when 
Martin Luther nails the Ninety-Five Theses on the door of a 
Wittenberg church.  

 
1440 CE Iconoclastic theologian Nicolas of Cusa, Giordano Bruno’s 

philosophical and spiritual forefather, publishes De 
Doctrina Ignorantia, a text that makes the argument that a 
Christianized version of the Pythagorean anima mundi 
suffuses the natural world. The work draws upon the 
syncretistic theology of early patristic theologians.  

  
1449 CE Nicolas of Cusa circulates Apologia Doctae Ignorantiae, a 

defense of his original 1440 work against accusations of 
paganism and heresy. 
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1455 CE 
 

Johannes Gutenberg completes the Gutenberg Bible with his 
new technology, a printing press using moveable type. The 
invention catapults Europe into the Age of Print. 

 
1473 CE Astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus is born in Germany. 

 
1474 CE Italian humanist Marsilio Ficino circulates his Latin translation 

of Theologia Platonica, the first and most thorough 
translation from the Greek in the early modern era. Ficino’s 
translation kickstarts a renewed interest in Neo-Platonism, 
and by proxy, Pythagorean doctrine. 

 
1486 CE Ficino’s student, Giovanni Pico della Mirandola composes 

Oration on the Dignity of Man, an optimistic treatise on the 
reaches of humanism as a form of study and major impetus 
for future syncretism between ancient, pagan religions and 
Christianity.  

 
1496 CE Pico’s Oration is published for the first time.  

 
1509 CE Influential scientific naturalist Bernardino Telesio is born in 

Calabria, Italy.  
 

1517 CE Jaded from witnessing firsthand Church corruption in Rome, 
Martin Luther nails his Ninety-Five Theses on a church 
door in Wittenberg, Germany. This one act of defiance 
kickstarts the Protestant Revolution, leading to a massive 
exodus of congregants from the Catholic Church, most 
prominently in Northern Europe.  

 
1533 CE Elizabeth, the child of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn, is born in 

England.  
  

THE COPERNICAN REVOLUTION 

 
1543 

 
Copernicus publishes his magnum opus, On the Revolutions, a 

book arguing that the Earth revolves around the sun, which 
sits at the center of the universe. Copernicus’s prefatory 
letter reflects values consistent with Neo-Platonist and 
Neo-Pythagorean natural philosophy. The astronomer dies 
soon after.   

  
ca. 1545–63 Ecclesiastical leaders of the Catholic Church meet for the 

Council of Trent as a response to the Protestant 
Reformation. Among the orders of business, the Council 
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determines that biblical exegesis diverting from official 
Church doctrine is anathema. Philosopher Giordano Bruno 
and astronomer Galileo Galilei will be accused of these 
heresies in the following decades.   

 
1548 CE Natural philosopher Giordano Bruno is born in Nola, a small 

enclave on the outskirts of Naples, Italy.  
 

ca. 1552/53 CE Poet Edmund Spenser is born in England.  
 

1558 CE After much consternation and religious upheaval across the 
nation, Elizabeth I is crowned Queen of England.  

 
1561 CE Francis Bacon, the Father of Experimental Philosophy, is born 

in England. 
 

1564 CE Playwright William Shakespeare is born in England.  
Italian astronomer Galileo Galilei is born in Italy.  
 

1565 CE A 17-year-old Bruno enters the Dominican Order in Naples. 
 

1566 CE  Elizabeth’s cousin Mary, Queen of Scots, gives birth to the 
future king of England, James IV of Scotland.  

 
1567 CE Arthur Golding publishes his translation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses, the first complete English translation of 
the classical text.  

 
1568 CE Wunderkind mystical philosopher Tommaso Campanella is 

born to an illiterate cobbler in Calabria, Italy. 
 

1571 CE Polish astronomer and mathematician Johannes Kepler is born.  
 

1572 CE A supernova in the constellation Cassiopeia appears suddenly 
in the night sky, sparking millenarian speculation and 
renewed public interest in astronomical observation.  

 
1573 CE  Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe publishes his observational 

data on the supernova in De Nova Stella. The news spreads 
widely across Europe and provides further evidence of 
Copernicus’s heliocentric theory. 

Bruno becomes an ordained priest in the Dominican Order. 
 

1576 CE  After being caught with contraband reading material, Bruno 
defects from his monastery and begins his years-long 
wanderings across Europe.  
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1577 CE A new comet appears in the sky. Brahe proves through 

observation and mathematics that the comet was traveling 
far past the moon—another indication that the Earth 
moved. 

 
ca. 1582 Campanella enters the Dominican Order before the age of 14.  

 
1583–1585 CE Bruno takes residence in England, publishing some of his most 

philosophically provocative and historically consequential 
works from London expressing his Pythagorean 
worldview: 
– Ars Reminiscendi (The Art of Memory, 1583) 
– Explicatio Triginta Sigillorum (Explanation of Thirty 

Seals, 1583) 
– Sigillus Sigillorum (The Seal of Seals, 1583) 
– La Cena de le Ceneri (The Ash Wednesday Supper, 

1584) 
– De la Causa, Principio, et Uno (Concerning Cause, 

Principle, and Unity, 1584) 
– De l’Infinito Universo et Mondi (On the Infinite 

Universe and Worlds, 1584) 
– Spaccio de la Bestia Trionfante (The Expulsion of the 

Triumphant Beast, London, 1584) 
– Cabala del Cavallo Pegaseo (Cabal of the Horse 

Pegasus, 1585) 
– De gli Heroici Furori (The Heroic Frenzies, 1585) 
– Figuratio Aristotelici Physici auditus (Figures from 

Aristotle’s Physics, 1585) 
 

1586 CE Telesio completes his life’s work, a nine-volume edition of his 
De Rerum Natura Iuxta Propria Principia, an influential work 
that influenced a host of early modern natural philosophers, 
including Bruno, Tommaso Campanella, Francis Bacon, and 
Rene Descartes. Telesio’s legacy includes systematically and 
rationally refuting Aristotelian philosophy and argued for 
relying on sensory data to discover nature, what Bacon would 
later popularize as empiricism and individual experience over 
scholastic philosophy proffered by the Universal Church. 
 

1588 CE Campanella visits Telesio’s hometown Cosenza and reads his 
De Rerum Natura, which inspires Campanella to write his own 
philosophy on sensory data, Philosophia Sensibus 
Demonstrata, a response to Telesio’s work.  
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1590 CE The first edition of Spenser’s national epic The Faerie Queene 
(books 1-3) is published in London.  

 
1592 CE Lured back to Italy, Bruno is arrested in Venice and 

transported to Rome, where he becomes a prisoner of the 
Roman Inquisition. His Pythagorean views come under 
immense scrutiny.  

Campanella travels to Naples and Padua, meeting Galileo in 
the process. 

 
1594 CE Roman Inquisitors arrest and torture Campanella for 

controversial theological and scientific views. 
 

1596 CE The second edition of Spenser’s Faerie Queene (books 4-6) is 
published. 

 
1597 CE Kepler publishes the first edition of his Mysterium 

Cosmographicum. The astronomer uses the ancient concept 
of the Platonic solids to argue for the veracity of 
Copernicus’s heliocentric model. The Cosmic Mystery 
contains several mystical references to Pythagorean 
cosmology.  

Campanella is forced to abjure his beliefs and return to 
Calabria. 

 
1599 CE Spenser dies in London after his colonial plantation Kilcolman 

Castle in Cork is ransacked by Irish dissidents. 
  

1600 CE Bruno refuses to recant his natural philosophical hypothesis 
that the universe is infinite and is suffused with a soul, the 
Holy Spirit. He is burned alive at the stake in Campo dei 
Fiori in Rome. Bruno’s espousal of Pythagorean 
philosophy is sanctioned and condemned by proxy. His 
charred remains are scattered in an undisclosed location of 
the Tiber River.  

Charles I, the son of King James I, is born in England. 
 

1603 CE Queen Elizabeth dies, ending the Tudor dynasty.  

King James I ascends to the throne as King of England and 
Scotland, the beginning of the Stuart dynasty. A plague 
outbreak delays the coronation for a year.  
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1605 CE Bacon publishes On the Advancement of Learning, a short 
treatise in English that maps the methods of his 
experimental philosophy.  

English authorities uncover the Gunpowder Plot to assassinate 
King James. Two Roman Catholics, Robert Catesby and 
Guy Fawkes, are charged and prosecuted. 

 
1608 CE John Milton, poet and radical polemicist, is born in England.  

 
1609 CE The third edition of Spenser’s Faerie Queene, containing the 

unfinished Cantos of Mutabilitie, is published a decade 
after the poet’s death. 

Galileo publishes Sidereus Nuncius (The Starry Messenger) 
with sketches showing that four moons orbit Jupiter and 
that the Moon was pocked with hills and valleys, proving 
that the superlunary world is not a site of static perfection.  

Shakespeare’s Cymbeline is performed for the first time. The 
last act contains a theophany of Jupiter, around whom four 
spirits, modeling the Galilean stars, orbit symmetrically. 

Kepler publishes Nova Astronomia, providing strong evidence 
of Copernican heliocentrism and showing that planets 
make lopsided, elliptical orbits around the sun.  

 
1610 CE  Kepler writes and circulates Dissertatio cum Sidero Nuncio, 

his enthusiastic response to Galileo’s Starry Messenger. 
 

ca. 1610–11 CE Shakespeare writes The Tempest and The Winter’s Tale. 
 

1613 CE Galileo writes and circulates Letter on Sunspots, a text arguing 
that sunspots are proof of the heaven’s corruptible 
mutability. 

 
1615 CE Galileo writes Letter to Grand Duchess Christiana, an 

incendiary text that challenges the Catholic Church’s 
position on the movement of the Earth. The astronomer 
uses biblical exegesis to prove his position, what the 
Church defined as a heresy in the Council of Trent.  

 
1616 CE Shakespeare dies in Stratford-upon-Avon after retiring from 

his career as playwright.  
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Galileo’s works are placed on the Church’s Index of Forbidden 
Books, as well as Copernicus’s De Revolutionibus more 
than seventy years after it was published.  

 
1620 CE Bacon writes Novum Organum, outlining the tenets of his 

experimental method.  
 

1621 CE Bacon is impeached and exorbitantly fined by King James’ 
parliament. 

Kepler publishes the second edition of Mysterium 
Cosmographicum; this version scrubs references to 
Pythagoras and Neoplatonic speculative thought. 

 
1623 CE The First Folio of Shakespeare’s entire works is published. 

Campanella publishes his mystically oriented scientific utopia, 
City of the Sun, published in Latin by a German printer. 
The work very likely inspires Bacon’s New Atlantis, a 
scientific utopia that bears striking resemblance to 
Campanella’s fiction. 

Bacon writes and publishes De Augmentis Scientiarum, the 
expanded Latin version of his 1603 Advancement of 
Learning. 

Bacon likely writes his natural history Sylva Sylvarum and 
New Atlantis, a scientific utopia that describes an 
egalitarian kingdom that prioritizes scientific study and 
advancement. 

 
1626 CE  Bacon dies of pneumonia after performing a scientific 

experiment in the snow. 
 

1627 CE Bacon’s amanuensis William Rawley oversees the posthumous 
publication of his Sylva Sylvarum, to which New Atlantis is 
appended. 

 
1630 CE Charles II, the heir to the English throne, is born.  

 
1630–80 CE The active years of the Cambridge Platonist intellectual 

movement at Cambridge University are led at the helm of 
Benjamin Whichcote. The movement attempts to reconcile 
rational thought and faith with theological and 
philosophical reason.  
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1632 CE Shakespeare’s Second Folio is published. Milton’s poem “On 
Shakespeare” appears anonymously in the front matter.  

 
1633 CE Galileo is condemned and tried by the Roman Inquisition. He 

recants his view that the Earth revolves around the sun and 
is sentenced to spend the rest of his life in house arrest. 

 
1638–39 CE Milton takes his European Grand Tour, during which he is 

fabled to have met the blind Galileo under house arrest at 
his Florentine villa.  

 
1639 CE Campanella dies in a Dominican monastery in Paris. His 

remains are later exhumed and desecrated by French 
revolutionaries in the eighteenth century.  

 
1641 CE Milton publishes Of Reformation, his first tractate in the public 

arena.  
 

1642 CE The first wave of the English Civil War breaks out. The unrest 
will continue to 1651. 

Galileo dies in Italy. 
 

1644 CE Milton publishes Of Education and Areopagitica. In the latter, 
Milton expresses his opposition to state-sanctioned 
licensing and censorship of printed works.  

 
1645 CE Milton’s early poems are published for the first time.  

 
1649 CE Charles I is executed in London. Cromwell and his following 

declare the government a republic. 

Milton publishes his polemic Eikonoklastes, a response to 
Charles I’s propaganda tract, Eikon Basilike. 

Milton endorses regicide Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.  

Impressed by his polemical writing, Cromwell appoints Milton 
as the commonwealth’s Secretary for Foreign Tongues. 

 
1649–1660 CE Period of English Interregnum. 

 
1651 CE Cromwell defeats Charles II in battle. The English heir flees to 

Europe and goes into hiding.  
 

1653 CE Cromwell rises to power as Lord Protector of the 
Commonwealth and runs an autocratic government.  
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1658 CE Cromwell dies; his son Richard succeeds him as leader of the 

Protectorate.  
 

1659 CE  Richard has no political sway among Parliament and is forced 
to resign the next year (1659). 

Milton’s works are removed from the Bodleian Library at 
Oxford University for their incendiary contents.  

 
1660 CE Charles I returns to England on his thirtieth birthday and 

restores the monarchy. His henchman, Robert L’Estrange 
begins arresting dissident printers and publishers in 
London. 

Charles grants a royal charter for the Royal Society. The 
scientific institution is founded by mechanist philosophers 
Robert Boyle, Christopher Wren and William Petty, 
marking the denouement of Pythagorean and similar 
vitalist philosophies. 

Milton’s books are burned in front of the Old Bailey, after 
which the blind polemicist is arrested and narrowly escapes 
execution. 

 
1665 CE The Great Plague of London ravages the city.  

Milton retires to the countryside and likely begins penning his 
magnum opus, Paradise Lost.  

 
1667 CE The first edition of Paradise Lost is published in 10 books.  

 
1674 CE The second edition of Paradise Lost is published, revised and 

arranged in 12 books. Milton dies of kidney failure the 
same year.  

 
1823 CE A manuscript of De Doctrina Christiana in Milton’s hand is 

discovered in London’s Old State Paper Office. 
  

1825 CE Cambridge University Press publishes Milton’s Doctrina. The 
work is translated into English by Charles R. Sumner.  
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LIVING THEOPHANY, SEEING GOD: EXPERIENCING  

THE DIVINE AND EXPLORING THE STARS 

 

According to New Testament, the very beginnings of Christianity are rooted in 

the sudden appearance of an auspicious star. In the Gospel of Matthew, three magi, see a 

new star bearing news and appear before Herod’s court in Judea to inquire about the birth 

of Christ: “Where is he that is born King of the Jews? [F]or we have seen his star in the 

east, and are come to worship him.”1 We know how the story ends, of course: the magi 

lavish gifts upon the Christ child, who grows up to be an ascetic prophet, takes a vow of 

poverty, and wanders Judea, Samaria, and Galilee, all the while performing miracles. 

This meek man accrues a following and urges them to resist establishment politics of the 

Roman imperial government, the same biopower that will execute him at the age of 

thirty-three. After his dramatic crucifixion, during which yet another portentous 

meteorological event covers Golgotha in darkness, this Messiah rises from the dead three 

days later. In another forty days, he ascends to heaven from the Mount of Olives and 

reigns with his Father, the supreme deity of the knowable universe, until the end of time.  

Carrying the influence of God’s will into the material realm, the celestial 

announcement at Christ’s divine birth functions as potent imagery for God’s immanent 

presence on Earth. Man’s interaction with the celestial sky therefore establishes the 

theological significance of the celestial world and its capacity to communicate messages 

from a divine source. Moreover, the fact that Christianity begins with a starry messenger 

was not lost on early modern writers and astronomers, the subject of my present study. 
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For example, Galileo Galilei wrote in 1609 that celestial and planetary bodies had the 

capacity to speak to knowledgeable observers “like tongues.”2 Nicolaus Copernicus 

famously refers to the sun as “heaven’s transcendent perfection,” what “most 

philosophers have called … a visible god.”3 And Johannes Kepler similarly described the 

sun as a living being, referring to the stars as “fixed speakers,” or discursitantes.4 This 

boundless exchange between the study of astronomy and language of astral mysticism 

was not unusual for the era, and intellectuals across both England and the European 

Continent who studied the stars often classified themselves as learned magicians, or 

magi. These learned sages are similar to the three wise men in that they looked to the sky 

not only for evidence of God’s existence, but also for communicating with him through 

his celestial works. Therefore, the Star of Bethlehem story, and the three magi who 

interpret the celestial sign, are pertinent for my study, for they symbolize the venerated 

position that magi occupied, both in the Gospels and in early modern intellectual circles.  

In the gospels, the biblical star immediately announces a new epoch upon the 

world, one that must be determined by a group of intuitive men who are able to divine a 

message from God. Their very description in the Vulgate as magi belies the trio’s 

intellectual role as astrologers, learned men who study and derive messages from the stars 

by the sincere practice of divination: the term magus is itself derived from the Greek 

word mágos, or magician, the connotations of which are wiped clean in the King James 

Version of scripture. The men in that edition are translated simply as “three wise men.” 

This exegetical license was very likely a conscious choice, for in eliminating the link 

between Christianity and celestial divination, the translators were also able to avoid 

connotations of superstition that their patron, James, so despised.5 Try as they might, 
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however, the king’s men could not just will away the links between Christianity, celestial 

wonder, and the connotations of magical, or divinely granted, wisdom. As the nativity 

gospels demonstrate, as well as early modern texts on cosmological observation, astral 

premonition functioned as channels for divine messaging, and their agentive influences 

are woven into the very fabric of Christianity’s origin story.  

Importantly, early modern and religious studies scholars of our contemporary 

moment alike categorize the New Testament star as a theophany, a term with Greek 

etymological roots that translates to divine appearance and is employed to describe the 

material manifestation of a deity in the natural world.6 First used by the early Greek 

church fathers, the term signals God’s intervention into, and communication through, the 

material world to announce a new epoch in history. Transliterated into post-classical 

Latin around 400 CE, the purpose of theophanīa is therefore necessary to understand how 

both the material and spiritual worlds interact with each other, especially since its literal 

definition is in the manifestation, or appearance, of a deity to a human being in the 

material world. Theophany renders visible God’s otherwise imperceptible, immanent 

presence in the modern world, binding material reality to intangible, subjective spiritual 

phenomena. It also links the cosmos with a system of divine disclosure, an esoteric 

messaging pathway with which early seventeenth-century Catholics, Protestants, and 

natural philosophers alike were preoccupied, but has somehow escaped much in-depth 

debate in contemporary literary studies. As such, early moderns believed that studying 

the works of nature only led to greater glorification of God; and as the fruits of the 

Protestant Reformation marched toward a vehement insistence that individual man had 

sole authority to communicate with God, this newly found autonomy wound its way into 
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man’s conception of his place within the hierarchy of the universe. This subject position 

led, first, to a close examination of nature’s functions, and second, to an extrapolation of 

data that were based on those careful observations of natural processes. If this 

explanation sounds a bit like science, that is because for early moderns it was. In spite of 

the secular divide we now see between religion and scientific exploration, the latter has 

largely been driven and inspired by convictions of the former.7 Indeed, the very origins of 

the experimenta l method are enveloped in the belief that understanding the inner 

workings of nature is akin to knowing God himself, to seeing proof of his existence in the 

natural world. In short, to experience nature, to learn its inherent secrets, was itself a 

mystical experience for early moderns; more to the point, it was a cataphatic expression 

and conversation—a tête-à-tête with the deity himself.  

This confluence of intellectual curiosity and supernal wonder—collapsed into a 

narrative of religious significance—appropriately sets the tenor for this project. 

Therefore, Theophanic Reasoning: Science, Secrets, and the Stars from Spenser to Milton 

investigates these deeply spiritual issues that mediate between religion, science, and 

astronomical observations of the celestial expanse. With this context in mind, Theophanic 

Reasoning investigates the long, occulted trajectory of heterodoxy through the English 

literary works of Edmund Spenser, William Shakespeare, Francis Bacon, and John 

Milton. At its core, this project investigates early modern literature, the history of ideas, 

and the cosmological revolution at the same time that it reads these literary expressions of 

theophany as mystical theology. These intersections are a result of Christianity’s long-

established relationship with cosmological symbolism and metaphor. To accomplish this 

task, my project takes the first two words of the title—theophany and reason—seriously, 
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and it traces the ways in which the two operate in constant dialogue with each other in the 

early modern world. I therefore maintain that theophany offers us a new reading practice 

to investigate moments in early modern literature that readers might otherwise 

characterize as ineffable or inscrutable, places in the text where God uses the 

extraordinary, and at times mysterious, capacities of the natural world to transmit his 

divine messages to the human realm. In turn, this project shifts the conversation from 

apophasis, or negative theology—a descriptive system that defines what God is by what 

he is not—to an inquiry invested in cataphatic theology: the concept that one can see 

God, interact with him, and thus describe his traits via a positive, descriptive theology. To 

put it even more simply, similar to how the Star of Bethlehem guided the magi to the Son 

of God, as it is told in the New Testament gospels, Theophanic Reasoning argues that 

early modern natural philosophers looked to the heavenly bodies for guidance, mystical 

experience, and direct communion with God himself through experimental design. 

 

SEEING THE VISIBLE GOD: EXPERIMENTAL  

SCIENCE AS EXPERIENTIAL MYSTICISM  

 

In asserting that scientific experiment and experience for early modern 

philosophers was a mystical experience, this project intersects with three interlocking 

fields of inquiry in early modern studies: literary studies, the turn to religion, and the 

history of science. Ironically, in its assertion of cataphatic mysticism, Theophanic 

Reasoning is itself project of critical negation; in explaining the ways in which my work 

here does not attend to these siloed fields, I illustrate an alternative method for literary 
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analysis, melding the differing fields of inquiry to reconstruct the ambient philosophical 

and intellectual environments in which sixteenth- and seventeenth-century thinkers 

operated, both consciously and unconsciously. In doing so, I thus return to the historical 

milieu of the era, when science and religion, astronomy and mysticism were interlocking 

concepts between which early modern natural philosophers and literary writers made 

little distinction. Rather than a source study where one might trace the influence of a 

single author, or collection of authors, throughout a literary tradition, my task here is to 

recapitulate the historical milieu—the intellectual environment—of a world wholly 

foreign to our own.8 In doing so, my readings and research reinterpret the works of 

literary figures through the lens of a theophanic understanding of nature as a conduit for 

God himself. 

Admittedly much of this work would be impossible without the foundational 

model of the so-called “religious turn” in early modern studies that began as a reaction to 

certain threads of political discourse in the New Historicist critique. In 2004, Ken 

Jackson and Arthur F. Marotti’s co-authored the essay, “The Turn to Religion in Early 

Modern English Studies,” in hopes to call attention to the “relentless ‘presentism’” 

running rampant in “political readings of early modern culture.”9  In their intent to extend 

religion in literature beyond the bogeyman of presentism, Jackson and Marotti follow in 

the footsteps of Thomas Corns before them, who sees religion as “a language, an 

aesthetic, a structuring of meaning, an identity, a politics.”10 Jackson and Marotti’s 

interest, by contrast, is to right certain “secular” wrongs, a project that is undoubtedly a 

result of several major book-length historiographies of the Protestant Reformation in the 

previous decade. Eamon Duffy, for example, published The Stripping of the Altars: 
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Traditional Religion in England, 1400–1580 (1992), which investigates the social and 

emotional history of English religious life before, during, and after the Reformation, a 

landmark study that prompted scholars to think of religious life in Tudor England in more 

nuanced terms. 

Meanwhile, Christopher Haigh’s English Reformations: Religion, Politics, and 

Society under the Tudors (1993) and Deborah Shuger’s Habits of Thought in the English 

Renaissance: Religion, Politics, and Dominant Culture (1997) have helped to kickstart 

trajectories of early modern criticism. Haigh reminds us that those under Tudor reign did 

so not as faithful believers, but as obedient subjects to sovereign authority: they 

“experience[d] Reformation as obedience rather than conversion,” preferring instead to 

“[obey] a monarch’s new laws rather than swallow a preacher’s new message.”11 Shuger 

insists that instances of early modern religious identity in England “present an 

unexpected and at times drastic ideological pluralism” that uncovers uncomfortable 

ambivalence about categorization and boundary-making, once again reminding us that 

early modern England is far from a monolithic culture. She writes, “The impulse to 

define and distinguish, whether logic from rhetoric, elder from doctor, soul from body, 

words from things, state from church, mind from nature, results for a prior sense of 

confusion and lack of demarcation,” and it is at this very crossroads between the 

“impulse to define and distinguish” and the “lack of demarcation” that we see 

emboldened natural philosophers stake their life’s work on increasingly heterodox radical 

philosophy.12 

At the same time that Haigh and Shuger write of religious life, Denys Turner’s 

Darkness of God: Negativity in Christian Mysticism (1995) argues that Christian mystical 
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theology is centered around the concept of apophasis, or a “Cloud of Unknowing.”13 By 

contrast, Theophanic Reasoning explores instances in which God is described in positive, 

or cataphatic, terminology. It also contends that as natural philosophy begins to question 

traditional cosmological assumptions long thought to be true, accounts of theophany 

begin to resemble more a light of knowing, rather than a medieval “cloud of unknowing.” 

As such, Theophanic Reasoning traces instances where theophanies manifest in positive 

descriptors: whether they be in the form of a literal manifestation of Roman deities, 

which iconographically represent the functions and habits of nature, a sensory response in 

the human body, or the incarnation of knowledge through the appearance of light or 

own’s own personal enlightenment. In each case, literary authors equate knowledge of 

God with continued discovery of the natural world; as a result, scientific inquiry—the 

pursuit of knowledge itself—becomes a form of mystical communion or experience. 

Whereas current literary scholarship focuses on the history of science or the religious turn 

as evolving critical conversations, I return to the original historical milieu of the 

seventeenth century before the seductive pull of Enlightenment secularization took 

hold—and when the stakes and interplay of science, religion, and heretical philosophies 

were fashioned, defined, and mutually entangled in real time. Theophanic Reasoning, 

therefore, untangles this knot of interconnected ideas by forging careful analysis of early 

modern English literature, Latin philosophical texts, and current emergent research in the 

resurgence of Pythagorean philosophy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. What is 

more, rather than functioning as a source study, Theophanic Reasoning traces the ambient 

environment of mystical natural philosophy reflected in the literary works of Spenser, 

Shakespeare, Bacon, and Milton. In turn, my hope is that this milieu uncovers new 
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readings and approaches to early modern canonical works, thereby potentially opening 

other texts to similar divine, mystical disclosure.  

 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TIMES: ASTRONOMY, HERESY,  

AND PYTHAGORAS IN THE EARLY MODERN WORLD  

 

That early modern writers are preoccupied with the celestial expanse is not 

happenstance. Moreover, as the timeline preceding this introduction illustrates, the 

second half of the sixteenth century witnessed a steady stream of astronomical activity at 

the same time that Copernicus developed a new model of the solar system. For centuries, 

the unquestioned paradigm of Ptolemaic cosmology dictated Earth as a static home, 

sitting peacefully at the center of the universe while the celestial world rotated around it 

in symmetric harmony. But when Copernicus published his theory of heliocentrism in De 

Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium (On the Revolutions of the Celestial Sphere) in 1543, 

it changed the landscape of Western cosmology, plunging Europe into a darkened spiral 

of troubling doubt about their physical and metaphysical place in the universe.14  

Copernicus’s proposed heliocentric model invalidated the geocentrism that the 

Catholic Church had sanctioned for centuries. In placing the sun at the center of the 

cosmological system, the new model also displaced Earth from the center of the 

universe—and by proxy man and the established order of authoritative hierarchy along 

with it. Copernicus, however, was no heretic. Despite the fact that his eponymous model 

would become anathema in the seventeenth century, Copernicus was a Catholic church 

cleric, and he dedicated his seminal work to Pope Paul III. It was not until more than 70 
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years later that the Catholic Church deemed the work heretical and placed De 

Revolutionibus on the Index of Forbidden Books in 1616 after Galileo caused a 

substantial ruckus, first with his telescopic observations, and second with his obstinate 

insistence that his extrapolations were correct. These are the narrative events we all learn 

in European history class: the Catholic Church forces Galileo to recant his cosmological 

views on the motion of the Earth and other celestial bodies, the astronomer mutters his 

displeasure under his breath, and he lives out the rest of his life under house arrest at his 

palatial estate outside Florence. 

Prior to Galileo, however, there was another Italian rabble-rouser who did not get 

off so easily. Rather, sixteen years prior, he was stripped naked, hung upside down, and 

burned alive in a bustling piazza in the center of Rome. The unfortunate man was 

Giordano Bruno, a lapsed Dominican monk who fled his monastery in Naples after being 

caught with contraband philosophical texts, a translation of iconoclast Erasmus of 

Rotterdam’s theological commentaries. At the dawn of the seventeenth century, on Ash 

Wednesday in February 1600, Bruno was walked the half mile from his cell in the Tor di 

Nona prison along the Tiber to his death in Campo de’ Fiori. His tongue was placed in a 

“morsa di legno”—a wooden vise—for daring both to espouse and proliferate wicked, 

unspeakable heresies: daring to believe that nature and the greater cosmos were alive and 

sentient.15 In his wandering, Bruno argued with scholars about the uselessness of 

Aristotelian philosophy and the fact that, among other things, the ancient Greek 

philosopher Pythagoras had it right all along: the Earth revolved around the sun, all stars 

are also suns around which many other worlds orbit, and the entire universe is not only 

infinite but also animated with the Holy Spirit. This last detail—that there is a world-soul 
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akin to those espoused in pagan polytheism—was a particular sticking point for Bruno’s 

Inquisitors, and unluckily for Bruno, it closely resembled the pantheism of ancient, pre-

Christian religions. 

Bruno’s relationship to the Copernican theory, however, is fraught, and 

Blumenberg reminds us that the Nolan “merely passed through Copernicanism on the 

way to metaphysics.”16 Indeed, the radical Italian needed only the inkling of a 

heliocentric, Pythagorean model to springboard into a new theory of cosmological 

infinity. Less interested in physics, Bruno’s metaphysical speculation differed from the 

mathematical rigor of Copernicus’s De Revolutionibus. These speculative philosophies, 

however, were no less diligent, and Bruno’s contribution to the history of science is not 

inconsequential. His philosophical system, for example, rejected the Copernican notion 

that nature favored perfect, symmetrical orbital motion, a theoretical conjecture that 

Kepler’s three laws on planetary motion proved in the decade following Bruno’s 

execution. As we know, Kepler’s laws dictate that the planets in our solar system orbit 

elliptically around the sun, rather than in perfect (and therefore holy) concentric circles. 

The astronomer’s summation at the time powerfully decentralized both physical reality 

and heuristic stability, each of which I argue create scientific and political unrest. In the 

case of the former, the physical position of the Earth, already no longer the center of the 

Ptolemaic universe, shifted once more—this time from the perfect encircling in 

Copernicus’s model to the lopsided orbits in Kepler’s, undermining the human’s 

privileged position as the supreme center in the process. In the case of the latter, a 

millennium of theology was knocked off its axis, fracturing the foundation upon which 
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the Catholic Church staked its authority. The end result was nothing short of panicked 

incertitude for this powerful ecclesiastical order in the Counter-Reformation. 

That Bruno dared to imagine other worlds stretching into infinity is itself 

revolutionary and important for this project. For Bruno, the universe is alive with the 

material substance of God’s spirit. In other words, Bruno characterized nature itself as a 

living, breathing theophany, the substance of which guides the contours of the chapters 

that follow. Although Bruno’s time in England was comparatively short—he was 

alternately in London and Oxford from approximately April 1583 to October 1585—the 

lapsed friar was there long enough to gain a notorious reputation. He lectured at Oxford 

and published some of his more notorious works in London, the intellectual legacy of 

which permeates the literary works in my work here.17  

To argue the salience of his ideas, Bruno intriguingly turns to both scripture and 

classical authors in his philosophical works, a well-worn humanistic model by the time he 

began wandering northern Europe in the 1580s. Thus, with new developments in 

astronomical observations in mind, the philosopher reconfigured the idea of the 

Pythagorean world-soul, which he describes as a mix between biblical truth and ancient 

poetic premonition: 

 

‘For the spirit of God fills the Earthly orb: and therefore he contains 

everything,’ which entirely conforms to the Pythagorean doctrine explained 

by Virgil in the sixth [book of] the Aeneid … Thus from this spirit, that I 

have called the life of the universe, I say in my philosophy, there originates 

the life and the soul of each thing that has soul and life, which I understand 
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to be immortal … As for their substance, all [bodies] are immortal, death 

being nothing but division and congregation.18 

 

Bruno’s association of scripture (“the spirit of God fills the Earthly orb”) with Aeneas’s 

descent into the underworld and first-hand witnessing of metempsychosis (katabasis) was 

enough to convince the Inquisitors. Bruno had committed an act of heresy by using the 

Bible to explain pagan philosophy and religion, what the Church classified as anathema 

after the Council of Trent convened in the mid-sixteenth century. Designed in response to 

the Protestant Reformation, the Trentine documents made it heretical to provide 

exegetical readings of Scripture outside Church-approved interpretive doctrine.19 Because 

Bruno’s prescriptive cosmology syncretized pagan Pythagoreanism with the Bible, the 

Church saw the philosopher’s bold worldview not only as radical, unorthodox theology, 

but also as a threat to the social and political authority that the Reformation had already 

begun to substantially undermine. At the same time, running parallel to these issues was 

the threat of this “pagan” Pythagoreanism casting doubt upon, and then replacing, the 

accepted cosmological paradigm in European churches, university systems, and political 

circles. 

In the above quotation, Bruno’s paraphrase of both scripture and Vergil are 

important issues that repeat in critical ways throughout this project. The Vergilian 

connection illustrates two things for my larger argument. One, it shows the longstanding 

legacy of classical works in the English and European imaginary. Two, it demonstrates 

how the philosopher deploys classical literature to show syncretistic overlap between 

“pagan” Pythagoreanism and Christian doctrine. This conceptual framework of the Holy 
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Spirit as a “fertilizing spirit,” or anima mundi, permeates seventeenth-century poetry, 

prose, and drama.20 At the time, Bruno’s radical ideas ran contrary to not only Church 

orthodoxy, but also the observable universe in an era before the advent of sophisticated 

telescopic technologies. In other words, Bruno dared to imagine worlds other than his 

own lived reality—the very premise of literary fiction—and it is for this reason that I 

suspect his publications are mainly in the form of imagined dialogues instead of polemics 

or tractates. To be sure, Bruno takes the most radical idea of the Copernican system—

Earth’s decentralized position—and runs with it. Rather than stop at the solar system, 

Bruno participates in the hundred-year tradition of prisca theologia, and he cherry-picks 

from Stoic philosophy, Neoplatonism, Pythagoreanism, Lucretian Epicureanism, and 

ancient epic poetry: first, to syncretize pagan and Christian religions and, second, to tread 

new paths for intellectual reality and scientific futures. 

As will become clearer in the chapters that follow, this adherence to the 

Pythagorean world-soul shapes how I read theophany, nature, and the stars throughout 

early modern literature. Indeed, Bruno’s idea of an infinite nature, and a decentralized, 

animating agency (the world-soul) allows us to reconceive of theophany not just as a 

static biblical event, but as a constantly occurring, regenerating entity of nature. Seen in 

this light, Bruno syncretizes the Christian God with Pythagorean anima, making the deity 

not just of nature, but the constitutive elements of nature itself. It is this pantheistic 

heterodoxy that alarmed the Inquisitors, for their religion’s staked divergence from 

paganism was no longer so cut and dried. But Bruno’s radical speculations are also his 

most imaginative, because he creates a heuristic for the existence of multiple worlds, an 

anxiety-filled arena that I argue fuels the English literary imagination. As such, this 
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project takes seriously the notion that English authors deploy the speculative idea of a 

world-soul and its properties to theorize new universal systems that look strikingly 

similar to the one we now explore through our deep-space telescopes: an infinite expanse 

populated by many worlds similar to our own, orbiting similar sun-like stars. Just as 

Bruno’s Pythagoras, and the authors he inspired, predicted.  

 

PYTHAGOREAN REDUX: BRUNO’S  

WORLD-SOUL AND THE ENGLISH IMAGINATION 

 

As one can imagine, Bruno’s cosmological views further undermined the 

established belief that Earth, and by proxy man, were the center of the universe. His 

decentralized model also had radical political implications, the effects of which ripple 

throughout the entirety of the project. Bruno’s universe is characterized by animism, or 

vitalist materialism—a cosmological network enlivened by the motive force of divine 

infusion. In Brunonian terms, this enriched version of the Pythagorean world-soul 

holistically permeates the entire globe, distributing itself through every material particle. 

Moreover, in its decentralizing, distributive agency, this vitalist materialism also 

jettisoned with it the possibility of a holistic pecking order, or hierarchy, which I believe 

paved the way for individualist, anti-monarchical attitudes that would help trigger the 

English revolution in the mid-seventeenth century and the seedlings of later political 

uprisings. In displacing the center of the universe, this system also dislodges traditional 

modes of hierarchical authority—whether it be in the form of bishop, pope, or monarch.  
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Bruno’s world-soul, however, is not precise in its classical origin, and I suspect 

this fault is the reason why few have focused on the philosopher’s Pythagorean cosmos 

until recently.21 Indeed, particularly interesting for experts in classical literature, Bruno’s 

misunderstanding on the origins of the world-soul reveal the confused enmeshment in 

which Renaissance humanists and philosophers found themselves. As scholars of the 

ancient world will rightly note, Bruno’s conception of history is not technically accurate. 

As we know from philological research in the centuries since the early modern era, the 

concept of an immanent world-soul can be traced to the Stoic philosophical tradition and 

prior to that a more universalizing spirit, the Good, in Plato’s Timaeus. According to 

Dilwyn Knox’s magisterial historiography of this confused history, Bruno’s attachment 

to Pythagoreanism is one of veneration, not ignorance or willful deception. Indeed, Bruno 

was a well-read student of recovered ancient texts from Late Antiquity, and he referred to 

both Diogenes Laeritus and Lactantius to substantiate the Pythagorean legacy he 

proliferated.22 Knox reminds us that this venerated legacy stretches even farther back in 

time, a sign for Bruno of not only mythical ancient wisdom, but also authoritative truth: 

“The author of the [world-soul] doctrine, in Bruno’s mind, was even more venerable than 

Pythagoras … In the Pimander and Asclepius, the Egyptian sage Hermes Trismegistus 

had described the cosmos as a living thing, animated throughout, and on three occasions 

in the Pimander, following Ficino’s Latin translation, he had called the cosmic principle 

of animation the anima mundi or mundi totius anima,” an “undeniable” sign that Bruno 

was familiar with these works and their intellectual legacy.23 In historian Hans 

Blumenberg’s words, “the Sun of antiquity and of its ‘old, true philosophy’ … now 

returns.”24 As Knox explains, Bruno’s adherence to this syncretism was not radical. 
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Rather, the Italian followed in the humanistic footsteps of Marsilio Ficino and his prisca 

theologia, “the gentile tradition of learning” that traces all systems of knowledge to one, 

universal truth. For Ficino, that one, universal truth is traced through the writings of 

Plato, who Ficino believed was infinitely inspired by even more ancient sages, 

Pythagoras, and before him, Hermes. It is very likely for these reasons that Bruno 

assumes the spiritual regeneration in Aeneid book 6 functions as symbolic microcosm for 

the lager, macrocosmic labor of the world-soul: natural animated regeneration throughout 

every particulate atom in the universe.25   

Whether or not Bruno was correct in his view that Vergil espouses Pythagorean 

doctrine is not the issue. Rather, the fact that Bruno stakes his philosophical system in 

what he earnestly believed to be a Pythagorean cosmology is the crux of the matter, and it 

is significant for two reasons. On the one hand, it illustrates the contextual importance of 

humanism’s reach. Philology, the cornerstone of humanist study, had already been used 

to chip away at the Church’s authority: first through Lorenzo Valla’s research proving 

that the Donation of Constantine was a forgery, the document that invalidated the 

Church’s rights of land ownership across Europe, and second, through Martin Luther’s 

Ninety-Five Theses, a polemic that kickstarted renewed exegetical scrutiny of the 

Church’s claims to supreme social and political control. On the other hand, Bruno’s 

methods reflect the importance of ancient texts in the early modern mind, as well as its 

role in the development of scientific thought and the political and social unrest that 

accompanied it. This veneration for ancient wisdom is a commonplace and repeats itself 

throughout the writings of the four authors discussed here. 
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These issues converge in Bruno’s melding of Epicurean and Platonic materialism. 

In his own estimation, Bruno’s revision of materialism pointed both to the vatic 

premonition of the ancients, as well as the future of cosmological inquiry in the early 

modern world. Bruno’s Pythagorean materialism accounted simultaneously for spiritual 

immanence and particulate matter, infusing God into an atomic system that Lucretius’s 

atomic Epicureanism made sure to discount, if not eradicate entirely. Insisting on the 

existence of an infinite universe with many coexistent worlds, Bruno’s Pythagoreanism 

also asserted the cyclicality of matter in perpetuity. Once man’s body died, his matter-

based flesh decomposed and integrated itself back into the natural world. It is thus 

encapsulated in the paradoxical Pythagorean maxim that the only constancy in our 

universe is inconstancy, what Spenser would fashion allegorically in the Titaness 

Mutabilitie. The world-soul, or Holy Spirit, distributes itself across every particle of 

matter in the universe; in Bruno’s words, it “commands, governs, presides over, moves, 

vivifies, vegetates, makes sentient, maintains and contains” all matter on Earth, 

throughout nature and into the infinite, decentralized realm of the cosmos.26 This model 

serves as a heuristic that scales down to the individual human level, infusing man with an 

“intellectual Light” that suffuses his entire material body with a vivifying spirit. 

Similarly, it scales up to the macro level of the divine at the same time. This near-

constant negotiation between minute atom and expansive cosmos—between the 

microcosm and the macrocosm—is a thematic line that runs through this entire project, 

and it serves as the pathway between mystical experience and scientific experiment. And 

it also reflects the locus of where that distributive agency is seated in the early modern 

world—not only through nature, but also through the body of man himself. As I argue in 
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each chapter, that distribution begins at the principle site of anxiety in the late 1590s—the 

Moon—before funneling down into more localized areas of the natural world: the air, 

man’s physical senses, and finally, the seat of intellectual knowing: the soul that is 

kindled by the inner light of God. 

Though the doctrine of the inner light would eventually become secularized in the 

later decades of the seventeenth century, this project investigates the primary issues of 

authority at stake in the period through the Pythagorean underpinnings of the Copernican 

Revolution. It also shows the positive descriptors of early modern theophany in nature. 

The writers I discuss in this dissertation—Spenser, Shakespeare, Bacon, and Milton—

each respond to the epistemological skepticism and challenge to authority that the turba 

of Bruno’s natural philosophy engendered. Indeed, if the superstitious magic of the 

Catholic Church was forcibly removed from the laity’s social conscious, as ecclesiastical 

historian Duffy avers, this project places the fallout of that trauma as central to its inquiry 

of what happens when daily evidence of God in the sacring Host and fragrant incense, for 

example, is stripped from the altars in favor of a more austere site of worship. 

I argue that these four English authors each use Bruno’s interpretations of nature 

as a vitalist, animated theophany to conceive fictional works that posit the fractious 

epistemologies endemic to the seventeenth century. Further, these authors incorporate 

Bruno’s radical heterodoxy to reason through the celestial phenomena they observed in 

the sky and read about in popular astronomical publications. This intermixture of 

philosophy, religion, and celestial wonder is not coincidental. We can see the vestigial 

remains of this cosmological uncertainty in Spenser, Shakespeare, Bacon and Milton, 

each of whom contend head-on with the specter of an animate universe, a decentered 
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cosmos, and divine presence in the material world. This project thus takes seriously the 

early modern conversations that intersect the three separate fields of study that we now 

call literary studies, the history of science, and religious studies; and attending to each of 

these fields relies crucially on recreating the ambient intellectual environments in which 

these authors lived, breathed, and wrote. It also scrutinizes the interrelations between the 

two poles of early modern thought: first, the reliance on the wisdom of the ancients—

pagan thought from Greek and Roman antiquity that surged in the rediscovery and mass 

distribution of classical texts—and second, sustained attention to decentralizing systems 

of knowledge. This de-hierarchical organization emerged from not just observational 

evidence, but careful negotiation between classical literature, ancient wisdom, and 

biblical exegesis as well. This milieu revealed a potential cosmological model that 

rendered the heavenly spheres as not only moveable, but also possibly subject to infinite 

change and material corruption.  

Through the privileged Protestant’s direct communion with divinely influenced 

astral and planetary bodies, literary writers are able to reify abstract issues of authority 

and the divine to, in turn, contend directly with them. Put simply, this project is the story 

of what happens when the visible markers of God are removed from daily religious ritual 

and where else reformed believers looked for evidence of his existence instead. That 

story can be traced in the literary history I provide in this dissertation, a project that 

investigates how literary writers tap into the consciousness of the age and where they 

turn. My answer is that they turn to the heavens. They turn to God. They turn to 

themselves.  
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CHAPTER OUTLINES:  

FROM SPENSER TO MILTON 

 

Studying Pythagorean resurgence in the early modern era has necessitated my 

casting a wide net for primary sources. Therefore, this project may at times seem like a 

history of intellectual ideas or a deep dive into early modern philosophies of esoteric faith 

and religion. More to the point, many of the primary sources that I use to explicate the 

Pythagorean elements in early modern literature are not, in fact, literary works. However, 

I maintain that this approach is fundamentally literary in design. Bruno’s philosophical 

works, for example, while not literary fiction per se, still rely on classical symbolism and 

tropes to convey philosophically dense information about not only the natural world, but 

also the ineffable nature of God himself. In other words, Bruno does what poets have 

done for millennia: he reifies abstract concepts through symbolism, metaphor, and 

allegorical codices. Moreover, untangling these symbolic references plays a significant 

role in understanding the stakes of the speculative philosophy in which Bruno trafficked. 

It is also important to note that Bruno’s works were notorious across Europe. The fact 

that the wandering monk had little patience for the peripatetic logic games at universities 

only served to make the figure and his works more inflammatory. It is perhaps because of 

this reputation that so much of his tropes and ideas wind up in early modern English 

literature.   

To untangle the confused knot of natural philosophy, literary convention, and 

cosmological speculation, I intentionally merge the fields of study that have been 

separated for over a century by departmental boundaries and fractured approaches to 
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textual and philological analysis. Once recombined as they were in the early modern 

world, however, I use these approaches to demonstrate the staggering overlap between 

scientific experiment and mystical experience. In order to make a meaningful 

contribution to the field of literary studies, this project consciously collapses disciplinary 

boundaries to investigate the exchange of ideas between early modern literature, religion, 

and cosmology. Therefore, I proffer a “literary” turn to these now-disparate fields. My 

proposed turn demands that works seen as secondary to literary analysis—such as texts in 

natural philosophy, commentaries and marginalia on works of classical literature, and 

theological exegesis of Scripture—are studied with the same methods with which 

literature is evaluated and explicated. My approach in this project operates on the logic 

that in order to evaluate the meaningful overlap in the intellectual exchange of ideas, one 

must investigate fully the etymological origins of key terminology that not only provide 

the basis for philosophical speculation of the cosmos, but also find their way into early 

modern literary works. I thus combine traditional etymological research with methods of 

intertextual analysis. My reasons for this approach are multivalent, but the primary one is 

the simple fact that each of the authors I study were all accomplished and well-trained 

Latinists.  

The following chapters demonstrate this method in action. The literary works I 

investigate consistently rely on references to pagan mythology in order to convey 

complex philosophical meaning about the natural world through classical literary tropes. 

The antique past, then, becomes a cipher or shorthand in early modern literary and 

philosophical works to efficiently expound upon ideas about the natural world. Much of 

the sourcing early modern authors used were the classical works themselves, which they 
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supplemented with sixteenth-century commentaries, like Natale Conti’s popular 

compendium, Mythologiae (1657). Rather than view these mythological references as 

mere aesthetic or fashionable conventions, I take them seriously and read them as 

expressions that theorize Pythagorean vitalist materialism. In other words, I read early 

modern references to classical or late-antique conventions as ciphers through which to 

metaphorize, and therefore, materialize, instances of natural divinity. To read the 

“literary” into scientific and religious milieu of the time is therefore to exercise a 

fundamentally intertextual reading practice—what Julia Kristeva once called “an 

intersection of textual surfaces rather than a point (a fixed meaning), as a dialogue.”1 In 

finding the “intersection of textual surfaces” in this philosophical and religious 

“dialogue,” this project aims for true interdisciplinarity—not as a source study, but as a 

reclamation of the early modern intellectual and political landscapes that defined the 

period and fomented social and political anxieties. It also attempts at every avenue to 

retrace the footsteps of the ad fontes exegetical methods that Spenser, Shakespeare, 

Bacon, and Milton might have deployed in their designs to write about the vital 

materiality of the nature world. In doing so, these canonical works of literature become 

more than poetic expressions of aesthetic values; they transform into works of mystical 

expression and scientific discovery, as the following chapters demonstrate. 

Foregrounding theophany, each chapter examines instances where deities make 

themselves known through material nature. Each chapter, therefore, strives to 

demonstrate how theophany renders visible a rich literary history that might seem 

piecemeal at first glance. Therefore, the chapters in this project appear chronologically to 

map the landscape of early modern English authors’ engagement with the long lineage of 
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Pythagorean cosmology and how it shifts in expression across temporal and political 

landscapes. As England’s political fissures become more pronounced, and as the political 

climate becomes more radicalized in Stuart and Interregnum England, theophany shifts 

from an externalized phenomenon—one associated with Roman gods, goddesses, and the 

long relationship between Pythagoreanism and cosmology—to an internalized experience 

akin to inner-light enthusiasm. To illustrate this phenomenon, I have supplied each 

chapter with a keyword indicating the part of nature where theophanic action is seated in 

each narrative: Moon, Air, Sense, and Soul. By organizing the chapters this way, two 

patterns emerge that speak to the larger aims of this project. First, in the declination from 

moon to man, macro to micro, the chapters mimic the popular early modern theory of 

celestial influence, the belief that God infused celestial objects with messages, which 

would radiate downward to influence the natural world and, by proxy, human behavior. 

Second, this pattern from cosmic to individual represents religious and philosophical 

concerns of the era that continued to be dogged by intellectual uneasiness with an 

increasingly expansive, unfixed cosmos. 

My first chapter, titled “Expelling Spenser’s Triumphant Beast: Mutabilitie, the 

Infinite Cosmos, and the Vicissitudes of Pythagorean Flux,” investigates the unfinished 

fragment to Spenser’s Faerie Queene epic, the Mutabilitie Cantos. This chapter situates 

Spenser’s Mutabilitie, a mythological Titan who is the allegorical representation of 

material change, alongside Bruno’s Spaccio della Bestia Trionfale, The Expulsion of the 

Triumphant Beast, and Ovid’s Pythagoras in Metamorphoses book 15. This comparative 

analysis demonstrates that Mutabilitie represents not only material change, but also 

Bruno’s conception of the anima mundi, or world-soul. This reading illustrates 
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Mutabilitie’s capacity to corrupt matter and recycle it back into elemental nature—not 

just on Earth, but throughout the entire cosmos previously thought to be immutably 

pristine as well. In locating theophanic presence within Mutabilitie herself, I demonstrate 

how Bruno’s world-soul, infused by God, weaves itself throughout both earthly nature 

and the celestial universe.  

Shifting focus from the Moon to air, “Shakespeare’s Little Elysium: Tracing the 

Pythagorean World-Soul in The Tempest” explores how Shakespeare adapts Vergilian 

and Ovidian models to construct a Pythagorean atmosphere in the play’s island romance. 

In particular, I read Juno’s masque in act 4, scene 1, as a microcosmic Elysium—the 

underworld in classical literature where the souls of the world recycle into new bodies as 

the physical matter regenerates back into earthly particles. “Shakespeare’s Little 

Elysium” argues that Juno’s masque and Prospero’s subsequent revels’ speech function 

as signs of an animated cosmos composed of the same air that the characters breathe 

throughout the play. In interpreting the masque as a theophany, I demonstrate how 

Prospero subtly imitates and adapts Pythagoras’s speech in Metamorphoses book 15. 

“Shakespeare’s Little Elysium” thus unmasks the frequent references to breathing as a 

Christianized world-soul and argues that this same “breath” of “air” infuses and enlivens 

every element of nature on the play’s pneumatically animated isle. 

I investigate Francis Bacon’s mystically oriented scientific utopia in the third 

chapter, which reads the philosopher’s theories of Pythagorean divination as central to 

the process of scientific discovery. “Francis Bacon’s Starry Message: Natural Divination, 

Deification, and the Return of Ancient Knowledge in the New Atlantis,” pivots scholarly 

conversation to argue that Baocn’s New Atlantis is fundamentally astrological and 
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therefore mystically inclined. I contend that the celestial miracle in the narrative points to 

a larger pattern in Bacon’s philosophical works; this pattern relies upon divination and 

personal deification to explore the secrets of nature. By relying heavily on Bacon’s vast 

oeuvre of natural philosophy, I illustrate how the English philosopher’s often-overlooked 

vitalism enlivens the senses of the human body with the spirit of God. This vitalism 

primes the scientist to mystically explore nature with an inner guide: the supreme pilot, 

God himself.  This chapter thus argues that the starry messenger in Bacon’s utopia 

expresses the philosopher’s more esoteric beliefs that infuse his prescription for a new era 

of scientific discovery and knowledge.  

The final chapter takes up Milton’s ecstatic invocation to light in book 3 of 

Paradise Lost. “‘Since God Is Light’: Milton’s Theophanic Reasoning in Paradise Lost” 

situates the poet’s monism into conversation with Bruno’s atomism. Reading closely the 

invocation to light in book 3, this chapter demonstrates how Milton’s supplication to 

“holy light” shows undercurrents of Bruno’s Pythagorean philosophy, namely the 

Italian’s peculiar brand of atomism that would go on to influence other vitalist 

philosophers in the mid-seventeenth century, including the Cambridge Platonists. 

Situated against the backdrop of Milton’s politics and emerging ideas on the freedom of 

expression, I argue that Milton’s invocation is a covert gesture of defiance against the 

Royalist regime that burned his works and twice threatened to execute the poet in an 

attempt to silence him forever. 

In viewing seventeenth-century literature through the lens of Bruno’s radical 

Pythagorean philosophy, we can glean the nuances of early modern political, religious, 

and philosophical life that lurk beneath veiled metaphor and classical analogy. By 
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grouping these authors together, my readings produce new connections between literature 

and science, as well as their undergirding speculative philosophies. This project seeks to 

explain how our understanding of literature shifts when literary works intersect these 

constellations of influence that shimmer beneath the surface of history. It thus answers 

the question of what happens when those secrets are laid bare to our skeptical modern 

eyes, allowing the past to confront the present, much in the same way the authors in this 

study framed their literary works. By bringing Bruno in from the shadows, Theophanic 

Reasoning clarifies the Italian philosopher’s influence on English literary history and 

speculative thought at the same time that it shows his special place within it. For my 

work, Bruno thus functions as the central harbinger of what it meant to be early modern: 

a combination of ancient wisdom and emergent speculation, with a theophanic experience 

of nature that was both mystical and scientific, secretive and illuminating—a moving 

cosmos that infused everything from particulate matter, to the marrow of man, to the 

wide expanse of the glittering stars. 

NOTES

 
1 Julia Kristeva, “Word, Dialogue, and Novel,” Desire in Language: A Semiotic 

Approach to Literature and Art, ed. Leon S. Roudiez, trans. Thomas Gora (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 1980), pp. 64-91, 65. 
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EXPELLING SPENSER’S TRIUMPHANT BEAST: MUTABILITIE,  

THE INFINITE COSMOS, AND THE VICISSITUDES OF PYTHAGOREAN FLUX 

 

In the latter half of the sixteenth century, the early modern world was beginning 

to feel the seismic shift of Copernicus’s groundbreaking astronomical study, De 

Revolutionibus Coelestium. For the first time since antiquity, the concept of a mutable 

cosmos was receiving sustained and serious consideration. Copernicus’s vision of the 

solar system looked nearly identical to Ptolemy’s: seven circles were shown to be 

rotating around a central entity, each pathway set perfectly concentrically around the one 

before it. By virtue of their measured symmetry, both models conveyed heavenly 

harmony, the signifier that God had created an ordered universe. Copernicus’s version, 

however, contained a major difference, in that the Earth was moved from its central 

location at the center of the cosmos to one of the circles. In one illustration, man lost his 

privilege status at the center of the cosmos.  

Observational measurements would soon follow the Copernican hypothesis. 

Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe had also shown that the Comet of 1577 traveled far 

beyond the realm of the moon. Moreover, on November 11, 1572, a supernova formed 

suddenly in the constellation Cassiopeia and was visible in the night sky for sixteen 

months before dissipating as swiftly as it appeared. Brahe’s precise measurements 

demonstrated that this “new star” (nova stella) was nowhere near Earth.1 Each of Brahe’s 

measurements dealt a heavy blow to the old-guard worldview that the cosmos beyond the 

moon laid in immutable stasis. With such cosmological uncertainty, natural philosophers 
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began debating the likelihood of this monumental paradigm shift, and Giordano Bruno’s 

heterodox theories—that the universe was an infinite expanse with no center, that many 

worlds like ours orbit around stars similar to our own sun, and that it also had a soul—

only served to foment this chaos. Bruno’s speculative philosophy brought with it a direct 

challenge to hegemonic, hierarchical authority, a point of view that he substantiated 

through humanist reading methods, the Protestant Reformation, and, of course, the 

publication of Copernicus’s book. The idea of a mutable cosmos was not just a thought 

experiment; it wrought serious religious, philosophical, and scientific debate. Bruno’s 

theory ignited the possibility that God’s decentralized cosmos could also decenter 

religion, culture, and politics, and these views, as some historians have long averred, 

would give rise to discourses at the heart of revolutionary movements for individual 

liberties and the freedom of expression.2   

These were the gripping times in which Spenser lived and wrote. By the mid-

sixteenth century, the framework of unceasing change had begun to resonate palpably, 

and intellectuals were seriously calling into question the long-held belief that the heavens 

were unmovable, unchangeable, and uncorrupted. While most of his works focus on 

Protestant conquest, Spenser’s fragment to the Faerie Queene, the Mutabilitie Cantos, by 

contrast, speaks to these fracturing epistemological concerns directly. At the outset of 

Mutabilitie, readers are plunged midway into canto 6, the very center of the unfinished 

book’s narratival action. In the introductory proem, the poem’s speaker previews the 

action set to follow:  

 

Proud Change (not pleas’d in mortall things,  
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beneathe the Moone, raigne), 

Pretends, as well of Gods, as Men,  

to be the Soueraine.3 

 

Before we even arrive at the narrative thrust of the work, we are greeted with language 

and tactics of subversion and subterfuge. The goddess Mutabilitie, who we are told is the 

allegorical embodiment of “Proud Change,” ascends to “the Moone” to convince the 

classical Roman gods that she should “raigne” the universe over the lunar world: “to be 

the Soueraine.” Throughout Mutabilitie, the fragment of which is appended to the 1609 

edition of The Faerie Queene, this Titaness proclaims that her supremacy no longer 

belongs to the sublunary world.4 Mutabilitie’s actions here are the first clue that this 

episode is anything but the normal state of affairs. For example, the verb “pretends” 

perhaps connotes notions of dramatic artifice, stories of make-believe, but specifically 

fashioned with the intent to reveal the truth about the world surrounding the audience. On 

the one hand, Mutabilitie’s determination to “pretend[]” conveys the theatricality of the 

event. In her “pretend[ing],” Mutabilitie might resemble to some readers the brash 

behavior of a usurping con, the kind of person Spenser might have seen perform onstage 

in the London theater. On the other hand, however, Mutabilitie’s choice to “pretend[]” 

signals a crucial detail to the narrative that follows. In early modern parlance, the OED 

notes, the verb “to pretend” is based on conceptions of rhetorical education, and its most 

basic definition means “to put forward as an assertion or statement; to allege, assert, 

contend, claim, declare.” More to the point, the verb-infinitive pairing, the construction 

Spenser uses (“pretends … to be”), itself teems with resonance: it can mean either “to 
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claim the right (to do something),” or “to represent oneself as” something in particular. 

The OED offers similar definitions carrying slightly in nuance from actions of intention 

(“to intend, plan”), to authoritative assertions of grandeur (“to claim, feign, or make 

oneself appear”), to visions of ambition (“to aspire, presume; to venture; to try, to 

attempt”).5 In Mutabilitie’s case, the Titaness represents herself as “Soueraine,” just “as 

… Gods, as men” are wont to do.6 By claiming “to be the Soueraigne,” Mutabilitie usurps 

the status quo at the outset of Spenser’s fragment.  

These now-obsolete lexicographical interpretations of “pretends” allow for a more 

accurate reading of Spenser’s enigmatic fragment. For one, they remind us that Spenser’s 

word choice is not only intentional, but also thrillingly polysemic; his poetry creates 

opportunities for misdirection and refraction in the process. Secondly, this polyvalence 

also frees the text from limiting interpretive analysis. Even though Spenser chose to write 

an Arthurian legend in an archaic style, his poetry is not, automatically, the work of a 

backward-looking traditionalist. Rather, as this chapter argues, we should view Spenser’s 

fragment as a product of the time in which it was written—one of great anxiety, 

instability, and religiously motivated violence and turmoil. Instead of viewing Mutabilitie 

as a fraud or politically subversive dissident, as is an all-too-common trap, I suggest that 

we take the Titaness at her word. If she is indeed entitled to the domain of the heavens, as 

she argues her Titan lineage dictates, perhaps Mutabilitie’s “claims” or “intent” to 

become “Soueraine” is not mere arrogance dictated by the unforgiving moniker of “Proud 

Change.” Perhaps, rather, she should be viewed as a formidable opponent. Indeed, 

Mutabilitie, like Bruno, uses the logic and rhetoric of the studia humanitatis tradition, to 

“claim [her] right” of domain, territory, and authority.  
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I also maintain that we should presume Mutabilitie innocent until proven guilty, 

as we might treat any other defendant in a trial. As a measured plaintiff who logically 

argues her case, Mutabilitie is able “to represent [herself] as” change personified and a 

formidable opponent in her own right. In spite of her being “wrongfull[y] from heauen 

exil’d” by Jove, the king of the heavens, Mutabilitie is determined to reclaim her rightful 

spot, much to the thunder-god’s chagrin (7.6.26.9). In this theatrical showdown between 

god and Titan, Mutabilitie transforms the moon from Cynthia’s silver throne to a site of 

infinite possibility, both for literary imagination and cosmological speculation. In the 

battle for authority, Mutabilitie has prepared her case extensively and demonstrates it 

handily. The speaker says as much when he intimates that there are perhaps more 

“worlds” than Earth itself: “And all the worlds faire frame / She alter’d quite, and made 

them all accurst” (7.6.5.5-7). In this cosmological rendering of “all … worlds,” Spenser 

inherently binds this dramatic interaction on the moon to more cosmologically 

existentialist questions. By setting this dramatic scene on the lunar sphere, the speaker 

places supernal speculation at the fore of the conversation. This moon-based drama thus 

does not exclude the possibility that Spenser had in mind the Copernican Revolution, 

despite what his friend and mentor Gabriel Harvey averred about the poet. Moreover, it 

highlights a deep contemplation of a cosmos that felt predictably old at the same time that 

it felt shockingly new. It is through these conversations of many worlds, infinite space, 

and ceaseless change that I locate and explore Spenser’s most speculative work, the 

Mutabilitie Cantos. 

As Alberto A. Martínez has shown recently in his groundbreaking study of early 

modern philosophy, science, and religion, Burned Alive: Bruno, Galileo, and the 
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Inquisition, these ideas were gaining speed at an unprecedented rate.7 In contemplating 

seriously Spenser’s engagement with these ideas, I read his Mutabilitie Cantos alongside 

Bruno’s complex, heterodox ideas, a link that scholars have long determined exists, but 

have not explicitly expanded. This chapter thus argues that Bruno’s natural philosophy is 

a powerful lens through which to reassess the metaphysical and philosophical concerns of 

the Mutabilitie Cantos. To make my argument, I rely on Bruno’s ecstatic vision of a 

natural religion that understands the physical universe as a theophany, infused with the 

essence of God’s being. This theophanic vision of nature—the sincere belief that every 

constitutive part of the natural world is the material presence of God—drives my reading 

of Spenser’s Mutabilitie Cantos. It thus places Mutabilitie, the titular allegorical 

character, at the center of these emergent cosmological debates roiling at the dawn of the 

seventeenth century.  

To make this claim, this chapter is divided into three sections, the first of which 

demonstrates the incredible power over nature that Mutabilitie claims to Jove and his 

cohort of classical deities. Mutabilitie’s assertion of power relies intently on the principle 

of Pythagorean flux, a principle recapitulated many times across Bruno’s works, as well 

as Ovid’s Metamorphoses. I thus treat Mutabilitie’s assertion of sovereignty as a serious 

contention by investigating Spenser alongside Ovid’s and Bruno’s similar expressions of 

Pythagorean flux. In reading Mutabilitie as Pythagorean, I also surmise that she 

represents Bruno’s Pythagorean concept of the anima mundi, or world-soul, that animates 

the natural world. This reading drives the second section of the chapter that argues 

Spenser’s Mutabilitie can be mapped onto Bruno’s controversial text, Lo Spaccio della 

Bestia Trionfale, or The Expulsion of the Triumphant Beast. This allegorical work 
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explains Bruno’s philosophy as a natural religion, which in turn explains the infinite and 

mutable expansiveness of the cosmos itself. This portion of the chapter takes up Bruno’s 

assertion that change, or Pythagorean flux, is not only a part of the natural world, but also 

is a necessary element needed to achieve physical harmony. As such, Nature’s “decay” in 

these collective texts (Spenser’s, Ovid’s, Bruno’s) is but one step in the larger cycle of 

regeneration and renewal. My reading pivots the perception of Spenser’s Mutabilitie not 

as a corrosive force, but instead a restorative one. This vibrant milieu in which Spenser 

operated demonstrates that in spite—or perhaps because of—the poet’s engagement with 

medieval and classical traditions, the poet presciently marks the cosmological concerns of 

the unstable moment in which he lived.  

 

MUTABILITY AND THE “WIDE GREAT VNIVERSE” 

 

Until fairly recently, scholars overlooked Spenser’s interest in emergent issues in 

early modern cosmology, opting instead to frame the poet as either nostalgic for a bygone 

era, or anxious about the politics of succession as Elizabeth aged without an heir.8 We 

owe part of this critical trend to Gabriel Harvey’s comments about his university friend. 

Harvey famously wrote of Spenser: “I have often marveled that Chaucer and Lydgate 

were such good astronomers in those days, while modern poets are so ignorant of 

astronomy … Spenser himself is ashamed, though he is not completely ignorant of the 

globe and the astrolabe, of the difficulty he has with astronomical rules, tables, and 

instruments.”9 A harsh critique to be sure, but as Andrew Hadfield readily points out, 

Harvey was known for being an irascible and unrelenting critic. He gained notoriety for 
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publicly criticizing the learning environment at Cambridge University, with the hope that 

it would be rebuilt according to his own pedagogical vision.10 In the absence of definitive 

historical records that locate the poet’s whereabouts for the majority of his life, Harvey’s 

extant criticism has been the primary means that scholars have understood Spenser’s 

intellectual investments. Early modern literary critics have thus followed Harvey’s lead 

when they suggest that Spenser’s nostalgia for medieval literary conventions stifles the 

poet’s treatment of contemporary scientific breakthroughs. Judith Anderson, for example, 

writes that the ancient past for Spenser is “in the warp and woof of The Faerie Queene, 

inseparable from its fabric and overall design.”11 In Anderson’s telling, The Faerie 

Queene’s entire poetic message is “inseparable” from its poetic content, a statement that 

negates Spenser’s potential engagement with the debates about which his peers were also 

concerned. Similarly, John Watkins and Glenn A. Steinberg write of Spenser’s 

indebtedness and nostalgia for Chaucer’s poetic ability and the era in which he lived.12 

Spenser’s poetry, Steinberg writes, “presents us with a microcosm of the positive pole of 

Chaucer’s reception in the Elizabethan period.”13  

Newer scholarship, however, has demonstrated that Spenser’s poetry 

contemplates the cosmological issues that afflicted the religious and political 

consciousness of his era. Moreover, literary critic Sarah Powrie highlights, “Harvey was 

extraordinarily fluent in scientific debates … Spenser’s grasp of astronomy perhaps fell 

short of Harvey’s standards, but Harvey likely had high expectations.”14 These “high 

expectations,” she surmises, have soured our view of Spenser, a highly educated poet 

who graduated with a master’s degree from Cambridge University in 1576.15 Rather than 

rehash past critical interpretations of Mutabilitie as a Chaucerian or Boethian 
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commentary on the volatility of Fortuna’s wheel, I expand upon Powrie’s carefully 

argued claims. Not only that was Spenser abreast of current philosophical and scientific 

trends circulating in his era, but also the poet integrated the consequences of this 

epistemological fissure directly into his vibrant Legend of Constancie with care and 

diligence.16 Even though Spenser does not include direct references to scientific 

discoveries in his Mutabilitie Cantos, Powrie reminds us that this body of work instead 

“detects an epistemic crisis in cultural certainties … an eroding confidence in the finite 

geocentric cosmos and its metaphysics of rational order.”17 As a result, this “epistemic 

crisis” points us directly to the “eroding confidence” Europeans had placed in traditional 

modes of truth and authority. Put another way, Spenser’s imaginative fragment contains 

within it an in-depth contemplation of an increasingly unstable cosmos and reflects the 

confused values of fragile, ever-fracturing religious and political systems of authority and 

control.  

Scholars have thus reconfigured their critical framework of the Mutabilitie Cantos 

in the last fifteen years, encouraging the field to shift scholarly conversations from 

allegorical political readings of the Mutabilitie fragment to the cosmological scale of 

metaphysics. Ayesha Ramachandran argues that the Cantos are especially preoccupied 

with the ideological concerns that defined the era we now call the Copernican 

Revolution, and she attributes this “cosmic loss” to the very real political structures that 

were under siege during Spenser’s lifetime. Maintaining that that the poem intently 

investigates political systems through its “assault” on “various structures of power.”18 We 

see evidence of this phenomenon in my reading of how Mutabilitie “pretends” above, for 

the verbiage exposes the ease with which a person, or a god for that matter, can claim 
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authority: all it takes is a mastery of humanist rhetoric and a fair share of bravado to be 

successful in one’s political—or, in this case, epistemic—subversion.  

Ramachandran’s assertion that the Mutabilitie Cantos is a “provocative allegory 

for a wider clash between ideas of world-order,” is a useful rubric for furthering my own 

present analysis. This “clash” between ideas is readily apparent in the skirmishes between 

Mutabilitie and her various foes: from Cynthia, to Mercury, to Jove, and finally to Dame 

Nature herself. Where I differ from Ramachandran’s argument is in Spenser’s 

philosophical sourcing. Whereas Ramachandran locates this epistemological crisis in the 

“sceptical Lucretian vision of a ceaselessly changing world,” I read Spenser’s “vnperfite” 

book of Constancie in light of Bruno’s Pythagorean influence.19 As Martínez has shown, 

Bruno’s espousal of a moving universe was associated with “pagan heresies.”20 Bruno’s 

unorthodox cosmological theories were exceptionally controversial in both Catholic and 

Protestant circles, for they demonstrated the magnetic pull that classical literature, 

mythology, and poetics could have on unsuspecting Christian believers. The concept of 

Pythagorean flux, moreover, would have been taught in English grammar schools, 

through Augustan golden-age poets, Ovid and Vergil. Given that Spenser wrote an era 

that saw an unprecedented amount of astronomical activity in the form of new stars, as 

was the case with the 1572 supernova and the lunar eclipse of April 15, 1595, Martínez’s 

new historical perspective leads me to argue that Spenser’s allegorical provocation 

emblematizes these “pagan heresies.”21 To add fuel to the fire, the works of Copernicus 

and Tycho Brahe in the mid-sixteenth century fomented both fascination and anxiety 

across European intellectual circles, and early moderns began to seriously contend with 

the implications of a vast, infinite, and mutable universe. We see evidence of this 
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negotiation in Mutabilitie’s own descriptions of the supernal world, a contention that 

neither Jove nor Nature are able to outright dismiss or deny.  

Pythagorean flux is therefore endemic to the very contradiction of the cantos as a 

work itself. This intrinsic paradox appears on the title page to the Cantos itself, which 

claims to explicate the oppositional concepts of both “Mutabilitie” and “Constancie” 

simultaneously. Readers have long tried to solve the narratival paradox of Spenser’s 

fragment, asking themselves how change, in its permanence, could exist as both truth and 

contradiction, and critics have offered various solutions to this puzzle. Ramachandran 

locates it in Lucretian materialism, while Powrie shows how medieval language of 

“paradigmatic decay” shows signs of an “emergent science” during the uncertain period 

of post-Copernican debate.22 Michel Jeanneret, meanwhile, argues that theories of natural 

philosophy in Spenser’s age illustrate “how the cosmic and geological imagination, 

speculations on biology and physics, find an almost universal explicative model in the 

principle of transformation in mutation of matter and the dynamics of creation.”23 These 

“explicative model[s]” emerged through a careful examination between the old and the 

new for early moderns: the pairing of ancient, classical wisdom with new speculative 

philosophies about the vast expanse of the cosmos. Philosophers like Bruno read these 

ancient poetic works as ciphers for the new astronomy and philosophy, insisting that 

pagan knowledge could bring man closer to the one true divinity: the Christian God.  

These new approaches to the Copernican Revolution inform my reading in this 

present chapter, where I situate Spenser alongside Ovid’s Pythagorean cosmology in 

Metamorphoses, where “the very heavens bring … revelation of mysteries” (p. 370, lines 

161-162). After the cascading action of mythological discourse, natural change, and 
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metempsychosis flows from one life form to another throughout the first fourteen books 

of the Metamorphoses, the Ovidian speaker in book 15 breaks the fourth wall and reveals 

to his readers that nature’s constant flux is a product of Pythagorean philosophy, a 

“revelation” of “mysteries” from “the very heavens” themselves, which can be summed 

up in the pithy axiom: “omnia mutantur, nihil interit” (all things are changing and 

nothing ever dies). Mutabilitie operates by a similar poetics of revelation, arguing that her 

powers reveal not only the secrets of nature, but also the secrets of the universe itself. 

This behind-the-scenes look, however, runs antithetical to the veiled allegorical mode in 

which Spenser writes his Faerie Queene, the Mutabilitie Cantos included, a foundational 

problem upon which I expand in the third section of this chapter. Presently, however, 

Pythagoras’s voice in Ovid serves to underscore Mutabilitie’s assertion that she, and she 

alone, controls the motion of the physical universe. Indeed, she tells the gods themselves, 

“I can proue, that euen yee [Jove] / Your selues are likewise chang’d, and subiect vnto 

mee” (7.49.8-9). 

Pythagorean ideas in Spenser are communicated through Ovidian adaptation in 

Mutabilitie’s arguments, the contents of which offer an outstanding burden of evidence 

that both Jove and Nature curiously leave unaddressed. To begin, Mutabilitie argues that 

the natural world unflinchingly shows signs of her potent force. She contends that while 

“the Earth (great mother of us all)” might “seem[]” to be “vnmov’d and permanent,” the 

Titaness is determined to illustrate otherwise (7.17.8). Because material death and natural 

change persist, Mutabilite maintains that their very existence proves her dominance, and 

just like elemental earth, the other three elements—air, fire, and water—are also 

“subiect” to her power and a “thousand sorts of change” (7.25.3). The “Ayre,” for 
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example, is responsible for “subtile influence” that with every “blast that bloweth” brings 

“changes infinite” to the environment around it (22.3, 8 and 23.1). Fire, meanwhile, 

cannot be “quenched,” and makes “himself his owne consuming pray” (24.2, 5). 

Similarly, water is highly mutable; it is “tost, and turned, with continuall change” and is 

never “stedfast” (21.2-3). These minuscule elemental examples on the particle level, she 

argues, scale up to the cosmic function of the entire universe. Mutabilitie’s deposition 

heavily resembles Ovid’s Pythagoras the revelator who preaches in Metamorphoses book 

15 that “not even the so-called elements are constant” and “nothing remains the same.”24 

In advocating for the cyclical relationship between each of the four elements and their 

constant, active procedure of death, renewal, and regeneration, Mutabilitie argues for a 

Pythagorean approach to nature where change is not only inherent, but also expected and 

morally inconsequential.  

These discussions culminate in Spenser’s clear adaptation of the Pythagorean 

cosmos that has already been explained and proliferated through Metamorphoses book 

15, the framework of which the English poet manages to distill into one, noteworthy 

stanza. In her deposition, Mutabilitie claims authority over the behavior of the universe, 

arguing:  

 

For, all that from her springs, and is ybredde, 

How-euer fayre it flourish for a time, 

Yet see we soone decay; and, being dead 

To turne again vnto their earthly slime: 

Yet, out of their decay and mortall crime, 
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We daily see new creatures to arize; 

And of their Winter spring another Prime, 

Vnlike in forme, and chang’d by strange disguise: 

So turne they still about, and change in restlesse wise. 

(7.18) 

 

This excerpt describes the macrocosmic concerns of the entire Mutabilitie Cantos, but 

Spenser’s poetics both signal and mime the most important facets of Ovidian adaptation. 

Composed of nine iambic lines total, the Spenserian ababbcbcc rhyme scheme allows us 

to navigate the most pressing issues on the poet’s mind.  

The stanza mimes the cycle of nature, taking the reader on a guided tour from 

“ynbredde” life, to death and decay, to the “Prime” of new life and regeneration once 

more. At the numerical and narratival fulcrum of this excerpt, lines 4-6 reveal the 

narrative thrust of the stanza, which functions as a microcosm for the greater argument 

for change explained throughout the larger framework of the Mutabilitie Cantos. 

Containing “slime” and “crime,” the stanza’s fulchrum calls attention to the innate 

physicality of the macrocosm of Pythagorean flux, and Mutabilitie describes an intricate 

system where “decay[ing]” matter oozes into “earthly slime.” Her explanation is 

punctuated by the assumption that such material transience breaks Nature’s original law 

of immortal stasis: it becomes a “mortall crime.” Immediately afterward, the poetry shifts 

both in form and narrative by taking up the c rhyme. Just as a new rhyme bursts forth, so 

too, do “daily … new creatures … arize” from their state of “being dead.” Moreover, 

Spenser’s word choice underscores the Pythagorean flux of constant motion; “being 
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dead” here becomes a surprisingly active or “restlesse” existential process, one stage in 

the never-ending cycle of material transformation. As the poet describes it, “being dead” 

is a state of being all on its own, a verbal confirmation that when one entity dies, the 

matter does not. Rather, it reanimates and reforms into new life. This resurrection in the 

c-scheme literally re-invigorates the content of the b-rhyme, transforming the “mortall 

crime” into “another Prime” of “spring.” Ever the economical wordsmith, Spenser’s 

“spring” here functions doubly, as both noun and verb. In the case of the former, it 

conveys the celestial equinox that signals the end of winter solstice. In the latter 

connotation, “spring” here conveys the action of the natural world as it “spring[s]” back 

to life from the “Winter” state of “being dead.” The “arize” of “new creatures” produce 

“change,” which, in turn, regenerates the very essence of Mutabilitie herself. These things 

“chang’d” are “vnlike in forme” to their previous state of “being” and are instead dressed 

in “strange disguise.” Mutabilitie describes this process of mutation as “restlesse wise,” a 

Pythagorean cyclicality, where matter “turne[s] … still about” in “restlesse” motion. The 

life from matter fades—it “soone decay[s]” into “earthly slime”—before resurrecting into 

a new, “vnlike” or unfamiliar “forme.”  

Spenser’s cyclical poetics are not isolated to Mutabilitie’s deliberation on material 

form only. They also pervade the expressive marrow of the Mutabilitie Cantos itself. In 

canto 6, what is readers’ first entrée into the narrative, the poet describes the Titaness 

Mutabilitie thusly:  

 

For, she the face of earthly things so changed, 

That all which Nature had establisht first 
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In good estate, and in meet order ranged, 

She did pervert, and all their statutes burst. 

(6.5.1-4) 

 

Spenser’s word choice here is telling, for he ensures that the audience understands that 

Nature’s “statutes” had been “establisht first / In good estate.” This reasoning, however, 

does not hold up to Mutabilitie’s scrutiny. Rather, it suggests that this “good estate” was 

perhaps not “good” enough, for Mutabilitie is able to “pervert” and “burst” Nature’s 

“meet order” handily. As the “face,” or emblem, of change itself, Mutabilitie is able to 

subvert, quickly, that which Nature “establisht first.” Moreover, Spenser’s conceptual 

language of perversion is key. Although the verb “pervert” has become synonymous with 

corruption and immortality in the English language, it originates from the Latin infinitive 

vertere, “to turn (back).” Combined with the prepositional “per,” which correlates to the 

English prepositions “across,” “side to side,” or the action of physical “traversal,” the 

English verb “pervert” takes on a mimetic quality in Spenser’s poetics; it frontloads the 

action of change moving through the universe and its motive “turning” of physical stuff 

from “side to side.” Moreover, it foreshadows the action that Mutabilitie herself describes 

herself as executing in canto 7. This theme of circularity runs throughout the entirety of 

the Mutabilitie Cantos. As is demonstrated above in canto 7, stanza 18, this cyclical 

process of Mutabilitie’s powers to “turne again” and “so turne about” is endemic to the 

very process of mutability, the power to make “earthly things so changed.”  

Mutabilitie’s description of waters “tost, and turned with continuall change” are 

similarly reflected in the last stanza of her testimony: 
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Then since within this wide great Vniuerse 

Nothing firme and permanent appeare,  

But all things tost and turned by transuerse. 

(7.56.1-3) 

 

In this instance, the “wide great Vniverse” over which Mutabilitie claims supreme 

dominance harbors “Nothing firme and permanent,” or finite. Instead, “all things,” 

including the gods and planets themselves, as Mutabilitie explains in her appeal to 

Nature, are subject to “transuerse” action. Like its near synonym “pervert,” one can also 

trace “transverse” to its Latin vertere root. In these instances, Spenser’s word choice 

linguistically conveys the action that Mutabilitie describes in her speech as giving her 

supreme power. This choice is not coincidental. In aligning English derivations of vertere 

with a Pythagorean conceptual framework, Spenser’s language mimics the literal motion 

of matter being “tost and turned” by Mutabilitie’s potency. My reading here thus calls 

attention to Mutabilitie’s rhetorical and physical behaviors: Mutabilitie’s actions literally 

overturn decaying matter, while her emblematic figuration allegorically overturns—or, 

more to the point, overthrows—the hegemonic “world-order” that Ramachandran 

proffers.  

More to the point, the first two lines of the Mutabilitie Cantos signal this very 

idea of overturning circularity when the speaker sings of “the euer-whirling wheele / Of 

Change, the which all mortall things doth sway” (6.1.1-2). A. C. Hamilton’s gloss in the 

magisterial Longman edition of the Faerie Queene interprets the “euer-whirling wheele” 
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as a medieval convention, a reference to Fortune’s wheel, but I suggest an alternative 

reading.25 Keeping in mind that Mutabilitie “overturns” a traditional “world-order” into 

cosmic chaos, I suggest that we read this “wheele of / Change” not as medieval Fortune’s 

wheel, but as poetic mimesis exploring the exhaustive powers of Mutabilitie’s forces.  

The speaker’s confessional aside supports this reading. By the time readers arrive 

at canto 7, this nonstop “wheele / Of Change” has exhausted the speaker to the point 

where the “turne” of events is a test to his “weaker wit” (2.3.2-3). Mutabilitie’s “wheele” 

succeeds in setting into motion not only the abstracted notion of change that Spenser 

makes material through his chosen mode of allegory, but also the cyclical procedure of 

Pythagorean flux that she “tost and turned by transuerse” process. Moreover, it shows the 

frailty of the human in the face of such existential cyclicality. Moving from conceptual to 

physical examples, the Titaness mimes the scientific method by substantiating her claims 

with observations from the natural world. Even though Cynthia represents the point at 

which the heavens become static and incorrupt, Mutabilitie emphasizes “changefull … 

Moone” is still susceptible to “sundry forms.” Mutabilitie describes the “changed … 

forms” of the moon as “Now horned, now round, now bright, now brown & gray,” which 

bear striking resemblances to Pythagoras’s description in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 

especially in their references to the passage of time and planetary motion. 

Matter’s cyclical metamorphic death, decay, and subsequent reanimation into 

divergent life forms thus convene in the section where Ovid posits this same state of 

transient matter and its subsequent vitality: inde retro redeunt, idemque retexitur ordo / 

… / hic in aquas, tellus glomerata cogitur unda (from that place, they turn around in a 

backward motion, and in the same order weaves / … / here in the waters, the earth 
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congregates having gathered, wave-like into a ball).26 In the Latin passage, which 

Spenser would have known well, language of cyclical, physical re-turn are prevalent not 

only in the participial glomerata, which translates to the action of rolling or winding into 

a ball, but also the verb-object pairing of retro redeunt: the objects that turn themselves 

backward to their previous states of being—that is, particulate matter. Notably, 

Spenserian scholar Gordon Teskey similarly argues that Spenser consciously creates this 

landscape of overturning cyclicality, where “wild, natural change is the throwing across 

of a thing from one state into another, altogether different state … metaphor, ‘carrying 

across.’”27 Teskey’s classic analysis only serves to buoy my own argument here. 

While at first it might seem like an odd choice for a Christian poet like Spenser to 

rely on pagan Ovidian poetics, but early modern English literature considered the 

Metamorphoses an apropos allegory for Christian ideals and ways of life. According to 

Syrinthe Pugh Ovid’s poetics describe “the soul’s experience of the Fall and redemption 

… for the Christian story is not one of heroic human achievement [as seen in Vergil’s 

Aeneid], but one of the changing state of mankind, brought about by human frailty and by 

the supernatural and miraculous.”28 Moreover, Ovid’s version of nature’s powers is 

instead indistinguishable from Spenser’s Mutabilitie, the process of which are 

exemplified in the following Ovidian lines: 

 

The parts may vary,  

Shifting from here to there, hither and yon, 

And back again, but the great sum is constant. 

(p. 373, lines 282-284) 
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Spenser’s Nature, by contrast, appears to be flabbergasted by Mutabilitie’s claims, and 

her only rebuttal after a “silence long ensewed,” is to claim—notably without proof—that 

“things so changed” are mere dilations of their “first estate,” and therefore “raigne over 

change instead” (7.58). The gap between Ovid’s version of nature and Spenser’s is 

massive. Whereas Ovid’s nature is dynamic and changeable, Spenser’s Nature appears as 

a static constant unwilling to entertain the existence of Mutabilitie’s powers.  

A fascinating interpretive analysis, skeptical readers might say, but Mutabilitie 

clearly corrupts matter, the ultimate perfection of which, Nature claims, is the center of 

God’s ultimate dissolution of the material world. This reading falls well in the purview of 

traditional readings of the Faerie Queene, but what if such notions of celestial corruption 

were the entire point of the Mutabilitie Cantos?29 What if this “perverted” version of 

matter is what Spenser intended to theorize all along? This possibility seems plausible 

when we consider the lengths to which Mutabilitie goes to argue her “Large Euidence” 

juxtaposed with Nature’s impotent rebuttal (canto 7 proem). Whereas Mutabilitie speaks 

for dozens of lines, Nature’s rebuttal can be condensed into one stanza: 

 

I well consider all that ye haue sayd, 

And find that all things stedfastnes doe hate 

And changed be: yet being rightly wayd 

They are not changed from their first estate; 

But by their change their being doe dilate: 

And turning to themselues at length againe, 
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Doe worke their owne perfection so by fate: 

Then ouer them Change doth not rule and raigne; 

But they raigne ouer change, and doe their states maintaine.  

(7.7.58) 

 

Nature’s counterargument is persuasive at first glance. However, upon closer 

examination it demonstrates that even Nature cannot escape Mutabilitie’s grasp. The 

Titaness’s influence weaves its way into Nature’s argument, down to the very rhetoric 

that Nature deploys in her effort to refute such claims. In attempting to prove that 

materiality in the Spenserian universe is “steadfast,” Nature appeals to the concept of 

dilatio, or delay, to argue that “all things … are not changed from their first estate.” But 

in order to explain this concept, Nature has no other choice but to revert to Mutabilitie’s 

language of enduring cyclicality.30 When she explains how “their being doe dilate,” 

Nature lapses into Mutabilitie’s vocabulary of unceasing turning. Matter, she argues, 

“dilate[s]” by reversion—that is, “turning to themselues at length againe.” By the powers 

of “fate,” which is notably not a personified figure, Nature argues that matter is able to 

“worke their owne perfection so.”  

Even Nature’s language of “perfection” is inescapably mutable: its Latin root, 

perficere demonstrates my point here, as it means to bring to an end or state of 

completion. In this iteration of material “perfection,” Nature’s matter must change, or 

mutate, back into itself before it can reach its most complete state of being, or its original 

form. What is more, the most common classical synonyms to perficere connote notions 

of violent ruination and end: absolvere, exsequor, and conficere.31 Even these direct 
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synonyms of Nature’s language cannot escape Mutatbilitie’s clutches. While it is true that 

each of these verbs recall the concept of congregation and gathering, a glance through 

their secondary meanings expose the stuff of mutability or connotations of material 

spoliation and subsequent decay. The infinitive absolvere means to see something 

through to its conclusion, while the deponent verb exsequor denudes a particularly grim 

outcome: following an entity to its grave. Similarly, conficere evokes connotations of 

atrophy and destruction. If Mutabilitie’s claims are in fact true—that death, the active 

state of “being dead,” restarts the cycle of new life and “vnlike … forme”—it would also 

appear that following matter to its grave, or seeing it through to its supposed completion 

would only serve to reignite the Pythagorean cycle of change. Furthermore, if the logic of 

“being dead” is itself an active state, a process invisible to human eyes, what is to say that 

there is not a similar state of “being perfected” where other, unseen acts of completion 

unceasingly come to fruition? How Nature’s concept of perfection is different from 

Mutabilitie’s own recycling is not very clear. Moreover, in Spenser’s version, the “great 

… constant” is complete and total stasis. In the effort to explain how matter ultimately 

reaches its point of “perfection,” Nature collapses the very notion of matter into 

something akin to atomic monism, where matter ultimately has one set of behaviors to 

which it can be reduced.  

If these are the ultimate ends of “all things stedfastnes,” then it would appear 

Nature is delaying, or dilating, the inevitable: complete and total annihilation. This 

concept, of course, was associated with the atheistic nihilism of Lucretian Epicureanism, 

an unusual choice for a poem supposedly meant to educate young gentry in their path to 

Christian righteousness. In order to make this claim, Nature needs to rely upon 
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Mutabilitie’s language of “turning” to settle matter back into its state of unconcerned 

“perfection,” or completion. But in banking on this Lucretian model to prove Mutabilitie 

wrong, Nature also appears to admit that matter comes to this moment of ultimate 

completion by means of an unforgiving, all-encompassing singularity. Intriguingly, 

Nature’s description of material finality—this “perfection,” or accompanying matter to its 

grave—resembles twenty-first-century theories of astrophysics and black-hole 

singularity. Defined by Stephen Hawking as the “point in space-time at which a physical 

quantity becomes infinite” and where some scientists think matter is stripped of all its 

information or constituent parts, Nature’s singularity also strips matter of the stuff that 

makes it matter: its ability to combine, reform, and remake new things.32 Even though 

Spenser would not have been aware of such physical realities—the telescope would not 

even exist until a decade after his death—this presentist cosmological model can help 

supplement an idea that Spenser’s poetry already theorizes: namely that eternal stasis 

stretching into infinity leads to a complete obliteration of how matter acts and behaves. 

Moreover, Spenser seems to understand the inherent contradiction endemic to a state of 

material “perfection.” The poet theorizes in canto 8, a fragment of only two stanzas, that 

Mutabilitie ceases to exist, “when no more Change shall be.” In other words, Spenser 

describes astrophysical singularity or the “steadfast rest of all things,” when matter loses 

its basic biomarker and becomes “firmly stayd.” Here, “stedfast rest” gives way to the 

devouring “pillours of Eternity,” when “all that moueth … / … thence-forth all shall rest 

eternally” (8.2.3-7). That “Eternity” looks awfully similar to Hawking’s singularity, “the 

point … at which physical quantity becomes infinite.” In this lack of motion, however, 
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the stasis of material reality ceases to exist by the very bedrock of Nature’s and 

Mutabilitie’s own definitions.  

If this eventual “Sabbaoth” is the entire point of natural “perfection,” what is the 

point of being alive at all (8.2.9, 7.8.8)? Such nihilism appears to fly in the face of 

Christian optimism for a new life in heaven, what the poet in 1590 theorizes ecstatically 

as a physical place in the “New Hierusalem” (1.10.57.2). Given that the stasis of 

immobile perfection precludes the very definition of life in the first place, it would appear 

Spenser’s Christian faith reaches a crossroads in the Mutabilitie Cantos, and the yawning 

chasm of fatalism pulls the poet to the brink of nihilist abandon. In her attempt to prove 

wrong Mutabilitie’s claim to sovereign authority, Nature backs herself into a corner and 

describes a millenarian scenario where material, physical stuff returns to its original state 

of being, before its supposed deprivation and decay. There is a problem, however, with 

this logic. As we know from studying the “wide great Vniuerse” in the twenty-first 

century, this conceptual framework is itself subject to decay and annihilation as it 

approaches “perfect” singularity. To put it another way, in this state of “perfection,” static 

matter is still subject to our subversive antihero, Mutabilitie herself.   

In truly ironic fashion, Spenser pens Nature’s contention as mimicking the 

rhetoric against which the Dame stakes her claim. In Teskey’s estimation, “Nature does 

not know what she is talking about … when she speaks of things returning to their first 

estates.”33 Teskey shows that Spenser very likely refers to the Christian prophecy of the 

millennium, theology that is dictated in 1 Corinthians 15 where “the dead shall be raised 

incorruptible.”34 These ideas, moreover, are set in opposition to the fundamental truths of 

physical cosmology. The Apostle Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 15:41-42: “There are also 
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celestial bodies, and bodies terrestrial: but the glory of the celestial is one, and the glory 

of the terrestrial is another. There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, 

and another glory of the stars: for one star differeth from another star in glory.”35 The 

“one glory” of the “celestial” sphere is different from the “glory of the terrestrial” one. 

Spenser’s “celestial” sphere, however, is clearly mutable: it is ruled by changeable gods, 

the material composition of which function similarly to the “mortall,” and thus 

“terrestrial,” world.  As Teskey points out, the “glory” in New Testament scripture is 

what Nature calls “perfection” in the Mutabilitie Cantos, and this “perfection” or “glory” 

is the basis of Christian end-of-days resurrection, a system of complete stasis that renders 

all existence null and void. Here is the ultimate rub, however: Nature’s position is 

foundationally tautological. That is, hers is a line of reasoning always “transuersing” or 

“turning back” on itself. Nature’s disquisition is ironically a circular argument, the literal 

re-turning motion of change with which she denies any fundamental relationship.  

In the paragraphs above I proffer the suspicion that perhaps Spenser intended to 

theorize this “perverted” or overturning version of matter all along. Rather than rehashing 

melancholic conventions of “decay,” I see Spenser engaging directly with esoteric natural 

philosophy, the crux of which provides new ways to read Spenser. What remains to be 

seen, however, is how truly cutting-edge Spenser’s Mutabilitie Cantos appears. In the 

next section, I show how the paradigm of uncorrupted change was already circulating 

through Europe in Spenser’s era: most prominently through Bruno’s Pythagoreanism.  

 

MUTABILITY AND DECENTERED INFINITUDE 
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As historians and literary critics have surmised for some time now, Spenser’s 

Mutabilitie Cantos seems to be adapted, in part, from Bruno’s Expulsion of the 

Triumphant Beast.36 For one, Spenser imagines in his allegory a rogue individual who 

revolts against the hierarchal status quo to assert her own persuasive agency. Second, the 

fact that Mutabilitie claims her spot on the moon of all places indicates a cascading chain 

of events in the unfinished Faerie Queene—whereby the cosmos begins to move, split, 

and propagate the apparent monism that Mutabilitie insists is the foundation of all matter: 

“all are in one body, and as one appeare” (7.7.25.9). Lastly, it also suggests that Spenser 

was perhaps more cutting edge than his peers were willing to acknowledge.  

In his early modern theorization of the cosmos, the lapsed Dominican monk posits 

a scenario where non-stop, cyclical change is not only persistent within a Christian-

oriented cosmos and ordained by God himself, but also is God himself. In Bruno’s 

version of theology and speculative philosophy, the Christianized anima mundi, or the 

world-soul (sometimes also called the spiritus mundi), allows God to move throughout 

the universe, enacting change and deifying both nature and man in the process, a 

theophanic presence among men. Nature, then, transforms from a deity representative of 

veiled, or hidden stasis, to one catalyzed by flux; in so doing, she more resembles 

Spenser’s Mutabilitie than Dame Nature. This syncretistic re-conception of Christian 

theology and pagan philosophy, however, was subversive in a Counter-Reformation 

Europe. What is more, it was so dangerous to the established “world-order” that the 

Catholic Church burned a man alive for it, in an attempt to tamp down the new science of 

Pythagorean astronomy in the process.  
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In On the Cause, Principle, and One, Bruno explains that the anima mundi 

enlivens all matter in the universe, an idea compellingly similar to Mutabilitie’s own  

assertion that she—the literal embodiment of change—moves throughout the elemental 

world. In particular, Bruno writes that the world-soul “is a single whole that fills 

everything, illuminates the universe and directs nature to the production of suitable 

species … It is called by the Pythagoreans the motive force and mover of the universe.”37 

This “motive force” resembles Mutabilitie in both form and function. Firstly, it infuses 

the very fabric of nature and “weaves” it into new constitutive matter.38 Secondly, it 

redirects matter to produce “suitable species” that will become new creatures, “vnlike in 

forme” to their previous material state. Similar to Mutabilitie’s description of nature 

“spring[ing]” to life after the “mortall slime” of seasonal decay.39  

Why might it be important that Spenser imagines Mutabilitie as a Pythagorean 

“motive force”? For starters, it links Spenser to emergent scholarly conversations about 

the intersections between heresy, natural philosophy, and cosmology. My suggestion also 

demonstrates Mutabilitie’s fearless rebellion against the hegemonic power structures of 

the cosmos. This focus on heterodox rebellion highlights Mutabilitie’s own lineage as a 

descendent of the Titan race. Anne Lake Prescott reminds us that the Titans in Spenserian 

lore are “archetypal rebels and blasphemers” who refuse to accept Jove’s rightful place as 

god of the heavens. If Mutabilitie is the emblematized “archetype[]” of religious rebellion 

and political subversion, it stands to reason that her main function, her “motive force,” 

would also be the main source of contention, a fact with which Cynthia, Mercury, Jove, 

and Nature unequivocally agree.  
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If Mutabilitie’s “motive force” is a representation of the Pythagorean anima 

mundi, as I suggest, then it also follows that the Mutabilitie Cantos is even further linked 

to the ideals that Bruno espouses in Lo Spaccio, most especially his Doctrine of 

Immanence, where the philosopher asserts, “Natura est deus in rebus” (Nature is God in 

things). As Arthur D. Imerti explains, this doctrine dictates that the entire universe is 

governed by an “immanent Deity, who is absolute principle.”40 Bruno’s highly 

controversial claim underscores his theory that “the universe is an emanation of the Deity 

within it,” that the universe is alive with the spirit, or breath, of God. The universe 

emanates this “immanent Deity,” or “motive force,” which stretches into infinitude and 

constantly changes the structure and form of the material world. It is thus how we get 

“nature” and “God” in the substance of “things.” Italian studies scholar Bertrando 

Spaventa explains Bruno’s universe further: rather than it representing “the tomb of dead 

divinity,” where matter dies or decays, this force instead exists as “the seat of living 

divinity … the true and only life of God.”41 In this way, Spaventa’s description of 

Bruno’s universe resembles Mutabilitie’s, for the Titaness in Spenser reassures her 

audience that “being dead” is actually one step in the process of creating new life.  

Divinity for Bruno, therefore, is latent within nature, which means that not only 

can the study of nature lead to a direct communion with God, but also that everyday 

changeable matter is also, paradoxically, an eternal substance—what Spenser might call 

the “Mutabilitie” of “Constancie.” This philosophical view is a key lynchpin to Bruno’s 

philosophy, for he claims that matter is both eternal (that is, of God) and corporeal (of 

physical being). In the explanatory epistle of Spaccio, Bruno explains this “eternal 

corporeal substance” to Spenser’s Sir Philip Sidney thusly:  
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The eternal corporeal substance (which is not producible ex nihilo, nor 

reducible ad nihilum, but rarefiable, condensable, formable, arrangeable, 

and ‘fashionable’) the composition is dissolved, the complexion is changed, 

the figure is modified, the being is altered, the fortune is varied, only the 

elements remaining what they are in substance that same principle 

persevering which was always the one material principle, which is the true 

substance of things, eternal ingenerable, and incorruptible. 

(Spaccio, p. 75) 

  

In this explanation of matter, Bruno’s model echoes the Pythagorean system of matter 

dictated in Ovid, specifically the lines that describe the permanence of matter: “omnia 

mutantur, nihil interit” (everything changes, but nothing ever dies). The process Ovid’s 

Pythagoras describes is what Bruno refers to as properties of this “eternal corporeal 

substance,” the material composite that can be “formable” and “fashionable” to “varied” 

forms of life. Not dissimilar to how Pythagoras and Mutabilitie describe the 

transmutation of the four elements into new “vnlike … forme,” Bruno’s “substance” can 

also “dissolve[] … change[] … modif[y]” itself into new shape and form. This “one 

material principle,” or monism, moreover, looks similar to Mutabilitie’s own brand of 

monism, where she proclaims proudly that “all are in one body, and as one appeare.” 

What is more, the “eternal” substance is also animated with life and “not annihilable”: it 

is “the most excellent nature, which commands, governs, presides over, moves, vivifies, 

vegetates, makes sentient, maintains and contains” life and animation (Spaccio, p. 77). 
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This “govern[ing]” and “vivif[ying]” power within matter is drawn in stark contrast to 

Lucretius’s dead, unfeeling atoms, the properties of which attracted mechanist 

philosophers of all stripes throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Conversely, Bruno’s matter has the capacity to give life and make nature “sentient.” 

As Martínez explains throughout the entirety of Burned Alive, Bruno’s views, the 

world-soul in particular, were nothing short of heretical, and the philosopher would die 

for it. The avenues Bruno’s Inquisitors took to prove this heresy were multivalent. Not 

only did Bruno claim to believe in a brand of pagan pantheism—he avers that the 

Christian God himself lived and moved throughout nature like the pagan gods of ancient 

religions. It was not enough that Bruno espoused pantheism, already an astonishingly 

blatant heresy. He also maintained that Holy Scripture explicitly proved this anima 

mundi, a view that the natural philosopher refused to recant. In particular, Bruno turned 

to Genesis 1:2 to prove his case. This familiar verse, he explains, shows the “spirit of 

God” moving across the face of the deep, a fecund conglomeration of matter out of which 

they universe was formed.  

What I argue are potent allusions to the Pythagorean anima mundi expose two 

fruitful likenesses between the two authors: the mutability of the entire cosmos on the one 

hand, and the decentered infinitude of the universe itself on the other. In the case of the 

former—the transformative properties of the supralunar sphere—turning to Jove in both 

Spenser’s Mutabilitie and Bruno’s Spaccio is especially illustrative. In Mutabilitie, for 

example, readers are originally introduced to the ruler of the cosmos through Cynthia’s 

threats to Mutabilitie. After the Titanesse shoves the goddess off her “Ivory throne” on 

the moon, Cynthia warns Mutabilitie (6.11.2):  
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But shee that had to her that soueraigne seat 

By highest Ioue assign’d, therein to beare 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

And boldly blaming her for comming there, 

Bade her attonce from heauens coast to pack, 

Or at her perill bide the wrathfull Thunders wrack. 

(6.12.1-2, 7-9) 

 

From this stanza we learn that Cynthia was originally “assign’d” her “soueraine seat” by 

“highest Ioue” himself, “the highest” of the gods in Roman mythology. Cynthia, “boldly 

blaming” Mutabilitie’s gall, orders her “attonce,” at once, to leave “heauens coast,” the 

limen to the greater cosmos. The speaker, paraphrasing Cynthia’s threats, divulges that it 

is at Mutabilitie’s “perill” if she does not obey Cynthia’s commands, for the “wrathfull” 

god of “Thunders wrack” will descend on Mutabilitie—all with the implication that it 

will not end well for her. That threat, however, turns out to be a hollow one, for as we 

know, Jove himself cannot argue with Mutabilitie’s logic. Instead, Jove drops the entire 

debate into Dame Nature’s lap and remains silent throughout the duration of canto 7.  

In response, Mutabilitie amusingly remains unperturbed. Instead, “boldly 

preacing-on [pressing-on],” the “Giantesse” takes her hand and “pluck[s]” Cynthia 

“downe perforce from her chaire” (6.13.1-3). This moment is symbolically important. As 

we know from Ptolemaic cosmology, the supernal realm starts at the moon, from which 

point it is supposedly unchangeable and therefore incorruptible, according to Aristotelian 
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philosophy. The Ptolemaic heavens, in their perfect stasis, are immutable because they 

are comprised of aether.42 In Mutabilitie’s refusal to relinquish Cynthia’s throne, the 

Titaness signals that her powers have the capacity to overwhelm the cosmological system 

of the medieval world. The text conveys this radical insurgence. The “starres, which 

round about her blazed” and the “Moones bright wagon, still did stand” in shocked 

response: 

 

All beeing with so bold attempt amazed, 

And on her vncouth habit and sterne looke still gazed. 

(6.13.6-9) 

 

The “vncouth” Mutabilitie’s “bold attempt” causes the heavenly objects to stop in their 

tracks and “gaze[]” at her with an “amazed … sterne looke.” This cosmological event 

lasts long enough to shroud the earth in darkness, and we are told the “lower World” is 

ignorant of these power struggles for universal sovereignty. This state of “chaunced” 

mutability “darkned quite” the world under the moon, both physically and 

psychologically. From the perspective of Earth, these contingencies are incurred 

randomly, of which the human race “nothing knew.” In the heavens, the gods transmute 

from “happy wights” to “much afraid” balls of anxiety, while they “wondred at the sight” 

of “unpurvaid” or obstructed “light.” (6.14.1-5). Shrouded in literal and metaphorical 

darkness, the gods fear the tenuous “chaine” that keeps Chaos at bay has “broken,” 

bringing “again on them eternall night” (6.14.6-7).  
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Meanwhile, Jove is nowhere to be found. It is not until the nineteenth stanza that 

the thunder-god arrives on the scene—and only then because he refuses to leave his 

palace, so the party must travel to him. Calling Mutabilitie a “fraile woman,” Jove 

commands her to “speake with confidence” her “idle errand” and explain “whence art 

thou.” Jove, however, gives away that he already knows who Mutabilitie is, and 

“whence” she emerges, for he lets slip that she has “from earths mansion … forsake[n]” 

before the Titaness has a chance to respond (6.25.7-9). At this point in the narrative, he 

has already divulged to his subjects that Mutabilitie is “th’Earths cursed seed,” a clear 

reference to her elemental composition (6.20.2); moreover, this “bold woman bred” is a 

“bad seed” to Jove because she dares with “bold presumption [to] aspire / To thrust faire 

Phoebe from her siluer bed” (6.21.1-3). When Mutabilitie appears before Jove in his 

palatial court and boldly states her claims to the throne, the heavenly gods are clearly 

worried, staring at her agape, “all astonied, like a sort of Steeres.” The speaker explains 

that they view Mutabilitie as “some beast of strange and forraine race,” their “ghastly 

gaze” exposes or “bewray their hidden feares” (6.28.6-9). These “hidden feares” among 

the gods are notable, and they betray an anxiety that Jove himself attempts to keep secret. 

Prior to Mutabilitie’s arrival at his palace, Jove holds counsel with the other deities and 

tells the story of how Jove came to conquer the Titan race and how he had “them 

destroyed quite; / Yet not so quite” (6.20.6-7). This equivocation and unsurety with 

regards to Jove’s “defeat[]” of the Titan race is just one inference to the Roman gods’ 

tenuous grasp on stability that Mutabilitie quickly overturns with just one visit.  

While Spenser frequently refers to Jove as king of the heavens who exerts 

ultimate authority over all the other gods, Mutabilitie calls that sovereignty into doubt. 
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She tells Jove that his usurpation was not only gotten by “vniust / And guilefull meanes,” 

but also that his subsequent leadership has since been “iniuriously held” (6.27.3-6). 

Mutabilitie insists that her story is “the truth” and implores “ye Heauens” to “Witnesse” 

the story “of all that I haue teld” (6.27.9). Surprisingly, Jove willfully concedes, the first 

sign of many that he is subject to Mutabilitie’s powers. By stanza 31, Jove’s mind has 

fully changed, and it is the literal turning point in the narrative: 

 

But, when he looked on her louely face, 

In which, faire beames of beauty did appeare, 

That could the greatest wrath soone turne to grace 

(Such sway doth beauty euen in Heauen beare) 

He staide his hand: and hauing chang’d his cheare, 

He thus againe in milder wise began. 

(6.31.1-6) 

 

After looking on Mutabilitie’s “louely face,” Jove is noticeably shaken. Her “faire 

beames of beauty” are able to “turne” Jove’s “greatest wrath … to grace” from his 

previously described “doomefull dreaded beck” (6.22.2). His demeanor, which the 

speaker first illustrates as “changing nought his count’nance bold,” is now in this stanza 

“chang’d” to a “cheare” (6.19.8). Mutabilitie holds “such sway” over Jove that he 

apparently becomes physically shaken to the point where he must “staid,” or steady, “his 

hand.” His “doomefull” visage, which contains the ability to make the “world beneath for 

terror quooke,” is “thus againe” transformed into a “milder wise” (6.30.8). Moreover, in 
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canto 7 the narrator describes the god as “wex[ing] wroth” at Mutabilitie’s claims 

(7.6.36.7).  

Spenser appears to model Jove’s “turne” in behavior after Bruno’s own rendering 

of the thunder-god. In Spaccio, for example, Jove is described as old, frail, and impotent, 

and his behavior is rife with vicissitudes. Sophia, the allegorical narrator, describes the 

god as “not taken as too legitimate and good a vicar or lieutenant of the first principle and 

universal cause, but well taken as something variable, subject to the Fate of Mutation” (p. 

75). As subordinate to the “Fate of Mutation,” Bruno’s Jove is, according to Imerti, in a 

state of withering “decrepitude”: “his brittle body, his softening brain, the loss of his 

teeth, his graying hair, his failing vision, his irregular breathing, his slow movements and 

his trembling hands are the evidence [that] symbolizes the decline of majesty, strength, 

and beauty of man.”43 Similarly, Mutabilitie—Spenser’s analog to Bruno’s “Fate of 

Mutation”—claims governance over Jove by claiming his own position as her actual 

“birth-right” (7.6.27.2). Moreover, the “triumphant beast” in Bruno’s text stand for a set 

of allegorical vices, the collective “embodiment” of ignorance, superstition, and 

prejudice—all of which, Imerti argues, “Bruno implies have distorted man’s reason in all 

ages and cultures.”44  Jove’s sad state in Lo Spaccio matches the overall melancholy 

present in the Mutabilitie Cantos, what George Williamson referred to as “a metaphysical 

shudder” nearly a century ago.45  

Bruno’s philosophy anticipates this existential “shudder” when Sophia assures her 

student Saulino that the “decay” of things is but one step in the process of nature. Not 

only that, Sophia assures him that this “mutation from one extreme to the other … and 

motion from on contrary to the other through its intermediary points come to satisfy 
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[us].” Emerging from this theory of satisfaction and pleasure is universal “harmony” 

itself. In response, Saulino’s reasoning mimics the language of Mutabilitie’s Pythagorean 

circularity. “Harmony is not effectuated,” he says, “except where there is contrariety. The 

spherical does not repose on the spherical because they touch each other at one point” 

(Spaccio, p. 90). By this principle of contrariety, Saulino concludes that harmony, 

therefore, cannot be achieved, without contrary forces at work.46  

Saulino, perhaps like my own readers, asks in Lo Spaccio, “what purpose, toward 

what end” does this philosophy matter. Sophia, the embodiment of Wisdom, replies that 

this cyclicality is the entirety of existence, from which we ultimately should derive 

pleasure: “the beginning, the middle, and the end, the birth, the growth, and the 

perfection of all that we see, come from contraries, through contraries, into contraries … 

where there is contrariety, there is action and reaction, there is motion, there is diversity, 

there is number, there is order, there are degrees, there is succession, there is vicissitude” 

(Spaccio, p. 91). In this philosophy, we see how Mutabilitie can resemble both motive 

change and static constancy at the same time. This principle undermines Dame Nature’s 

argument in Spenser that constant change is subverted when matter turns to its original 

stasis. Spenser’s Mutabilitie echoes Bruno’s principle of harmonic pleasure when the 

Titaness proclaims that “all that moveth, doth mutation loue” (7.55.8). More to the point, 

the life and future of the universe according to Pythagorean doctrine instinctually relies 

on contrariety, this “diversity … number … order” is what contemporary scientists might 

call genetic diversity today.  

Bruno’s Jove, who is an allegorical figuration of man himself, has difficulty 

accepting this fate. Much like Lucretius’s imagined reader, Bruno’s Jove fears death: 
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“Jove, because of compelling necessities, greatly fears not being Jove” (Spaccio, p. 95). 

Bruno appeals to a version of Epicurean ataraxia, the state of unperturbedness, and 

proposes his prescription of a natural religion, a theophany, whereby God is infused 

within the very fibers of nature. It is due to this natural religion that the Italian 

philosopher writes that “every pleasure consists only in a definite transit, journey and 

motion” (Spaccio, p. 89). The speaker in Mutabilitie expresses a similar existential dread, 

a “metaphysical shudder,” when he writes of “loath[ing] this state of life so tickle, / … 

/Short Time shall soon cut down with his consuming sickle” (8.1.6, 9). Time’s “flowring 

pride” seamlessly undoes man’s “loue of things” and “so vaine … cast[s them] away” 

(8.1.6-9). Instead of finding comfort in this ceaseless flux, the speaker wishes for the 

“stedfast rest” of Nature’s singularity, hoping for “all that moueth, doth in Change 

delight” to “thence-forth … rest eternally” (8.2.6-7). But unlike Bruno’s Spaccio, no 

remedies of Lucretian-style ataraxia are proffered. Instead, the poet is left only with his 

thoughts, equivocating between nihilistic stasis and the exhausting cycle of mutability: 

death, decay, and rebirth ad infinitum. The speaker’s wish for this “stedfast rest” 

emblematizes the anxieties that are perpetuated by the tenor of the entire Mutabilitie 

Cantos, the same “cosmic loss” that Ramachandran theorizes. In wishing for that “rest 

eternally,” the speaker also wishes to move past this uncomfortable notion that Mutability 

might, in fact, reign over the universe, churning his constitutive parts eternally into new 

life forms instead of letting the man die in peace. In Bruno’s words, “Jove [man] … 

greatly fears not being Jove [man].” Canto 8 ends in a vocative cry to God: “O thou great 

Sabbaoth God, graunt me that Sabaoth sight.” This line has traditionally been read as a 

millenarian vision of Revelation unfurling; however, I read this ending to Mutabilitie 
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Cantos as a plea for mercy, hoping for Nature’s singularity of lifeless stasis so that the 

speaker might be put out of his “shudder[ing]” misery. My reading reinforces both 

Williamson’s and Ramachandran’s analyses, namely that a cultural shift was so palpable 

in the last years of Spenser’s life that it threw the poet into a state of hopeless and 

despairing equivocation.     

In its inevitable re-turn to nature, Bruno’s Pythagoreanism dictates a scenario that 

allows for a truly radical politics. This political subversion appears to incite the poet’s 

anxious equivocation between verdant change and lifeless stasis. Ramachandran places 

this anxiety within Spenser’s “strategic replacement of classical myth with causal 

cosmological narratives,” in turn recalling Lucretian materialism that promises to 

“liberate humans from the bondage of religio (religion and/or superstition) by explaining 

the nature of things in physical terms.”47 What is intriguing, however, is that Spenser 

does not cast aside the “bondage” of this pagan religion in Mutabilitie; instead, he relies 

on their emblems to function as ciphers for the natural world, a tactic Bruno himself not 

only uses, but also deploys with the express intent of advancing his divinely infused 

natural philosophy. The deities themselves therefore become the natural functions in 

which they represent, at the same time that they emblematize deified nature. Referring to 

ancient religions, Sophia announces, “Divinity in the sea was named Neptune, in the sun, 

Apollo, on the earth, Ceres … diverse ideas were diverse divinities in Nature, all of 

which were related to the one Divinity of Divinities and source of ideas regarding 

Nature.” Mutabilitie herself makes a similar argument, except in her version, the Titaness 

claims it as “all my share”: 
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So, in them all raignes Mutabilitie; 

How-euer these, that Gods themselues do call, 

Of them doe claime the rule and souerainty: 

As, Vesta, of the fire æthereall; 

Vulcan, of this, with vs so vsuall; 

Ops, of the earth; and Iuno of the Ayre; 

Neptune, of Seas; and Nymphes, of Riuers all. 

For, all those Riuers to me subiect are: 

And all the rest, which they vsurp, be all my share. 

(7.7.26) 

 

In this speech, Mutabilitie declares her “sovereignty” over all natural vicissitudes. In turn, 

Mutabilitie emphasizes that because nature is mutable, and the Roman gods are 

themselves metonyms for various aspects of nature, her capacity to change shows them to 

“be all my share.” Mutabilitie’s “motive” power appears remarkably similar to Bruno’s 

“one Divinity,” the world-soul, or the Holy Spirit that communicates through its motion 

of change: “Therefore, if [God] is not Nature herself, he is certainly the nature of Nature, 

and is the soul of the Soul of the world, if he is not the Soul herself” (Spaccio, p. 240). 

Bruno’s equivocation here shows that even if he is not entirely sure where God’s “Soul,” 

the Holy Spirit, is categorically situated, he is regardless positive that it exists in nature, 

above and below the moon’s sphere. 

Remember that the world-soul for Bruno is the “eternal substance,” the one 

constant responsible for change throughout the entire cosmos, Earth included. Because 
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that change is instigated by God himself, Bruno reasons that mutability in the universe is 

both regularly occurring, and divinely sanctioned. In other words, Pythagorean flux in 

Bruno’s worldview is a feature, not a bug. If Jove is mutable, and if the gods are merely 

allegorical figurations of nature’s functions, then it also follows that Spenser’s and 

Bruno’s allegories convey a mutable cosmos animated with a powerful, if not entirely 

comprehensible, force of life-giving and life-sustaining change. Using this rubric, it 

appears that this agency in Spenser is Mutabilitie herself, the “motive force” that 

instigates this melancholic sense of surety and “cosmic loss.” It is therefore not an 

overstatement to assert that traditional models of authority founded on solid 

epistemological footing began to crumble, and we can view the serious contemplations of 

decay in the poem as the continuous erosion of those institutions in the last decade of 

Spenser’s lifetime.  

More to the point, Bruno’s infinite cosmos is based on his atomism, a facet of his 

speculative philosophy that has not received as much attention as his other ideas.48 

Nevertheless, atomism is an important piece to this philosophical puzzle, and it folds into 

Bruno’s conception of “contrariety,” which he calls the principle of the maximal-minimal 

universe, or atomistic infinitism. In intellectual historian Hilary Gatti’s words, “The 

maximum [the universe] and the minimum [the atom] thus converge into the same unity 

of being, while at the same time in the dialectic between maximum and minimum all 

other contraries are resolved into a point of indifference.”49 According to Bruno’s 

speculations, the atom and the infinite expanse of the universe—the textbook definition 

of contraries in both size and scale—converge into the same “unity of being.” It follows 

that an individual atom has the same vitalist agency as the expansive universe. This line 
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of thinking obliterates the concept of hierarchical systems of control; it gives agency not 

only to the massive, holistic universe, but also the most insignificant, minuscule particle. 

One need not imagine the consequences to this de-hierarchical model of an animated 

universe because it actually took place in England not even 50 years after Bruno’s and 

Spenser’s deaths, as I demonstrate in my fourth chapter, where I discuss the political 

ramifications of vitalist materialism in Milton.50 In other words, every atom contains 

within it divine infinity and serves, in Gatti’s words, an “end to the hierarchy of being.”51 

Not only does this concept render ecclesiastical orders within the Church irrelevant, but 

also it destroys the very reason that undergirds hierarchical power structures.  

Bruno’s Jove symbolizes both “the soul, and man” each of which attempt to 

“find[] themselves in this fluctuating matter.” Bruno doubles down on man’s internal 

authority, asserting forcefully: “That same Jove is made the governor and mover of 

heaven … to understand how in every man, in each individual, are contemplated a world 

and a universe where, for governing Jove, is signified Intellectual Light, which dispenses 

and governs in it [the world]” (Spaccio, p. 78). By this “contemplated … world and a 

universe” within man, Bruno begins to piece together his model of an infinite cosmos 

with infinite worlds, and he scales up the behavior of the minuscule atom to the whole of 

the entire, expansive universe. The small individual plays as significant a role in the 

matrix of nature as its constitutive whole, a wildly radical idea in the early modern world. 

From the cosmological to the ecclesiastical to the monarchical, Bruno’s philosophy 

prescribes a model where entire systems of governance are subverted by these individual 

“motive” claims to power, ownership, and authority. Encapsulated within this atomism is 

also Bruno’s sincere conviction that one’s innate capacity to judge objectively is virtually 
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nonexistent. This system of belief is yet another blow to the foundational modes of not 

only Catholic, but also high Anglican, claims of intermediary authority. This new “world-

order” thus displaces social and political models of surety and fixity.52 The same model is 

also allegorized in the Mutabilitie Cantos through the titular character’s claims to 

authority herself, what Bruno calls the “Fate of Mutation.” In displacing the center of the 

universe, Bruno’s cosmology also dislodges traditional modes of hierarchical authority. 

Likewise, Mutabilitie also ends the Roman gods’ “hierarchy of being,” and, in the 

process, earthly ecclesiastical claims to power and control. 

What was once acceptable syncretism in Florentine Neoplatonism had become 

anathema in the Counter-Reformation. Bruno’s melding of pagan cosmology and 

Christian theology sealed the eccentric philosopher’s fate. But it also reinforced the threat 

that cosmology created for the Church. In turn, Bruno’s philosophy in early modern 

Europe operated similarly to what we now call the Streisand Effect: the more one censors 

information, the more publicized that information becomes. If Mutabilitie were to wrest 

the heavens from the gods, the poem suggests a chaotic breakdown of structural norms: 

the degradation of law and reason—“Iustice and Policie”—which comprised the very 

fabric of stability that governed European thought for well over a millennium. What 

might these similarly scaffolded allegorical works have to say about multiple worlds? On 

the one hand, Spenser’s feelings about Mutabilitie’s right to reign are at best ambivalent. 

On the other hand, the Titaness’s appeals to logic and reason in the courtroom scene 

signal a marked discomfort between old and new cosmologies that were already under 

unmitigated scrutiny during Spenser’s lifetime. In each instance, both poet and 

philosopher reinforce not only the agentive power of matter, but also the agency of 
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change itself in the cosmos. In leaving open the possibility of multiple worlds, 

Mutabilitie’s claim reverberates not just through all “mortall things” below the moon, but 

“all the worlds” beyond it as well.  

Mutabilitie’s “birth-right” claim to cosmic leadership underscores Spenser’s 

careful, anxious negotiation with new-fangled astronomical speculations. These 

ambitions threatened to undermine and overturn not only the “world-order” of European 

powers, such as claims to kingship and aristocracy, but also man’s privileged position in 

the entire “hierarchy of being.” The agentive vitalism of the Holy Spirit, Bruno’s anima 

mundi, decenters man’s prioritized position in the supposed Great Chain of Being. This 

decentering of Earth had profound cosmological consequences, not the least of which 

were man’s secure feeling of fixity within a motionless sphere. This section has also 

revealed the extent to which Spenser’s Mutabilitie Cantos maps onto the cosmological 

and metaphysical concerns that Bruno proffers in his controversial allegorical dialogue. 

Far from being the dense literary figure that his friend and mentor Gabriel Harvey and 

subsequent literary critics have painted him, Spenser shows an extensive awareness of 

not only the cosmological concerns of his era, but also man’s uncertain place within the 

ever-widening “wide great Vniuerse.”  

Spenser envisions a world that attends to the outcomes of Bruno’s decentralized 

cosmos, the results of which reify chaos, disorder, and challenges to authority in both the 

mundane and celestial realms. These concepts continued to proliferate in seventeenth-

century Europe and would become the basis for Enlightenment philosophy. Furthermore, 

the deism that marks that epoch in intellectual history, including Baruch Spinoza’s 

natural philosophy, owes much to Bruno’s legacy. Not dissimilar to Mutabilitie, Bruno’s 
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narrator proclaims that Jove is himself subject to the vicissitudes of mutability, despite 

his status as supreme god of the universe. Mutabilitie similarly describes her powers as 

“all that moueth, doth mutation loue: / Therefore both you [Nature] and them to me I 

subiect proue” (7.7.55.9). These speculations would continue to unravel the fabric of 

stability in early modern England. By the time both Spenser and Bruno had died, the Fate 

of Mutation had drastically changed the “world-order” of the celestial sphere. In this way, 

Mutabilitie ultimately succeeds. As for Bruno, even though he was executed in February 

1600, his philosophical legacy lived on through his works and, I would argue, through 

Mutabilitie herself. 
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SHAKESPEARE’S LITTLE ELYSIUM: TRACING 

THE PYTHAGOREAN WORLD-SOUL IN THE TEMPEST 

 

The dramatic trial on the moon in Spenser’s Mutabilitie Cantos turned out to be a 

prescient imaginative figuration. By 1610, when scholars estimate Shakespeare wrote the 

romance play The Tempest, Galileo’s Sidereus Nuncius had provided observable 

evidence that the moon was indeed mutable. These obstacles had lasting consequences, 

for it signaled that the supralunar realm was as “rough and uneven” as “the Earth itself,” 

thereby suggesting that the heavenly spheres were themselves changeable, movable, and 

corrupted.1 In the two years prior to The Tempest’s first staging, other major astronomical 

discoveries had begun to circulate in print. Johannes Kepler’s 1609 Nova Astronomia 

dictated further evidence that the solar system did not rotate on a symmetrical axis of 

flawless perfection. Kepler’s calculations showed that the planets moved in lopsided, 

imperfect elliptical orbits, as opposed to the previously conceived model of symmetrical 

concentric circles that each orbited harmoniously around the sun. Kepler’s follow-up 

Dissertatio cum Sidereo Nuncio, his 1610 response to Galileo, added even more 

incontrovertible data to the Florentine astronomer’s observations that four stars, or 

moons, orbited the planet Jupiter. And perhaps even more poignantly, a year prior, 

Kepler’s allegorical Somnium, or The Dream circulated in manuscript. It was a work for 

which the astronomer was mercilessly ridiculed by his university colleagues across 

Europe. The novella mixed astronomical observation with an allegorical framework that 

imagined men traveling to the moon and meeting new life forms there with the help of 
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the spirit world. Perhaps the most galling part of the Somnium was its espousal of 

Bruno’s cosmological system: that the earth was inhabited by divine spirits, or daemons, 

the existence of which pointed to life on other planets, even on the moon. It had been a 

decade since Bruno’s brutal execution, and while the Dominican friar’s physical presence 

was long gone, his philosophical legacy still permeated the creative and scientific 

imaginations of early modern astronomers, much to the chagrin of Roman Catholic 

ecclesiastical authorities. It is perhaps with this contextual print and manuscript culture of 

celestial “messengers” in mind that Prospero forebodingly announces in act 1, scene 2 of 

Shakespeare’s Tempest that his “fortunes” might “ever after droop” if he does not heed 

the news of this “most auspicious star.”2  

Seven years prior, English monarch Queen Elizabeth I had died in March 1603 

without an heir. After decades of handwringing over the Virgin Queen’s refusal to name 

her successor, however, the open question of sovereign crisis resolved quietly. James IV 

of Scotland, son to Elizabeth’s first cousin Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots, was declared the 

newest English monarch, and he assumed his new title, James I of England, only a few 

hours after Elizabeth’s last breath.  

In what would become characteristic of James until his death in 1625, the king 

exercised authoritarian control over his government and subsequently issued a decree in 

May 1606 that required an Oath of Allegiance, which compelled English Catholics to 

swear fealty to James’s authority as rightful king.3 Central to this theological tussle are 

claims to ultimate God-given authority—who has it, who does not, and who would assert 

hierarchical dominance in not just the Earth-bound annals of history but, more 

dramatically, the eternal salvation of every professed Christian across the globe. 
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This was the decade in which Shakespeare would write the late romances, his 

most spectacular, epistemologically unstable plays. These works capture the anxious 

contingency of a politically and religiously uncertain era, as well as the cosmological 

unease with which man anxiously looked to the skies. Shakespeare’s choice of genre is 

not accidental. Romance as a convention demands its readers to confront magical forces 

of nature. Narratives that resist reason, logic, and notions of evidence-based, reproducible 

scientific methods, the romance’s hallmark is epistemological uncertainty. These 

marvelous tales add fantastical supernatural forces to the realm of earthly, human-based 

affairs, thus opening both the text and the natural world itself to questions of 

epistemological rupture. Romance, Patricia Park writes, has an “inescapable” and 

“addictive grip” over readers.4 As a particularly “addictive” romance, The Tempest forces 

readers to confront the longstanding debates in natural philosophy (that is, early science) 

and astronomy. As a result, these confrontations reveal the uncertain individual human’s 

place in an increasingly unstable and inconstant world.  

Much of this uncertainty is owed to the post-Copernican landscape of intellectual 

history, and this massive shift in the cosmological paradigm allowed speculative 

philosophy to foment with greater intensity than it had in recent memory. Bruno, for 

example, had speculated that a life force permeated every contour of the natural world, 

which historian Alberto A. Martínez has recently shown played a direct role in the 

philosopher’s brutal execution.5 To substantiate his claims, Bruno turned to the same 

methods of humanist idealism that played such a substantial role in the Protestant 

Reformation, the other major epistemological fracture from the era. Using biblical 

exegesis and an ad fontes approach to classical literature, Bruno thus argued that the 
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amalgamation of carefully examined biblical passages and intertextual analysis of the 

great Latin poets of antiquity, Vergil and Ovid, could—and did—comment extensively 

on the Christian faith and understanding better the secrets of God’s natural world.  

This chapter thus reads The Tempest within these distinctly literary and natural 

philosophical contexts. I contend that Shakespeare’s magical, island-set romance 

intersects three converging issues that continued to emerge in early modern accounts of 

astronomy and philosophy: the classical tradition via Vergil, Ovidian poetics of elemental 

matter, and Bruno’s own philosophical treatises that argue for the existence of a 

Pythagorean world-soul. In the first section, I establish the historical context for early 

modern attitudes and references to Pythagoras in Shakespeare’s England. I show that 

while the Samian philosopher was by no means lauded, his foreboding presence in early 

modern literary works is undeniable. Therefore, I argue that these various references to 

Pythagorean modes of thought across English literature point to the mighty status that the 

ancient philosopher continued to hold in the early modern imagination. This section sets 

the stage, so to speak, to discuss the second thematic pattern I examine the betrothal 

masque. Here, I argue that the masque in act 4 mimics Vergil’s characterization of 

Elysium in The Aeneid, an intertextual reading that I suggest points to a Pythagorean 

undercurrent running through the spirit ecology of the play. To argue this theme of 

Vergilian Elysium, I rely on the evidence from Shakespeare’s other romances to map this 

overlap. Thirdly, I read the revels’ speech—arguably the most famous lines in The 

Tempest—alongside portions of book 15 from Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Prospero’s speech 

contains references to the same text where the Ovidian speaker also meditates on 

Pythagorean philosophy and cosmogony. This segment of the chapter is specifically 
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concerned with investigating the remarkable similarities between Prospero’s “baseless 

fabric” speech and Ovid’s Pythagorean description of the elemental world and 

“devouring time.” As such, I read the materiality in Prospero’s language literally, an 

analysis that suggests an even larger engagement between the playwright and the 

epistemological questions with which this project is concerned. 

The fourth and final section addresses the contemporaneous natural-philosophical 

movements echoed in Giordano Bruno’s treatises. In reading The Tempest alongside 

Bruno’s works, I explore the speculative philosopher’s hypothetical models about a 

decentered universe. In turn, I show how Bruno relied extensively upon Vergilian and 

Ovidian readings of a Pythagorean cosmology to stake his revolutionary claims about the 

existence of a Christianized world-soul—what I read as a living, breathing theophany on 

display in Shakespeare’s Tempest. These analyses reveal new potential avenues of 

inquiry in Shakespearean scholarship. Taken together, my argument has potential to 

expand the scope of Renaissance posthumanism and ecocriticism, taking the topic beyond 

the material elements of the natural world into the supernatural agents of nature that 

govern the inner working of the cosmos. This confluence of Pythagorean cosmology in 

classical and early modern literatures suggests a potent thread running through early 

modern religion, philosophy, and above all else, literature.  

 

ATMOSPHERIC PNEUMA AND THE ANIMA MUNDI 

 

Following in the footsteps of his predecessor Marsilio Ficino (1443-1499), Bruno 

syncretizes a pagan religious cosmology with Christianity into a primordial monism—
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what Frances Yates called a “Neoplatonise[d]” Lucretian materialism in 1964.6 This 

cosmological model has deep resonances in a play as celestially focused as The Tempest. 

In the play, everything—the atmosphere, the spirit world, the masque—teems with 

unmistakable animation. It is also nearly impossible to miss. “Air” and its frequent 

synonym “spirit” appear collectively seventy times throughout The Tempest, usually at 

key moments of the play. Prospero readily exploits these animate entities for his 

machinations. In order to plot his revenge, Prospero orders Ariel and his cohort of 

nymphs, spirits, and harpies to terrorize the senses of his political rivals. At times, the air 

on the island “breath[es]” into the faces of Stephano and Trinculo “as if it had lungs” 

(4.1.192-3), a facet of the environmental atmosphere that I read literally. Giving the air 

“lungs” from which to “breath[e]” illustrates an atmospheric pneuma that teems with 

animation, and its properties diffuse into the material and physical realms. This “breath” 

is able to enact agency on unassuming human bodies.  

I emphasize air’s agentive power for three reasons. First, it renders visible the oft-

invisible agents running through The Tempest. Second, the “marvelous” qualities of 

romance underscore the real powers that early moderns believed invisible agents could 

effect on the material world and thus deserve sustained critical analysis. Lastly, the airy 

realm’s presence in the physical world has major consequences. For example, even 

though Prospero as magus is able to harness the endemic power of the environment, the 

airy spirits are the entities that perform all the heavy lifting, and, in turn, suggests that the 

airy environment functions through its own ecological system. This concept is not new 

and scholars have dutifully noted its occurrence in the play. Elizabeth D. Harvey, for 

example, has written recently about the relationship between early modern animism and 
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subjectivity, arguing that by studying ethereal bodies, we can “glean fresh insight about 

early modern subjectivity by investigating their linkage with those cognate subtle 

bodies.” For Harvey, these “cognate” material forms offer a divergent way to read 

embodiment in Shakespeare’s romances. Shakespeare’s spirits—what Harvey calls 

“inner-spirit envoys”—function to bridge humans to an “ambient world,” revealing a the 

permeable barrier between human and nonhuman worlds of consciousness.7 For others, 

this “ambient world” functions with the sole purpose to create dramatic tension in a play 

that noticeably lacks much narratival suspense. In similar fashion, Daniel R. Gibbons 

attributes such theatric friction to Ariel’s rhetorical “inhuman persuasion,” a crucial 

rhetorical power that eventually breaks Prospero’s magical hold over other life forms.8 

These critical interpolations are emblematic of everyday early modern encounters 

with supernatural phenomena, “ambient” perceptions and sensations that feel wholly 

foreign to a twenty-first-century audience. Added to the flurry of major societal shifts in 

England, was the reality that early moderns were seriously reconceptualizing how the 

universe functioned. Early moderns understood their place in the cosmos as both 

important and interconnected, and revising man’s place in this network of nonhuman life 

forms was a substantial intellectual project with long-term consequences regarding 

human capability and agency. When Bruno asserted to his inquisitors that a “spiritus 

mundi,” or world-soul, inhabited the fabric of nature, he was not speaking 

metaphorically. Rather, the Italian philosopher and his contemporaries understood the 

natural world as teeming with sentience, an “an ambient world” to which Caliban alludes 

when he describes “the sounds and sweet airs” that “hum about mine ears” like “a 

thousand twangling instruments” (3.2.149-151). By the time Bruno dutifully resurrected 
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the world-soul as a viable possibility in the universe, his theory was only one more link in 

the interconnected chain between God and man. Air, spirits, and atmosphere occupied a 

special subject position for early modern thinkers, and their ambience would immediately 

recall not just music and sound, but entire ecologies of ghosts, spirits of the dead, and 

pneumatic particles thought to be responsible for plague and contagion.  

Moreover, Shakespeare’s entire corpus teems with this spirit-matter interrelation, 

but it is in the “marvelous” romances where the spirit world takes center stage—from the 

“spirits o’ the dead” that lurk in The Winters Tale, to the “o’erpressed spirits” that wander 

the cosmos and are later revived by Cerimon in Pericles.9 Synonymous with breath, air, 

and ghosts, the spirit world functions as an agentive, “breathing” ecology worth careful 

examination, and they were intimately linked to the cosmological conversations that 

wracked seventeenth-century Europe (4.1.192). Audiences would have been familiar with 

spirits, or pneuma, as a guiding framework for understanding the natural world, and this 

theory was supported by scientifically engaged early modern thinkers. Graham Rees 

persuaded historians and literary critics four decades ago that a major proponent of 

pneumatic cosmology was none other than Sir Francis Bacon himself. A serious, non-

superstitious natural philosopher, Bacon, in the words of Rees, developed a “pneumatic 

theory of matter” that is at once “thoroughly corporeal [yet] weightless, invisible, and 

incorrigibly restless,” and it guides the entire function of the cosmos itself.10 This 

pneumatic framework helped Bacon and others to understand the vast interlocking 

structural harmony in which the universe appeared to be coded, and these nuances are 

resonant in the spiritual ambience of The Tempest’s atmosphere. Instead of discounting 

the “influence” of “this most auspicious star” in act 1 of The Tempest, I maintain that we 
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should view it as the early moderns did: a sign or message prognosticating the action of 

things to come. A pneumatic cosmology, therefore, allows for an agentive spirit world to 

fit comfortably alongside matter governed by the laws of chemistry and physics. By this, 

I mean to say that, for a swath of English and European audiences, it was not unusual to 

understand that both spirit and matter are mutually constitutive building blocks that bind 

together to comprise the material world. The island environment from which the Tempest 

drama unfurls harbors what I call a spirit-ecology: a vast network of occulted, or hidden 

pneumatic spirits. What the characters in the play understand as air and spirits are what I 

surmise to be integral players in this ecological framework. Moreover, the core 

definitions of “air” itself  underscore the notion that the atmospheric conditions on the 

island might be central to understanding how nature functions in The Tempest. As the 

OED demonstrates, nuances of early modern air vary significantly: it is either a 

“contaminated” environment, a redolent odor, a “breath,” the atmosphere, or, more 

conventionally, the “invisible gaseous substance” that medieval philosophers understood 

as one of the four earthly elements (earth, wind, fire, and water). What is more, air is also 

a marker of something more unusual, a “special state, condition, or quality of the 

atmosphere.”11 In this last instance, air functions as a condition of being, a state in which 

the likes of Ariel inhabits as the primary arbiter of creating mischief for the play’s 

humans.12 

The connotations of air link directly to the spirit-ecology and have more important 

resonances for Bruno’s philosophical project. In showing the vast network that “air” and 

“spirits” occupy, this spirit-ecology resonates particularly with Bruno’s notion of a 
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decentered universe populated by the Holy Spirit, what the pagans called the anima 

mundi, or world-soul. Of the Holy Spirit, the world-soul, Bruno writes: 

 

We call it the “internal artificer,” because it shapes matter, forming it from 

inside like a seed or root shooting forth and unfolding the trunk, from within 

the trunk thrusting out the boughs, from inside the boughs the derived 

branches, and unfurling buds from within these. From therein it forms, 

fashions, and weaves, as with nerves, the leaves, flowers and fruits.13 

 

Bruno’s metaphor of the spiritus as a seed is useful for this analysis, especially because 

he sees it through to its logical conclusion: it becomes a tree, the unfurling buds of which 

form, fashion, and weave “nerves,” “leaves,” “flowers and fruits.”14 Bruno’s concept of a 

self-animating cosmos shares intertextual similarities with the play. I doubt it is an 

accident that Shakespeare’s Ariel, the air incarnate, had been trapped in a tree before 

Prospero’s “art / … made gape / … and let thee out” (1.2.291-293). Ariel’s mischief in 

The Tempest appears to mime Bruno’s description of this “internal artificer.” Himself 

“thrusting out of the boughs,” Ariel produces certain “flowers and fruits” for Prospero—

that is, massive confusion and manipulative control over his political rivals. Given Ariel’s 

ability to shape-shift and wreak havoc, it is reasonable to suggest his powers mimic those 

of the “internal artificer.” In this reading, Prospero arrogantly takes credit for the 

unprovoked animation that Bruno argues is continuously “forming … shooting forth and 

unfolding … thrusting out … unfurling” from the interstices of nature itself, but those 

actions actually belong to Ariel.  
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When we see that Bruno calls the spiritus the “agitator of the universe,” we might 

recognize even more overlaps, especially if we remember that Ariel’s antics include 

agitating drunk men, breathing into their faces, and leading them into the island’s 

swampy fens. This understanding of Ariel as the spiritus within nature itself illustrates 

Prospero’s misdirection. In his guise as a magician, it is expected that he would draw 

attention to himself and take credit for that which happens without him. Prospero 

attempts to center the human (himself) as the “artificer” of the Tempest isle, but as 

Bruno’s model illustrates, not only is the human pushed from the center of nature’s 

action, but also he is completely excluded from the internal fashioning of these generative 

“nerves, leaves, flowers and fruits.” 

From these various contemporary illustrations, we can begin to glean how the air 

functions as an occulted property of nature in the early modern imagination. For Bruno, 

these are evidence of the Pythagorean anima mundi, ana idea to which he would 

frequently return throughout the remaining two decades of his life. In the 1580s, Bruno 

would further affiliate the world-soul with a breathing spiritus. He writes in Cause, 

Principle, and Unity, “We conclude, with Pythagoras and others … that an immense 

spirit, according to diverse manners and degrees, fills out and contains the whole [of the 

universe].”15 In this way, the “immense” spirit is both generative and constitutive of the 

entire universe.16 This model adds to the resounding drama of the Copernican system, for 

not only does it displace the earth from the center of the universe, but also it completely 

annihilates the concept of a universal center. In Bruno’s system, the center of the universe 

did not exist, prompting those who viewed the cosmos as a direct reflection of God’s 
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perfection and harmony to shout blasphemy. Moreover, as his inquisitors saw it, Bruno’s 

model sought to plunge the world into Epicurean-style nihilism.  

As a result, Pythagorean doctrine like Bruno’s assists in ushering a new age of 

cosmology, and it reveals an epistemological rupture worth investigating closely through 

Shakespeare’s co-option of it. Bruno’s Christianized Pythagorean doctrine positions the 

spirit as a plastic network that destabilizes preconceived hierarchies of being. That is not 

to say that Bruno espoused atheism. This spiritus for Bruno and similar philosophers is 

the literal breath of God, the Holy Spirit, that once moved along the face of the deep as 

described in Genesis 1:2. Instead of plunging man into a nihilistic abyss, Bruno’s system 

mandated man’s power as a divinely ordained creature, echoing the undertones of 

Florentine Neoplatonists who argued that knowledge of nature could deify man.17 As 

Alfonso Ingegno shows this optimism in his introductory remarks to Bruno’s Cause, 

Principle, and Unity: through Bruno’s system of thought, “it seemed possible that man, 

endowed with a rational soul and a spirit to mediate between the soul and his elementary 

body, could link himself to that privileged cosmic point on the boundary between 

sensible and intelligible.”18 In this instance, the power of the human magician is entirely 

at the behest of the spirits of nature (the anima mundi) that he conjures. In needing to 

access the “boundary between sensible and intelligible” realities, humans reveal their 

ultimate frailty due to their inability to access it of their own faculties, which, in turn, 

reveals the mightiness of God’s being. We as the audience see this action unfold in front 

of us as Prospero mediates between his physical, “elementary body” and the higher 

spirited force of the anima mundi. I suggest that perhaps his link to that “cosmic point” is 

through Ariel, his sidekick whom he admts “art but air” (5.1.29).  
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I am not, of course, the first to suggest that Shakespeare’s romantic worlds have a 

Pythagorean undercurrent to them. Jonathan Bate famously argued in 1993 that the 

Pythagorean doctrine of eternal flux and metempsychosis are present in Shakespeare’s 

sonnets. In this landmark study, Bates argues that Shakespeare’s sonnet sequence is 

governed by the paradoxical concept of constant change, the unstoppable process of 

natural decay, element turnover, and mutable reformation.19 Two and a half decades 

before Bates, Walter Clyde Curry mapped a long tradition of Neo-Platonism in 

Shakespeare’s Philosophical Patterns, the philosophical legacy of which owes much to 

Pythagorean ideals of spiritually infused materialism. In this work, Curry briefly suggests 

the connection between ancient pantheism, Giordano Bruno’s philosophical treatises, and 

The Tempest. They intersect, Curry argues, at the node of “pan-psychical theory,” which 

dictates the universe’s vitality by granting it a soul, or spiritus.20  

It would be suspicious, of course, to claim that Pythagorean philosophy 

underscores Shakespeare’s romances, especially if my entire argument were grounded on 

two terms (“spirit” and “air”) that were frequently employed in early modern English 

parlance. We do know, however, Shakespeare was well-versed in the classics, and his 

other works also demonstrate amply that he knew who Pythagoras was. The Samian 

philosopher’s name appears in three of Shakespeare’s plays (Twelfth Night, Merchant of 

Venice, and As You Like It), and in each instance, the characters associate Pythagoras 

with two key tenets: vegetarianism and metempsychosis, the method spirits use to jump 

from one material body to another. Whereas other characters discount the pagan 

philosopher, the Twelfth Night clown Feste, notably, is slow to do the same. In fact, he 

raises skepticism at the speed at which others disregard Pythagoras’s ideas.21 I maintain 
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that these curiosities continue to shape the later works of Shakespeare, especially as the 

playwright began to experiment with romance, a genre that concentrates on the 

marvelous at the same time that it creates narratival fracture from less fantastical devices. 

As my next two sections argue, Shakespeare weaves a Pythagorean poetics into the 

material “fabric” of his Tempest universe. As an epistemologically driven work, The 

Tempest contemplates man’s place in the cosmos, as well as nature’s unusual position as 

an agentive entity capable of “forming … shooting forth and unfolding … thrusting out 

… unfurling” of its own volition. 

 

JUNO’S BETROTHAL MASQUE AS VERGILIAN ELYSIUM 

 

Dissimilar to Twelfth Night’s Feste and Malvolio, none of the characters in The 

Tempest mention Pythagoras by name; however, there are other clues. For example, we 

know that Bruno’s concept of the world-soul—the idea that a “breath” or “spirit” 

permeates every aspect of the natural world—is itself culled from Pythagorean doctrine, 

and the spirit world factors in prominently to The Tempest’s magical landscape. 

Furthermore, the play makes a considerable effort to design a deity-laden atmosphere that 

interacts directly with humans. If the spirit world permeates nature, infusing it with the 

Holy Spirit, then it stands to reason that the natural world itself becomes infused with the 

hallowed essence of divinity itself. In other words, if Bruno’s nature is infused with God, 

then nature becomes material evidence of God’s presence in nature. Nature, therefore, 

becomes a theophany itself, the expression of which translates to the “air” or spiritus in 

The Tempest. Bruno’s  interpretation of nature-as-divinity is not unusual in the history of 
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ideas, especially given the influence pagan Roman culture had on the philosophical texts 

Bruno recapitulates in his own work. This influence bleeds in The Tempest when an 

actual theophany breaks the fourth wall in act 4. In the betrothal masque, we see three 

deities materialize in a literal theophany—divinity materially manifesting in the natural 

world—for Ferdinand, Miranda, and Prospero’s benefit. These divine presences merge 

the traditional definition of theophany with my own interpretive analysis, where nature 

itself serves as deified evidence of God’s own divinity working within nature. If we recall 

that Roman deities are themselves associated with the occurrences found in the natural 

world, the link between Shakespeare’s masque in The Tempest and Pythagorean, 

spiritually driven materialism becomes even stronger. The prevailing atmosphere on the 

island accommodates the female goddesses’ abilities to precipitate and dissolve at will. 

Like Ariel, Juno is also affiliated with ambient atmosphere; she was known among early 

moderns as “Queene and Ladie of the heauens,” and “the Aire” itself, with a “watrish … 

windie nature,” and in the play, she descends from the heavens with the express intention 

to bless Miranda and Ferdinand’s betrothal.22 In this sense, Juno is the literal, deified 

embodiment of the island’s air.  

As recent groundbreaking scholarship in the history of science makes 

resoundingly clear, the close relationship between the reprised role of Pythagorean 

doctrine and the rapidly published evidence proving a heliocentric cosmological model 

were approaching shockingly heretical singularity. We also find overt hints of this oddity 

in The Tempest. When the masque “melt[s]” from view, Ferdinand dreamily posits, “So 

rare a wondered father and a wise / Makes this place paradise” (4.1.121-2). His word 

choice here is worth a closer look. That Ferdinand describes this place as “paradise” is 
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not unusual in and of itself. Rather, it is particularly noteworthy that Ferdinand describes 

the masque scene as “paradise” in the same breath that the spirits precipitate before him. 

The OED demonstrates that the valences of “paradise” vary from quotidian (the Garden 

of Eden, or a place of “supreme bliss”) to the religiously specific: the Judeo-Christian 

heaven, or the spiritual place where souls congregated before the Resurrection of Christ.23 

But this scene also bears striking resemblance to another paradise, one instead associated 

with the classical tradition Shakespeare so often adapted: Vergil’s Elysian Fields, where 

spirits of the underworld gather together before re-dispersing into the universe.  

If we read Ferdinand’s dazzled comment as sincere, a Pythagorean reading of the 

play can begin its “unfurling” in earnest. It would appear that “this place Paradise” in The 

Tempest reads astonishingly similar to what Aeneas’s father Anchises describes as the 

“zone of joy” in Vergil’s Elysium.24 While Shakespeare’s adaptive vocabulary is not a 

word-for-word translation, it is an adaptation, where his own vocabulary mimics those in 

Vergil’s Elysium. To wit, the natural environment upon which the goddesses descend 

bear striking resemblances to Elysium. Iris’s description of “turfy mountains … and flat 

meads thatched with stover” (4.1.61-2) on the Tempest isle evoke the serenity similar to 

what Vergil’s speaker portrays in Elysium: “green … idyllic groves” and “clusters of 

laurels in groves” that fleck the sacred space (6.638, 658). Iris recalls the Elysian style 

“meadows … with colorful brilliance” (6.640) in the Tempest masque when she describes 

the island’s river “banks with pinioned and twilled brims” of flowers.25 Furthermore, the 

masque’s river-scape reads similarly to Vergil’s River Lethe, the “banks” of which “serve 

as [the spirits’] bedding and meadows freshened by brooklets” (6.624). The “well-tended 

grasslands … deep in the hollow valley of greenness” in Elysium similarly inspire The 
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Tempest’s “bosky acres and … unshrubbed down” of “this short-grassed green” and 

“grass-plot” upon which Juno, the Roman goddess of air, alights. Moreover, the “dark 

groves” of the Elysian Fields bear impressive similitude to the Tempest’s “broomgroves / 

Whose shadow” darken the hiding spots of unrequited lovers. This interpretation helps 

contextualize what the Arden editors call this scene: a “cosmic union” and a “return to 

universal harmony.”26 Language of “cosmic … harmony” also characterizes the masque 

as specifically mystical. Johannes Kepler, for example, would go on to publish his 

theories about the harmonies and congruences between astronomical bodies and 

geometric patterns; these theories, as Martínez reminds us, are precisely what early 

moderns associated with Pythagorean cosmology.  

Skeptics may object that these opulent tableaus are not Pythagorean in nature 

because they instead reproduce the fantastical excesses of Jacobean masques and pastoral 

serenity. However, it is worth noting that The Tempest is one of Shakespeare’s most 

overtly supernatural plays, and the brief glimpses we are granted into the magic of the 

spirit world oddly resemble the transformative powers of Vergil’s Elysium. I am not 

alone in this interpretation either. Donna B. Hamilton argues in Virgil and the Tempest 

that Shakespeare had The Aeneid in mind when he crafted the masque scene. Hamilton, to 

my knowledge, was the first to suggest that the betrothal masque invokes an “Elysium 

experience,” and she defines this crucial scene as “the point at which the soul finally 

achieved a union with the truth for medieval and early modern allegorists.”27 Hamilton’s 

reading is a standard Neoplatonic analysis of the exchange between the spirit-based and 

wholly material worlds. This Elysian “experience” clearly undergirds the masque for 

Hamilton even though she drops the topic rather quickly in favor of explicating the 
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masque against the backdrop of Aeneid book 4, where the epic hero finds himself the kept 

man of Dido, Queen of Carthage. For Hamilton, whose research is steeped in parsing the 

Vergilian allegorists of Shakespeare’s era, the primary purposes of examining these three 

scenes evoke a “hierarchical system of Neoplatonism” that in turn justifies “an absolute 

and transcendent political power.”28 This hierarchical reading, however, is turned on its 

head if we recall that Bruno’s world-soul holistically permeates the entire globe, 

distributing itself through every material particle.29  

Whereas Hamilton locates the sources of political power in Shakespeare’s 

indebtedness to Vergil, I seek to uncover the playwright’s enmeshment with the 

philosophy that underpins much of Bruno’s interpretation of Aeneid book 6. 

Shakespeare’s engagement with Vergilian epic does not end with the playwright’s 

gestures toward heroic epic and romance, either. Rather, the playwright’s imitative 

adaptation of Vergil (and Ovid, as I discuss in the next section) boils down to the very 

philosophical core of these transmitted works from antiquity. Meanwhile, at the center of 

that gap is a critical misunderstanding of a mysterious philosopher of antiquity, 

Pythagoras. In calling attention to Elysium, Shakespeare highlights with it the 

Pythagorean migration of souls that Bruno and other early modern esoteric philosophers 

read as central to Vergil’s epic.  

Rather than concentrate on the transmigration of the “souls” that congregate 

around the River Lethe, I want to call attention to the force that Aeneas’s father Anchises 

describes as the “internal Energy” of the anima mundi and what Bruno will later call the 

“internal Artificer” in the sixteenth century. As an “Artificer,” this power is the agency 

behind “the heaven and earth and the sea’s liquid flatness, / Also the gleaming sphere of 
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the moon, the constellations, the huge sun” (6.724-725). Additionally, the “internal 

Energy” (“spiritus intus”) functions as an agentive “Mind [mens]”: it suffuses these 

“cosmic Limbs” and “pervades the vast body and keeps the mass vital” (6.726-727). It is 

this “mixture” that “generates” the life within everything living: from the cosmic “huge 

sun” and “constellations” to “humans and beasts, flying creatures, and also / Monsters 

Ocean spawn” (6.728-729). As Anchises makes clear, this “mens” is naturally ebullient; 

what weighs it down is the grotesque, material elements of the natural world. The “earth-

made flesh,” with “limbs slouching towards death,” dulls this “mens,” this “vital force” 

(6.732).  

Recently, Todd A. Borlik has shown that a distinctly Pythagorean outlook on the 

“organic integrity of the cosmos” can not only invigorate early modern literary and eco-

critical studies, but also recover alternative modes of understanding nature.30 Borlik also 

suggests that early modern literary writers were already theorizing what scientists now 

call the Gaia hypothesis, a theory that posits organisms interact with their inorganic 

surroundings to sustain favorable conditions of life on the planet. Whereas Borlik 

analogizes the world-soul to the Gaia hypothesis, the 1970s ecological theory that 

foregrounds environment’s agentive force in the process of evolution, I focus specifically 

on the cosmological consequences of early modern Pythagoras. The “influence” of stars 

was widespread belief in early modern Europe and was genuinely classified as 

astronomy, and the fact that Anchises calls attention to the vitalism of the sun, moon, and 

stars did not strike Bruno as happenstance. Bruno had been burned for that very assertion 

a decade prior to The Tempest’s first staging. Given that deities associated with the air 
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itself precipitate and dissolve into and out of observable existence, one has to wonder if 

Shakespeare had Bruno’s cosmology specifically in mind as he penned the masque. 

Although Anchises combines elements from several philosophical schools, early 

modern audiences would have understood the Vergilian mens—what Vergilian scholar 

Bonnie A. Catto has called the “all-powerful, causative force of the universe”—as 

Pythagoras’s anima mundi, or spiritus: the breathing divine spirit suffusing the natural 

world.31 That the spiritus might be associated with breath and the action of breathing 

goes to the very etymological core of the word. As noted in the Oxford Latin Dictionary, 

spiritus ranges in meaning from the most literal (the air our lungs breathe and expel), to 

the metaphorical (divine inspiration and a pervading quality of nature), to the 

atmospheric (the air as a basic element), and most importantly, to the cosmological: “the 

vital principle animating the world as a whole according to some philosophical 

systems.”32 These nuances of the Latin term are especially potent in early modern 

speculative philosophy, because philosophers like Bruno theorized God’s physical 

presence as permeating the atmospheric conditions of the air they breathed. Given the 

obvious pagan undertones, this philosophical perspective was not well received.  

It appears that Shakespeare acknowledges this double meaning when he conflates 

elemental air and the spirit world in The Tempest. The first suggestion of a breathing 

atmosphere on the island takes place in act 2, scene 1 when the shipwrecked crew finds 

themselves moored on the island. Responding to the smell of the “perfumed … fen,” 

Adrian comments, “The air breathes upon us here most sweetly” (2.1.49). In response, 

Sebastian remarks, “As if it had lungs” (2.1.50). Even though the OED suggests that 

Adrian’s usage of “breathes” in this passage connotes “the wind, to blow softly,” given 
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the historical context, it seems just as likely that the Tempest air contains a more physical 

respiratory sensation within the greater landscape of Shakespeare’s adaptations of Vergil: 

“to exhale from the lungs … to exhale and inhale, to respire.”33 Later in the play, we 

learn that the potential cause of such “sweet” breath is Ariel himself, a sentient spirit 

responsible for the ruckus at hand: 

 

They were red-hot with drinking, 

So full of valor that they smote the air 

For breathing in their faces, beat the ground 

For kissing of their feet.  

(4.1.190-193) 

 

When Ariel brags to Prospero about the havoc he causes, Ariel makes clear that the men 

whose faces are “red-hot with drinking” are fooled not only by their inebriation, but also 

by the mystical music Ariel and his cohort plays. When I “beat my tabor,” Ariel recounts, 

Stephano, Trinculo, and Caliban “pricked their ears, / Advanced their eyelids” and 

followed the music to the swampy marshland where they remain trapped until the end of 

the play (4.1.190-195). With such “sounds and sweet airs” (3.2.149), in perhaps another 

potential reference to Pythagoras and the harmony of the spheres, the three drunkards 

find themselves “charmed” in “their ears,” 
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That, calf-like, they my lowing followed through 

Toothed briers, sharp furzes, pricking gorse, and thorns, 

Which entered their frail shins.34 

(3.2.197-201). 

 

What these passages ultimately insinuate is Ariel’s simultaneous dual existence as 

atmospheric and corporeal being in The Tempest, further bridging the divide between 

wholly physical and entirely spiritual beings. Let us not forget either that the etymon of 

Ariel’s name itself stands for air. Though his freedom is at the behest of Prospero, Ariel 

still maintains the transformative properties that overtake foolish mortals, and various 

critics and editors have emphasized the importance of Ariel’s occulted powers. 

Shakespearean critic Scott Maisano and Arden editors Alden T. Vaughan and Virginia 

Mason Vaughn all postulate that Ariel is perhaps a pointed reference to John Dee’s 

infamous angel-communiqué Uriel. I instead suggest that Ariel, who is himself 

comprised of this “air,” is but one example of the very spiritus that pervades 

Shakespeare’s Tempest.35 When Ariel’s invisible antics are contextualized against this 

backdrop of Elysium, we begin to see how one might interpret the spirit of the “mens” as 

that which suffuses the “cosmic limbs” and stretches to animate the universe.  

 

THE “STUFF” OF PYTHAGOREAN “DREAMS”  

 

Thus far, I have commented on the circumstances of the masque itself, suggesting 

that Shakespeare recalls Vergil’s Elysian Fields. To be sure, this comparative reading 
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reveals the playwright’s sustained engagement with classical authors, but it also reveals 

something else incredibly important: Shakespeare’s engagement with certain heretical 

philosophies that posit the vitality of nature itself. This Pythagorean spiritual materialism 

has resonances beyond mere aesthetic poetic adaptation; it also guides the entire schema 

of The Tempest universe. After the goddesses disappear from view, Prospero grants 

Ferdinand, and the audience by proxy, a peek behind the curtain of nature’s invisible 

forces. After the masque hastily dissolves, Prospero announces to his audience:  

 

Our revels now are ended. These our actors,  

As I foretold you, were all spirits and  

Are melted into air, into thin air:  

And, like the baseless fabric of this vision,  

The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces,  

The solemn temples, the great globe itself,  

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve  

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,  

Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff  

As dreams are made on, and our little life  

Is rounded with a sleep. 

(4.1.148-158) 

 

This speech is important for two reasons. On the one hand, we have Prospero’s admission 

that the material theophany—the appearance of Juno and Ceres, the goddesses of air and 
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earth, alongside their rainbow-bedizened messenger Iris—literally dissolves into the 

material world. As “spirits,” they are capable of “melt[ing] into … thin air” at will, 

making them a central part of the spirit ecology at the center of my analysis. This link 

between the goddesses and the pneumatic spirit world further suggests, in turn, a link 

between divinity and the earth’s atmosphere. On the other hand, Prospero gives the 

audience a behind-the-scenes glance at the elemental composition of The Tempest 

universe and its interaction with the spirit world. In simpler terms, the atmosphere 

harbors the spirit world so that these “cognate, subtle bodies” can enact themselves onto 

the unsuspecting bodies of the human world. This interaction between spiritually infused 

physical matter and deified nature resembles the cosmos Bruno envisioned where the 

“spirit of God fills the earthly orb.” A provocative theory, some skeptics might say, but 

Juno, Ceres, and Iris are clearly not the Christian God. However, it is important to keep in 

mind that the English Parliament had passed and instituted the Act to Restrain Abuses of 

Players in 1606, which guaranteed that playwrights and theater actors would be fined if 

they uttered the name of God or Christ in their performances. This piece of legislation 

had substantial impact on Shakespeare’s theater, and pagan polytheism began to appear 

more prominently in his plays after the legislation was enacted in order to discuss 

religious themes while also staying about of trouble.36  

The “baseless fabric” of “this vision” dissolves “into air, into thin air,” just as the 

physical world will decompose in the future. We also see the inherent tension between 

the material and spiritual worlds. From this monologue, it is clear that the substance of 

the physical world functions at the behest of machinations normally invisible to the 

human eye. Moments where humans are most terrorized in the play are always at the 
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behest of invisible forces; this experience leaves the victims confused and therefore 

unable to explain away the unusual events with logical conclusions. Moreover, these 

intangible machinations, like the passage of time and Pythagorean eternal flux 

themselves, dictate the laws of the universe. In this way, the true agentive force of the 

spirit world—that is, the likes of Ariel and Juno—is thrown in stark relief to the hapless 

Ferdinand who is so easily dazzled by the “marvelous” air show. Indeed, the spirit world 

clearly contains the same materiality as the physical world, with the added benefit that 

they can precipitate and then dissolve from view at will.  

As Prospero describes it, understanding the spirit world is an exercise in 

contradictions; it is both material and immaterial, both “fabric” and “baseless.” This latter 

adjective is particularly potent verbiage; the OED defines as “not having an underlying 

base or foundation, groundless, unjustifiable.”37 By this metric, Prospero describes either 

an “unjustifiable” pageant or one lacking proper material “foundation” or “grounding.” In 

opposite fashion, the OED defines “fabric” as a manufactured product of skilled 

workmanship. In other words, while a “baseless” object is without “foundation” or 

“grounding,” fabric by definition is physically rooted in matter. Either Prospero is 

confused, or he asserts that the spirit world is entirely material. One might even venture 

to proffer that this “baseless fabric” taken at its most literal meaning resembles Bruno’s 

“internal artificer”: a spiritual maker that is tucked within the very sinews of material 

nature. This anxiety over nature’s secret motion reveals itself fully in Prospero’s speech, 

which responds heavily to concerns about human artifice and trickery at the same 

moment that nature is clearly doing the same. These natural processes, invisible to the 

naked eye, played a major role not only in religious responses to the new science, but also 
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in how early modern individuals conceived of themselves in an increasingly expansive 

cosmos. The dichotomous relationship between the spiritual and material worlds that 

Shakespeare theorizes in The Tempest brings epistemological a “rupture” to the fore in 

Prospero’s speech. Other phrasing from Prospero’s monologue similarly reflects this 

tension.  

The masque, or “insubstantial pageant” supposedly leaves nothing behind, not 

even a “rack.” Connoting a “void of substance,” the adjective “insubstantial” illustrates 

the airy materiality that the pagan goddesses inhabit: they are at once “fabric” and “void,” 

the embodiment of matter-based substance and the absence of it altogether. The magus’s 

choice to define this scene as a “rack” is similarly illustrative, especially since editors and 

critics cannot agree on how exactly to parse it. Maisano, for example, reads “rack” as 

“[w]rack,” a reference to the shipwreck that begins the action of the play, and suggests 

that the allusion provides continuity to the narrative drive of the drama. However, in the 

years since, the Arden editors note in the revised edition of the play that “rack” here can 

also be interpreted as a “driving mist or fog,” an editorial development that only assists in 

my argument (4.1.156n). If we interpret the “rack” as a “mist or fog,” then we can begin 

to see the repercussions of Pythagorean eternal flux. As Martínez aptly explains, this 

concept of God as living in the very contours of nature itself—this idea of the world-

soul—accommodates the dissolution and subsequent reconstruction of the material world. 

Moreover, as Aeneid book 6 illustrates, the physical world is constantly refurbished and 

rehabilited by the ameliorative balm of the “spiritus intus.” 

This near-constant oscillation and ambivalence between spiritus and “fabric” also 

serves to illustrate the uncertainty between cosmological models that dictated either a 
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sublunary corruption and perfect heavenly stasis, or the alarming contingency of pagan 

atomism and contingent particle collision, not only on earth, but also in the celestial 

realm. Furthermore, “baseless” and insubstantial” are both adjectives that suggest 

Shakespeare’s engagement with atomic and elemental incertitude. While Prospero’s 

descriptions might suggest the masque’s theatrical frivolity or comparative 

inconsequentiality to the rest of the play’s action, if we take it literally, we uncover the 

deep associations with the material composition of the universe. Taking the OED at its 

word shows the “groundless” nature of this divine “fabric”—that is, it illustrates the 

spiritual underlay of the universe, the “spiritus intus,” the “internal Energy,” moving 

throughout the universe. As a result, the language in Prospero’s revels’ speech mimics 

the epistemological uncertainty of either a strictly physically structured or a spiritually 

imbued natural world. If the elemental nature of the masque’s spirits are without literal, 

physical ground, as I suggest, then it follows that the contradiction inherent to the 

masque’s “baseless fabric” is perhaps not so conflicting after all. In equating the 

goddesses with the “spirits,” Prospero suggests a logical link between the two. Like the 

fog, or “rack,” that dissolves into the atmosphere, so too do the goddesses melt “into air, 

into thin air.” This interpretation suggests a certain doubling, for it demonstrates that 

while human eyes may be unable to see this “rack,” their presences are still very much at 

play. While the likes of Prospero and Bruno are able to see these spiritual phenomena that 

Ferdinand and others like him cannot. If all matter can appear and disappear at will, 

where does it go and from what is it comprised? It would seem Prospero’s speech 

harkens back to the most fundamental of natural philosophies upon which early moderns 

based their animated theories of nature: Pythagoreanism.38 
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Vergil, of course, was not Shakespeare’s only source. The playwright also 

conjures the Pythagoras from book 15 of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Echoing Anchises’s 

complaints that physical bodies “dull[] this force,” Ovid’s speaker similarly concentrates 

on the constant degradation of the material world. Metamorphoses book 15 is the last in 

the epic, and much like Vergil before him and Shakespeare long after, Ovid breaks the 

illusion and divulges the secrets of the universe’s internal functions that are normally 

hidden from view. Ovid’s speaker divulges that all of the shape-shifting, 

metempsychosis, and material renewal that we see across the epic is actually a direct 

result of Pythagorean flux—the same issue underscores Shakespeare’s sonnets in Bates’ 

analysis. This ceaseless reshaping and renewal is evidence of a larger organizing pattern 

of the universe, and by the Renaissance, the motif of continual renewal became a 

common melancholic trope about the inevitable decay of nature and the sign of 

impending Christian rapture. In Metamorphoses book 15, the speaker Pythagoras 

explains the nature of eternal flux thusly:  

 

Time devours all things  

With envious Age, together. The slow gnawing  

Consumes all things, and very, very slowly.  

(p. 372, lines 260-262) 

 

This characterization of devouring time mimics the overall conceit of Prospero revels 

speech, where “solemn temples, the great globe itself” are relinquished to the 

“dissolv[ing]” powers of a devouring time. Time’s “slow gnawing” of “all things” in 
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Ovid provides macrocosmic context for the microcosmic dissolution of the act 4 masque 

in The Tempest.  

We already know that Prospero adapts Medea’s speech from Metamorphoses 

book 7 to abjure his magic in act 5.39 Not dissimilar to Shakespeare’s adaptation of 

Vergil, the playwright’s imitation of Ovid here is not a word-for-word translation. Rather, 

Ovid’s legacy plays out in theme and variation. This is not to say that there are not 

significant overlaps between the two texts, but it admittedly takes a deeper investigation 

into the Latin etymology to understand those overlaps. While Shakespeare’s verbiage in 

the revels’ speech does not itself share etymological roots to Ovid’s, those the playwright 

do employ are nearly identical in sense, significance, and meaning. This confluence of 

meaning suggests not only that book 15 of Metamorphoses is a potential source for 

Prospero’s monologue, but also that Shakespeare had the likes of Pythagoras in mind for 

the play’s cosmological model because Metamorphoses book 15 names Pythagoras 

explicitly and praises his doctrine. Of natural change, Ovid’s Pythagoras preaches:  

 

resolutaque tellus 

in liquidas rarescit aquas, tenuatus in auras 

aeraque umor abit, dempto quoque pondere rursus 

in superos aer tenuissimus emicat ignes; 

inde retro redeunt, idemque retexitur ordo. 

ignis enim densum spissatus in aera transit, 

hic in aquas, tellus glomerata cogitur unda. 

(15.245-251) 
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Earth can be dissolved 

To flowing water, water can thin to air,  

And air can thin to fire, and fire can thicken 

To air again, and air condense to water, 

And water be compressed to solid earth. 

(Humphries, pp. 372-373) 

 

Corresponding to Prospero’s description of both the spirits “melt[ing] into air, into thin 

air” and the “dissolv[ing]” tendency of physical “stuff” are Ovid’s verbs: resoluta (from 

resolvere), rarescit (from rarescere), and tenuatus (from tenuare). Most conspicuously, 

Prospero’s “dissolve” shares a common root with Ovid’s resolvere, which the OLD 

defines as the action of separating physical matter into minute particles: “to reduce to 

liquid, melt, dissolve.” In each scenario, the speaker describes elemental matter 

disappearing from view by the physical process of dissolution. The verbs rarescere and 

tenuare carry similar connotations: “to become less dense or solid, thin out” and “to 

reduce thickness, wear down,” respectively. At the same time, the superlative 

“tenuissimus” points to a similar action: “consisting of small, light particles … fine drops 

… (of a liquid) watery, thin.” Arthur Golding’s 1567 translation of Metamorphoses 

provides further clues; in his version, Golding writes: “The earth resolving leysurely 

dooth melt to water sheere. / The water fyned [refined] turnes to aire.”40 The “resolving,” 

or dissolving, earth—just like the Tempest goddesses—“melt” to a “sheere” precipitate 

before at last thinning (or “fyned”) into “aire.” This principle of elemental cycling 
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undergirds the action of Metamorphoses itself. As the Pythagorean voice makes clear, 

every single alteration and transformation in the entire poem functions as a result of the 

world-soul to mutate and metamorphose into another being altogether—what Vergil calls 

the natural “spiritus intus,” or “internal Energy.” 

What is more, the Tempest spirits, like Ovid’s “resoluta” earth, also “melt[]” 

away. Prospero assures us that “solemn temples, the great globe itself” will also 

“dissolve,” or thin out (rarescit). Like earth and fire, humans themselves, and the great 

monuments to their ambition, are but material “stuff,” conglomerated particles comprised 

out of nature’s most basic building blocks. Similarly, Prospero promises, humans will 

degrade—“become less dense or solid, thin out”—until their physical composition 

liquifies (“wears down,” becomes “watery”) and disperses back into the constitutive 

elements of nature: tellus glomerata cogitur unda. This last clause in the excerpted Ovid 

has ties to the revels’ speech as well. Traditionally, scholars have taken the sentence “our 

little life is rounded with a sleep” as the aging Shakespeare coming to terms with the end 

of both his career and his life. My reading proffers an alternative, more thematic, 

interpretation that takes into account the spirit-infused materialism that so clearly governs 

the island. Put simply, I read this sentence as an argument in miniature of the play’s 

engagement with the most heterodox ancient philosophy imaginable to intellectuals living 

in early modern Europe. This clause is, at its core, Pythagorean. 

To understand how this excerpt as Pythagorean, it is necessary to walk through 

the logical progression of the Samian philosopher’s materialism. When the human body 

“wears down” into the basic elements of which it is comprised, the body dies, but 

according to the spiritually infused materialism of Pythagorean philosophy, this death is 
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momentary. Rather than the body and soul resurrecting entirely, as is the case in Christian 

millenarian theology and visions of apocalyptic rapture, Pythagoras prescribes a process 

of recycled renewal. Thus, when the human body decomposes, its parts use the “internal 

Energy” to disperse themselves back into the environment from whence it came. This 

cyclical system is the very basis of Pythagorean metempsychosis, or the continuous 

transmigration of souls. Since nature is endowed with that potent “internal Energy,” a 

special “breath” or spiritus, its main drive is to recycle and rebuild brand new bodies 

from the basic elements—the particles or atoms in nature—of which they are comprised. 

In this view, one’s life does not end; it merely dissolves and precipitates into other states 

of material beings, not unlike the “fyned” water “sheere” that “turns to aire.” Prospero’s 

own potent language reflects this cyclicality. The magus describes human end-of-life 

scenarios not as a finale, but as an action of “rounded” disintegration and subsequent 

renewal. The logical endgame of this “rounded” state is seamless. To put it another way, 

the material world returns to its basic elements (i.e., air and earth, Juno and Ceres) 

scatters, and then recombines into new complex organisms. Humans’ lives, then, are 

“rounded,” or come full circle, by momentary death, or a “sleep,” before their material 

particles are reconstituted, or awakened, into new configurations of life forms.  

The Latin, too, exemplifies this circling physicality, and word choice mimics the 

action it describes. Firstly, the speaker in Ovid’s poem describes the particles as returning 

(redeunt from redire)—a literal re-turn to the elements from which we are born. Earth 

(tellus) is then driven together (cogitur) and formed into a ball (glomerata). The language 

in this passage meaningfully imitates the cyclical process of material death, degradation, 

and rebirth that Prospero describes in his revels’ speech. Moreover, the spirit, or “breath,” 
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of deified nature is what moves this process along as the only reliable constant. Taken in 

this way, Shakespeare’s own description of “rounded … sleep” functions doubly. Not 

only does the “rounded” language suggest the metaphorical action of life being brought 

“to completion” as the human body dies, which the OED suggests is the prevailing 

definition for this line; but also, it brings to mind the elemental action discussed in both 

this section of the play and its corresponding section in Ovid. Air and earth dispel and 

decompose, only to reform new matter, and since matter is vital and animate, it continues 

to live on in new bodies. Ovid’s and Shakespeare’s shared emphasis on materiality and 

elemental composition also highlights the privileged status of the magus as artificer. In 

his capacity to manipulate matter, to show his command of the physical world, Prospero 

resembles the magician that Bruno describes in De Magia: “a wise man … someone who 

does wondrous things merely by manipulating active and passive powers, as occurs in 

chemistry, medicine, and such fields.”41 In this instance, Prospero’s masque merely 

demonstrates this manipulation of natural “powers,” his ability to “manipulate[].” By this 

logic, when Prospero proffers the materialized deities, he does not make them from 

whole cloth or “fabric.” He merely renders visible the sort of elemental effects that take 

place behind the scenes by lifting the secretive curtain of nature—the “active and passive 

powers” that are normally hidden from the human eye. Thus, the drama becomes a 

metaphorical reading of the privileged position of the magus. In sharing this secret with 

Ferdinand, Miranda, and the audience, Prospero lifts the veil of this “internal Energy” 

that literally guides and shapes every part of the natural world. By pointing out this aspect 

of the play, I do not mean to lionize Prospero; I only show the power that the slightly 

more attuned human harnesses is really the kind of clever workmanship, the artifice, of 
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misdirection expected of a magician. Therefore, the magic of the play is not located 

within Prospero; it is located within the “active and passive powers” of nature itself. As 

such, the real power is not found in Prospero; it is located within Ariel. Given his tight 

grip on the loyal spirit, Prospero knows it. 

In the revels’ speech, humans’ death, or “rounded sleep,” is but one position in 

the never-ending flux of Pythagorean re-turning. I use the word in both senses: elements 

that return to their most basic form, at the same time that the spiritus sets into motion a 

literal re-TURN, or recycling of the most basic elements into newly formed bodies. Just 

as human bodies decompose, “the cloud-capp’d towers, the gorgeous palaces / The 

solemn temples, the great globe itself” will similarly meet their material demise. 

Prospero’s revels’ speech thus thematically and linguistically recalls the Pythagorean 

doctrine recounted in Ovid: omnia mutantur, nihil interit (all things change, and yet 

nothing perishes).  

 

IN SEARCH OF PYTHAGORAS’S AFTERLIVES 

 

In the previous sections, I have argued that Shakespeare adapts Pythagorean 

philosophy from Vergil and Ovid, two authors we know for a fact that Shakespeare 

explicitly consulted when he penned The Tempest. Through comparative analysis, I have 

demonstrated that the play’s materialism shows a deep linkage to Pythagoras.42 Even 

with the 1606 ban on using God’s name on the stage, this relationship between the The 

Tempest and Pythagorean cosmology is still incendiary. Any suggestion that the nature of 

God was in fact changeable was an inexcusable theory, for it put into motion a cascading 
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set of “what if” questions about the nature of the universe that would lead, inevitably, to 

even more epistemological fracturing. The very idea that God’s spirit moved through the 

contours of nature was an unacceptable premise because it would also mean that 

mutability, the very poster child of corruption as we saw in the preceding chapter, was 

not only incorrupt, but also a worthy goal for which to aim. 

Given that Christianity had held a totalitarian grip over Europe for well over a 

millennium, it is not an overstatement to suggest that change and adaptation were not part 

of their modus operandi. To wit, Bruno’s heretical missteps relied on this very assertion 

of continual change, which in turn would also decentralize traditional modes of power 

within ecclesiastical regiments. The Catholic Church had already seen the rupture that 

could take place when a large group of adherents began thinking and reading for 

themselves; it was called the Protestant Reformation. And so did the monarchs. By the 

time The Tempest appeared on stage, James had witnessed the power of religious fervor 

in the form of thirty-six pounds of explosives below his parliamentary building. 

Traditional modes of authority were under siege, and as a result, uniformity, fealty, and 

oaths of loyalty became the de rigueur standard across early modern politics, religion, 

and literary exchange. Imagine, then, the ruckus a playwright might instigate if he 

showed his characters seriously engaging with de-hierarchical systems of knowledge.  

In spite of these challenges to the literary and historical record, we have evidence 

that Shakespeare engaged with these philosophically subversive ideas. Bates already 

established the plausible possibility that Shakespeare incorporates Pythagorean doctrine 

into his sonnets, and in 1986, Leonard Barkan influentially argued that Ovid’s 

metamorphic language was particularly fruitful for Christian natural philosophers in the 
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early modern period. Barkan argues that the syncretism of early modern Neoplatonism, 

itself based upon the mystic philosophy of Pythagoreanism’s long trajectory, offered 

fruitful philosophical analysis of Ovid’s metamorphic poetry. Moreover, the sententia 

antiqua “omnia mutantur, nihil interit” was particularly useful for locating a “universal 

harmony” among the eternal flux in nature.43 This harmony runs to the very core of 

Pythagorean doctrine that captured the imagination of not only Nicolaus Copernicus, but 

also his spiritual successors, Bruno, Galileo, and the mystical mathematician Johannes 

Kepler. The “burden of time” that shapes Bates’s reading of Shakespeare’s potential 

Pythagoreanism reveals the playwright’s indebtedness to Ovid; it also reveals the 

underlying logic to both Metamorphoses and the revels’ speech. In Bates’s words, 

“Ovid’s technique in the Metamorphoses is to slide from one story to the next in a 

process of repetition and variation that embodies the neo-Pythagorean theory of 

constancy and change.”44 This narratival sliding is further exhibited in the masque scene 

when the spirits endemic to earth and air become visible to the human eye and dissolve as 

suddenly as they appear. As Barkan argues, Ovidian imagery for early moderns serves to 

uncover “the associations of paganism with the world of the senses, the interpretation of 

ancient myth as containing hidden occult truths, the creation of cosmologies that 

syncretized pagan and Christian mythic traces.”45 In looking to Ovid to reveal “the world 

of the senses,” these “hidden occult truths” appear to be the anima mundi, the spiritus 

that shapeshifts and dissipates, claims bodies, and then dissolves them seemingly at will.  

We see a glimmer of these “hidden truths” in Metamorphoses. Ovid’s speaker 

relays the importance of Pythagoras’ contributions, and emphasizes the Samian 

philosopher’s thoughts, which “reached far aloft,” far past quotidian human concerns, “to 
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the great gods in Heaven.” Furthermore, Pythagoras’s “imagination,” unparalleled, is able 

to see beyond the physical realm: the speaker claims that he “looked on visions / Beyond 

his mortal sight,” a trope that will become useful for Milton, as I show in the fourth 

chapter.46 This conception of Pythagoras suggests a mystical bent to the philosopher’s 

methods for acquiring new knowledge. Rather than rely on his “mortal sight,” 

observations that might otherwise trick his sense of sight, Ovid’s Pythagoras instead 

“looked on visions” from the gods themselves to understand the inner workings of the 

cosmos. In other words, Pythagoras peered into the very secrets of nature itself to figure 

out their hidden causes. It also means he looked to the stars with questions, like Prospero, 

and they answered with “auspicious’ messages. Placed in this context, we can begin to 

understand Ferdinand’s wonderment as he gazes at “this place paradise.” After the 

“visions” from the gods dissipate, Prospero, taking on the mantle of the Samian 

philosopher, translates the cosmic actions invisible to human eyes. This mystical 

framework for understanding the sensible world stands in stark contrast to the fools in 

The Tempest—namely Stefano and Trinculo—whose visual and auditory senses heavily 

betray them throughout the play and lead them “calf-like … through / Toothed briers, 

sharp furzes, pricking gorse, and thorns” of the island’s perfumed fens. The masques and 

subsequent revels’ speech appear to convey this mystical phenomenon in action. In the 

literal theophany—the material visitations from Juno, Ceres, and Iris—we are granted a 

cipher to view a metonymic theophany, where the spirits of the air, the “incorrigibly 

restless” pneuma that “breath” and shapeshift are at once “thoroughly corporeal” and yet 

“weightless and invisible.” 
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This sensory deprivation on the one hand, and hyper-sensitive reactions to visible 

phenomena that suddenly “dissolve” on the other reveals the intellectual divide between 

Prospero or Pythagoras, and the likes of supposedly baser characters such as Stephano 

and Trinculo. This dichotomy also reveals the problematic hierarchies of knowledge that 

emerge from these lofty aspirations. For example, Ovid characterizes the pagan 

philosopher as having a capacious and “watchful eager mind,” who also managed to 

enrapture his disciples and “teach[] them what was worthy”: 

 

And they listened,  

In silence, wondering at the revelations  

How the great world began, the primal cause,  

The nature of things, what God is . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

by what law the stars 

Wheel in their courses, all the secrets hidden  

From man’s imperfect knowledge. 

(p. 367, lines 72-80) 

 

The “worthy” knowledge of “the primal cause, / The nature of things” underscores the 

significant weight Pythagoras’s name carries. We know little of the philosopher from 

Samos—whether or not he even existed is up for debate—yet the natural philosophy he 

preaches, reflected here in Ovid, is nothing short of revelatory. He knows “what God is” 

and the “law” by which the “stars / Wheel in their courses,” among “all the secrets 
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hidden” from man. His communication with the divine allows “all the secrets hidden” to 

become visible. In short, this apocryphal philosopher knows everything under the literal 

sun, and then some.  

The political undertones of this Pythagorean philosophy, however, lose their 

noble intention when we examine closer the disturbing powers of domination that 

Prospero enacts and proliferates. Given the lofty aspirations with which Ariel and the 

spirit world is portrayed, Caliban’s representation is much less sanguine. For example, 

the worst moniker Prospero can think to call his enslaved “monster” is the “earth” itself: 

 

He does make our fire, 

Fetch in our wood, and serves in offices 

That profit us.—What ho, slave, Caliban! 

Thou earth, thou, speak! 

(1.2.312-315) 

 

Prospero’s hatred of earthy, or bestial, qualities runs throughout the entirety of the play 

and is never fully resolved. He frequently emphasizes Caliban’s subject position as 

“gross matter” as being beyond help or hope. Scholars, of course, have read Caliban as a 

prescient reminder of the millions of enslaved peoples who were sacrificed for the sake of 

“profit,” service, or fetching. What this element of the drama also reveals is that no 

matter how ephemeral or apolitical a system of knowledge like Pythagoreanism appears 

to present itself, the system is only as good as its most brutal executioner. Propsero 

proves this point well, and his entitlement to hierarchical dominance, however misplaced, 
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is what allows him to further exploit the “earth” for the sake of his lofty, classically 

oriented goals.47 

What, then, of English religion? Given the Church’s anathema to “paganism,” 

understanding Pythagoras within the larger tradition of the Christian religion is a complex 

issue that is far too sizable for this chapter, but as Barkan reminds us, Marsilio Ficino and 

Pico della Mirandola’s Neoplatonism reconciles Christian and pagan mythography as “a 

sequence of mysteries, with the frivolous elements of pagan lore overturned … and 

transformed into the deepest truths.”48 These “deepest truths” appear to function at the 

epistemological core of the betrothal masque and revels’ speech, and yet, their blatant 

adherence to paganism presents a potential stumbling block for Christian audiences. By 

the mid-sixteenth century, Ovid and his ilk had become a viable threat to the Christian 

order; in Barkan’s words, Ovid’s paganism had already “stretched the fabric of orthodox 

Christianity almost to the breaking point.”49  The Metamorphoses, a Pythagorean epic, 

was therefore the “stuff” of religious skepticism as much as it was fodder for literary and 

imaginative adaptation.  

Signs of this religious anxiety are readily apparent in Goldings translation of the 

Metamorphoses. To counter the ill effects of his pagan subject matter, Golding prescribes 

a stepwise guide partaking in the intellectual merits of Ovid without falling prey to its 

seductive pagan grip. Through his guidance, Golding shows how English audiences 

mediated between the pagan past and their deeply Christian present. For one, the 

“universal harmony” that pagan religion provides places the early modern individual in a 

unique subject position in that they were able to mimic the language tropes so long as 

they did not believe or practice the paganism it represented. Early modern readers were 
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thus expected to gird themselves intellectually and morally from the sumptuous 

temptation of Roman antiquity. In his preface to the first full English translation of 

Metamorphoses, Golding warns of the lascivious Roman lifestyle and the deleterious 

effects that manifest when one yields to  

 

fleshlye lust, to lucre, or to wrath,  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Or any other kynde of sinne, the thing the which wee serve 

To bee accounted for our God most justly dooth deserve.  

(lines 53-56) 

 

But “fleshlye” lust, lucre, and wrath were the least of early moderns’ worries when it 

came to Pythagorean doctrine. More so than the “universal harmony,” “revelations,” and 

“secret truths” that bind humans to nonhuman beings in the natural world for which the 

Pythagoreans were known, Pythagoreanism offered a heretical credo that flew in the face 

of orthodox Christian dogma. It promoted the identity of god on earth, a supposed 

presence of an “internal Energy,” the anima mundi. In so doing, it rendered ecclesiastical 

authority irrelevant, paving the way for inner-light liberalism that would instigate civil 

war in England and haunt the country for decades after. 

This return to ancient wisdom also helped to further widen the chasm of this 

epistemological rupture that pervades the era’s speculative discourses on natural 

philosophy. Recall that for Bates, Shakespeare’s Pythagoras hinges upon the embodiment 

of “neo-Pythagorean theory of constancy and change.” This critical summation further 
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suggests that Shakespeare was not only aware of Pythagorean doctrine, but also that he 

used it to meta-reflect on the constancy of change in his own works.50  

This universal soul is how ancient philosophers theorized constant change in the 

world around them, but if a Christian God rules the cosmos, were these two worldviews 

compatible? In a post-Copernican world, the answer to that question for the Catholic 

Church was a resounding no. For English Protestants, the stakes were more ambiguous, 

but no less theologically and philosophically emergent. But for Bruno, Pythagoras is a 

divine philosopher whose musings become syncretized with the prophesies and truths of 

Christian scripture. God is present everywhere in nature, and this omnipresence thus 

renders the physical world a living, breathing theophany in the world, waiting to be 

examined. In Expulsion of the Triumphant Beast, Bruno writes, “You see then that there 

is one simple Divinity found in all things, one fecund Nature, preserving mother of the 

universe insofar as she diversely communicates herself, casts her light into diverse 

subjects, and assumes various names.”51 This “preserving mother” reads similarly to 

Lucretius’s portrayal of Venus as alma genetrix, a nourishing progenitor who also 

represents the reproductive drive of nature. Historian Hilary Gatti has indicated in her 

works that Bruno’s contribution to Renaissance England’s literary and philosophical 

culture is unparalleled, arguing that “the ferocious tensions in the religious sphere linked 

to a decadence in the humanistic movement which was beginning to codify in tired and 

pedantic formulas.” This “pedantic” environment set the stage for Bruno’s philosophy to 

flourish, as “one of a number of sensitive European intellects of the [sixteenth century’s] 

final decades.”52 Bruno’s works sought to resolve issues of religious disagreement even 

as they scandalized the devoutly religious. Bruno also strived to create a movement that 
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espoused freedoms of religion and expression that we now associate with Enlightenment 

philosophy: “towards tolerance and religious compromise which would leave the way 

free for the development of intellectual enquiry into the divine order and harmonies 

which regulate the universe,” according to Gatti.53 The connection between nature and 

the Holy Spirit in Bruno’s philosophical treatises thus functions not only as a call to arms, 

but also as a summoning for reason over dogma and superstition. This bold stance 

resulted in incendiary intellectual skirmishes among radical thinkers and ecclesiastical 

stalwarts at English and European universities—a few that Bruno himself visited—

positing ideals of the Enlightenment era nearly a century before its surgency in 

eighteenth-century Europe.  

Bruno describes a universe ruled by one divine entity, God, who not only controls 

nature, but also imbues himself within it as the Holy Spirit. This infusion manifests God’s 

physical form at every turn, leading to even more prescient questions about the nature of 

nature and man’s complex relationship to it. We are thus called upon to conceive of these 

revolutionary aspects of Bruno’s cosmology, one in which an infinite space is infused 

with an “internal Energy,” or spiritus. In espousing the distributive agency of a world-

soul, Bruno anticipates our contemporary conversations about decentralized and 

nonhuman agency in the age of posthumanism and the Anthropocene. Inhuman agents in 

Bruno’s cosmology, therefore, hold an impressive amount of sway in a universe largely 

unconcerned with human trifles.  

As a consequence, the early modern distributive agency of the spiritus anticipates 

twentieth-first-century atmospheric models, such as systems ecology, that early moderns 

seem to have understood all along. Similar to the anima mundi, our contemporary models 
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function in a network: connected, decentered, and with an emphasis on the near-constant 

exchange between sentient and non-sentient matter, between biotic and abiotic life. This 

contemporary understanding of the earth’s environment only furthers the wide-ranging 

potential of studying the occult, airy forces in the early modern world at large. It also 

places vibrant, vitalist materialism at the forefront of groundbreaking studies in early 

modern literature. In emphasizing the non-human, occulted agents at the heart of 

Shakespeare’s plays, we can begin to uncover the wide range of possibilities that 

nonhuman vitality affords us in early modern studies. Moreover, we are also afforded the 

opportunity to denude the inner workings of key natural-philosophical models. For early 

moderns, these speculative philosophies served as near-constant reminders to humans 

that they were living within an ever-expanding universe that was in turn ambivalent to 

their personal needs or supposed superior intelligence. It is with this tense negotiation 

between human and nonhuman that the early modern humanist encountered daily—if not 

to achieve, in Hamilton’s words “union with truth,” then at the very least an 

approximation of it. 
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FRANCIS BACON’S STARRY MESSAGE: NATURAL DIVINATION,  

DEIFICATION, AND THE RETURN OF ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE  

IN THE NEW ATLANTIS  

 

By the quarter of the seventeenth century, a new era was upon England. 

Shakespeare had been dead for nine years, and the First Folio had been in bookstalls for 

two. England was in the midst of a regime change; King James I died in March 1625, and 

his son Charles I would ascend to the throne soon after. That same month, Milton began 

attending Christ’s Church College at Cambridge University and had not wasted any time 

causing trouble; he was rusticated and suspended by the early summer, while an 

estimated 26,000 people died of the plague in London. Sir Francis Bacon, meanwhile, 

once at the top of his professional field, found himself crushed at the underside of 

Fortune’s wheel. In 1621, the prominent lawyer and parliamentarian had been impeached 

for corruption and bribery by his sworn political nemesis, Sir Edward Coke. The 

punishment was swift. On March 21, the charges were levied against the English 

philosopher and jurist, and by April 22, Bacon had given up any hope of defending 

himself, as doing so would impugn the king’s competence and the unscrupulous schemes 

of his Court favorite, the First Duke of Buckingham George Villiers. On May 3, stripped 

of his office, Bacon entered the Tower of London and was ordered to pay £40,000, 

roughly $10.4 million in today’s currency.1 

James’s administrative negligence had proven ruinous, and his government 

disintegrated into chaos. In spite of Bacon’s repeated warnings in the previous five years, 
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James refused to rein in his ever-increasingly backbiting Parliament. The 1621 

parliamentary session, the same one in which Bacon was impeached, was a decided 

failure. The legislative body had been swept up in a wave of cynical self-interest, and 

Court factions continued to wage vendettas against their personal and political enemies at 

the expense of a sensible legislative agenda.2 The already-ineffective bureaucracy of 

1621 ground to a halt, and Bacon struggled to have his pension reinstated after his release 

from prison, as promised. James had similarly assured the impeached jurist that he would 

receive a pardon, an accommodation he would never receive. Buckingham, once Bacon’s 

friend, continued to stir animus against the philosopher behind the scenes and went so far 

as to force him to sign over his beloved childhood home in London. In the autumn of 

1622, the discredited lawyer was reduced to pleading his case to James personally for his 

promised pension, and he continued to beg for the pardon the king had promised him 

years earlier. While the paperwork was drawn up, Buckingham and his allies made sure 

that it was never signed. Amid this chaos, Bacon retired to Verulamium, his country 

house just north of London. He devoted the rest of his life to developing and writing the 

basis for a new experimental philosophy that would change the trajectory of Western 

science. Bacon rasped his last breath in 1626, after catching pneumonia during an ill-

fated experimental expedition in the snow. He left behind his wife Alice in the process 

and £23,000 in debt.  

Disgraced and hounded by debtors, Bacon had little reason in the last five years of 

his life to believe that the world would improve, and yet, compellingly, it was in this 

tumultuous umbra that Bacon wrote his most hopeful works: not only his optimistic 

prescription for laboratory science, De Augumentis Scientiarum, the Latin expansion of 
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his 1605 English Advancement of Learning, but also his sanguine vision for a monarchy 

that managed both to function properly and to prioritize the pursuit of the knowledge: the 

scientific utopia titled New Atlantis.3 Published posthumously in 1627, this unfinished 

fiction visualizes a shipwrecked crew discovering an ideal nation-state shrouded in 

mystery and hermetic secrecy. Given Bacon’s penchant for philosophical treatises, a 

utopia was an odd generic choice to visualize fully his Great Instauration. Prior to New 

Atlantis, Bacon had written essays, sonnets, and philosophical texts, but this was his first 

foray into literary fiction. Ever the optimist, perhaps Bacon was hoping to ameliorate 

some of the chaos that so enveloped England and the monarchy, or perhaps he drafted the 

work as an escapist fantasy, an opportunity to imagine where his own circumstances 

might have turned out differently.  

Whatever the case, Bacon’s New Atlantis remains a prophetic text that looks to 

the future as it simultaneously opines for the ancient past. As a narrative, it functions as a 

reprieve from the era’s epistemological fissures and the uncertainties to those ruptures 

produced. At the center of New Atlantis is Salomon’s House, the sacred research 

institution that houses scientific magi who have discovered, and now guard, the secrets of 

nature. When Bacon likely penned New Atlantis, it had been more than two decades since 

Bruno burned in Rome. In the years that followed, Bruno’s Pythagorean cosmological 

model continued to circulate in private letters and manuscripts shared between 

astronomers. By 1616, the year of Shakespeare’s death, Galileo himself was under 

Church scrutiny for espousing similar beliefs in the world-soul. Where was Bacon among 

this fraying epistemological divide? While Bacon’s philosophical works mention neither 

Bruno nor Galileo explicitly, the utopic New Atlantis and his larger compilation of works 
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overall suggest that Bacon was not only aware of these philosophical questions about 

nature, divinity, and theology, but also that he engaged with them directly. For example, 

the utopia itself is awash in cosmological symbolism, and the celestial imagery in 

Bensalemite ritual culture recall the contentious arguments that emerged from fractious 

clashes between religion and philosophy in the wake of the Copernican Revolution; and 

New Atlantis is a lasting reminder that the stuff of the celestial sphere was potent material 

ripe with symbolic power: from the moon and sun figura attached to the ceremonial 

golden grapes in the Feast of the Family rite, to the “gold, radiant” sun placed at the top 

of the Father’s chariot, to the appearance of a spectacular celestial light itself (pp. 474 

and 479). The text is also emblematic of the era; it demonstrates man’s indelible 

connection to matters of astronomical significance, a reality that early moderns 

understood all too well.  

In recent years, scholars have revisited man’s ineradicable connection to the 

cosmic universe in early modern literature. Mary Thomas Crane, for example, has 

recently likened the “period of ferment, confusion and angst … in England” to an 

epistemological schism. This period of time is fertile for critique of historians of science, 

such as Alberto A. Martínez, have unearthed evidence that illustrates precisely how dire 

these cosmological uncertainties were for Catholics and Protestants alike.4 Literary texts 

play an important role in how ideas are circulated, and literary works attend to the 

psychological anxieties that accumulate in moments of cultural transformation and 

unease. These alternative modes of thought, in Crane’s words, register “the welter of 

ideas and feelings that circulated in response to changing views of the world.”5 For 
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Bacon and his contemporaries this facet was truer than ever: the literal fate of the 

universe itself was up for intense debate.  

When tackling Bacon’s New Atlantis, scholars by and large focus on the author’s 

prescient vision for imagining a secular schema to execute scientific research. Directing 

much of their attention to Bensalem’s robust experimental program and laboratory 

science infrastructure, literary critics and intellectual historians alike rightfully highlight 

Bacon’s revolutionary program of experimental design, the results of which continue to 

shape institutions of higher learning and the human’s relationship to the natural world. 

The English natural philosopher augured the future of the modern research university, 

and the “engines,” “parks,” “enclosures,” “dispensatories,” “mechanical arts,” “furnaces,” 

“perspective-houses,” “sound-houses,” “perfume houses,” “engine-houses,” and 

“mathematical house” in New Atlantis’s Salmon’s House clairvoyantly anticipate the 

ample laboratory spaces that freckle our universities around the globe (pp. 480-488). Less 

clear in New Atlantis, however, is scholarly agreement on the reasons why the text is so 

steeped in religious metaphor and simile. Bacon’s religious language and theological 

leanings function alongside this vision for a scientific utopia, and the contours of these 

expressions are far from settled. Moreover, they are not as diametrically opposed as 

contemporary disciplinary divide lead us to believe. The religious and mystical 

framework of Bensalemite society in New Atlantis is integrated directly into the 

advancement of Bacon’s science at key moments in the text. In spite of Bacon’s vision to 

return to an early Christian past, studies in Bacon’s works have continued to paint the 

philosopher as a forward-thinking paragon of latent modernity—a profoundly secular 
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figure—instead of the man deeply embedded within a complex set of religious, social, 

and political milieus.  

My present task, therefore, is to uncover Bacon’s mystical theology. To do so, 

confronting the way critics have characterized Bacon is necessary, namely the myth that 

Bacon’s convictions resemble the secularist project of contemporary science. Historian 

Dana Jalobeanu’s 2015 book shows these pitfalls in her Art of Experimental Natural 

History. In it, Jalobeanu cautions against historians’ tendency to frame the philosopher as 

a beacon of the modern world and encourages scholars to similarly destabilize the critical 

understandings of “modernity” as a conceptual framework. Modernity is unstable 

foundation upon which to build critical inquiry, and Jalobeanu outlines the riskiness of 

gauging complex historical phenomena from Bacon’s era within the vocabulary of our 

own critical moment: “In the past 30 years Francis Bacon was a key figure in all sorts of 

historical revisionisms; he was treated as an emblem, a benchmark, a case study, for all 

the ‘successes’ and ‘failures’ of scientific and philosophical modernity.”6   

Crane, a literary critic, addresses a similar phenomenon when she writes about the 

history of science; as a discipline, Crane argues that the history of science is always-

already concerned with Whiggish history and linear narratives of progress. Noting that 

even when historians of science acknowledge these documented critiques, Crane 

provocatively announces: “[as] historians of science, [the historicist] project is ultimately 

to chart the development of ideas toward newer forms.”7 To combat this Whiggish wish 

fulfillment, Crane makes case for historically grounded literary critique, which she argues 

can attend to the era’s anxieties without worrying over challenging terminology like 

“progress” and “development.” Crane’s call to action is useful for studying New Atlantis, 
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a religiously infused text that was written during a time of massive social upheaval and 

uncertainty. Even though the question of modernity has long overshadowed Baconian 

studies, literary studies does not have to assume the primacy of such keywords. In other 

words, by declining to hold Bacon to the light of our “benchmark” of modern “successes” 

and “failures,” we are better served to investigate a more productive route: Bacon’s 

adherence to a mystically grounded philosophy that informs the New Atlantis’s overtly 

religious overtones.  

This chapter, therefore, argues that a theophanic miracle is located at the center of 

Bacon’s New Atlantis. In the form of a divine sidereal messenger, this theophany 

resembles none other than the most important celestial event in Christianity: the New 

Testament Star of Bethlehem. This celestial vision conveys the material presence of God 

in the physical world, while also heralding a new age of cosmological revelation, 

discovery, and speculation. To accomplish this task, I contextualize the celestial sign in 

New Atlantis with what Bacon describes in his philosophical works as natural divination, 

the mystical process by which God communicates with man to develop, conceive, and 

reproduce new scientific knowledge. I also define this celestial occurrence as a rationally 

infused theophany: an evidence-based, reasoned understanding of the material world to 

understand fully God’s interjection into the human realm. These religious overtones do 

not undercut Bacon’s rational, evidence-based scientific investigations. Rather, Bacon’s 

faith directly promotes them.8  

To explore fully how this theophany runs central to New Atlantis, this chapter is 

divided into three sections. First, I explore the concept of natural divination as Bacon 

describes it in De Augmentis Scientiarum. To understand completely the full implications 
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of how natural divination functions for Bacon, I examine the philosopher’s pneumatic, or 

animist materialism, which I read as yet another iteration of the Pythagorean world-soul. 

In so doing, I demonstrate how Bacon’s usage of deep-water imagery coincides with the 

most popular Bible verse shared among early modern Pythagorean philosophers, Genesis 

1:2. In the second section, I explore Bacon’s water symbolism in further depth as an 

allegorical mode for understanding human intellect. Reading Bacon’s De Augmentis 

alongside New Atlantis, I demonstrate that the moment of celestial revelation in New 

Atlantis is the philosopher’s natural divination in practice. Through etymological research 

and analysis, I thus link the allegorical reading of epistemology to Bacon’s treatment of 

celestial influence, or sana astrologia. Thirdly, I examine Bacon’s Doctrine of 

Deification alongside his apparent culling from Bernardino Telesio, whose philosophical 

system situates divine mediation within the human body itself—more specifically the 

human senses. Through this connection, I show how in Bacon’s animist materialism, the 

body (particularly its senses) become deified, allowing man to climb the cosmic ladder in 

order to communicate one-on-one with God. In my concluding remarks, I briefly sketch 

the posthumous print life that New Atlantis received throughout rest of the seventeenth 

century as a way to link Bacon’s particular brand of animist materialism to increasingly 

popular narratives of personal enlightenment. These narratives were a direct result of 

charismatic religion, a politically motivated movement that fostered rebellion and 

encouraged both the bloody English Civil War and the execution of Charles I.  

 

BENSALEM’S STARRY MESSENGER AND BACON’S OLD WORLD 
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While Bacon does not address the “ferment, confusion, and angst” directly, his 

philosophical method helped in fomenting it. Within the backdrop of New Atlantis’s 

publication, there were increasingly contentious theological and philosophical 

discussions emerging from new astronomical observations. Bacon invokes the specter of 

scientific uncertainty in New Atlantis. In particular, celestially divined knowledge 

pervades the text, and the idea of divination emerges as a key concept for gaining new 

knowledge about nature. Merging the appearance of a celestial aberration with divination 

relies on his audience to understand the cosmic event as an apocalyptic sign of his new 

method coming into being.  

In De Augmentis Scientiarum (1623), Bacon defends divination and claims that 

the mind is a receptacle for divine “influxions,” or influential knowledge from a divine 

source: working in tandem with man’s God-given rational soul, the mind receives “a kind 

of secondary illumination from the foreknowledge of God and spirits” and then later 

disperses into the body as sensorial experience.9 Elsewhere, in the natural history Sylva 

Sylvarum (1626), Bacon writes that heightened, intuitive experience is necessary to the 

process of natural divination, for “Perceptions appeareth early” in the bodily senses, 

whereas “their great effects” (that is, the results of experiment and that which can be 

perceived sensuously) “cometh long after.”10 Much of man’s sensory engagement with 

the natural world hinges upon the existence of man’s rational soul, what Bacon describes 

in De Augmentis Scientiarum as “springing from the breath of God” (4:396). By contrast, 

the irrational soul, the “corporeal substance” that “the brutes” maintain, exists within man 

to service this God-granted rational soul.  
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In order to analyze and synthesize this divinatory communication, the sensory 

experience of nature is the first step in the process of divine illumination. Although what 

can be seen, felt, or encountered in the corporeal world is but one step in Bacon’s 

experience, this sensory experience is fundamental to natural divination. In other words, 

one needs the irrational soul to interact with material reality as much as one needs the 

rational soul to consult with the spiritual aspects of acquiring knowledge. Moreover, it is 

the necessary step to substantiating material proof.  

Conversely, the rational soul is the divine gift bestowed within man to analyze the 

world around him; it is the essential quality necessary to carry out the purpose of natural 

divination: to communicate with the divine, receive the ordained transcript by means of 

natural divination, and then impart this new knowledge to his fellow man. Thus, sensorial 

experience of the natural world for Bacon is integral to encountering and then 

subsequently comprehending the secrets of nature, eventually giving rise to experiment as 

a mainstay of modern science. As New Atlantis, the fictional visualization of Bacon’s 

Instauration avers, the act of seeing and interpreting a theophany stands at the heart of 

this emergent method. In this way, Bacon’s experimental method does not just replicate 

natural phenomena for the sake of reproducible results; rather, it is the means through 

which to experience nature for the sake of the rational soul’s communication with divine 

power.  

With this context in mind, it should perhaps not be surprising that Francis Bacon’s 

scientific utopia contains the sudden appearance of its own wandering starry messenger at 

its narrative fulcrum. This miraculous star radiates knowledge and quite literally 

dislodges one of the nation’s wise men from his stagnant position among common, 
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unenlightened men. The starry sign is also responsible for producing knowledge. Along 

with the holy sign that the Father reads, the theophanic star also produces an ark 

containing the gospels of Christianity to the Bensalem nation. In this moment, the utopia 

conveys the preeminence of first, natural divination, an instinctual perception that is later 

proven true by experimental observation, and second, the human’s capacity to absorb, 

calculate, and synthesize observational data—to become a “divine instrument” for the 

purpose of measuring and investigating God’s works (p. 469). 

For Bacon, becoming God’s “instrument” is not just metaphorical flourish in his 

prose. The philosophy elaborates that allowing one’s body to accept such “divine” 

influence is akin to a bodily mystical experience. Moreover, given that both experience 

and experiment derive from the same Latin verb experior, perhaps a better term here 

might be experiential method. In New Atlantis, Bacon collapses these two nuances of 

experior, for the Fathers of Salomon’s House must first perceive intellectual 

communication with God through prayer before they can “collect the experiments” from 

their “inventions and experiences” (pp. 486-487). Here, Bacon exploits this etymological 

nuance to call attention to both his Doctrine of Mediation and the scientific imperative to 

experience nature firsthand, through the senses of the body. The Advancement of 

Learning corroborates this point of view, since Bacon sees himself as working within 

“the office of a true priest of the sense (from which all knowledge in nature must be 

sought …) and a not unskilful interpreter of its oracles” (4:26). Like the instruments used 

in Salomon’s House, the body of the scientist himself acts as a “divine instrument,” 

recalling Reformation theology that places the Christian subject as instrumenta dei, the 

instrument of God (p. 469).11 It is not an accident that Bacon casts man as an 
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“instrument” in the same text that he prescribes the need for scientific instruments to 

investigate nature more faithfully. This comparison, in fact, seems intentional, for Bacon 

envisions man’s sensory faculties working similarly to the instruments he prophetically 

designs in Salomon’s House.12  

Much of Brandon’s reasoning for setting up such “divine” instrumentation reads 

similarly to the Pythagoreanism that Bruno espouses in his own philosophical works. But 

by his own admission, Bacon was no Pythagorean. In Novum Organum, the philosopher 

categorizes Pythagoras as one of his Idols of Theatre, arguing that the ancient cult’s 

fanaticism is distasteful because it combines natural philosophy with superstition instead 

of reason and logic. Despite these objections, however, Bacon praises Pythagorean 

“number philosophy” elsewhere in his works, the roots of which formed the basis of 

modern mathematics.13 And yet, there are multiple examples from Bacon’s natural 

history, Sylva Sylvarum, that are remarkably similar to those attributed to the Samian 

philosopher.14 In the last chapter, for example, Bacon introduces his own theory of 

animist materialism—the concept of the spiritus mundi or the world-soul that Bruno 

proffers. In Bacon’s philosophical model, the “Vital” attribute of the spirit “ruleth” all 

other spirits. In comparison, the “Liveless” spirits, resembles Anchises’s language of 

earthly matter, “gross material substances,” are “cut off, and encompassed with a gross 

body.” The spiritus, by contrast, “hath an enkindling, and is like a Wind or Breath” that 

moves across the natural world. This “Breath” permeates “Nature” itself, actively 

“enkindling” it. In the process, it infuses matter with motion and other “peculiar,” or 

remarkable, “faculties.”15 Not dissimilar to the “the life of the universe” upon which 

Bruno expounded in his Roman Inquisition proceedings or the spiritus intus (“internal 
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Energy”) that comprises Vergil’s epic, this natural vitality also recalls Shakespearean 

references to natural change as being driven by a spiritual material force: it is both an 

“Aerial substance” that breathes, like the sprite Ariel himself in The Tempest, at the same 

time that it ignites and animates matter: “Spirit is a participant of both … the Spirit hath 

from the Air his easie and delicate impressions and yieldings, and from the Flame his 

noble and potent motions and activities.” This paradoxical explanation between air and 

fire makes it “a Mystery or Miracle,” giving it a “middle Nature,” a liminal taxonomy 

upon which Bacon does not (or perhaps cannot) elaborate much more.16 Bacon’s “Vital 

Spirit,” therefore, enlivens nature. This claim in Bacon resembles Bruno’s similar 

explanations of the world-soul: “from this spirit, that I have called the life of the universe 

… there originates the life and the soul of each thing that has soul and life.”17 In this way, 

Bacon’s Spirit functions much like Bruno’s in that it multiplies itself by animating 

matter. In referencing Bruno’s theories of the spiritus, Bacon also alludes, even if 

unintentionally, to the two authors Bruno maintained were found in Vergil and Ovid. Not 

dissimilar to the spirits flocking around the River Lethe in the Aeneid underworld 

awaiting their new mortal bodies or Pythagoras’s explanation of cosmic change in 

Metamorphoses book 15, Bacon’s spiritus mimics similar behavior by “flying forth and 

congregating itself with the Connaturals.” This behavior of the “spirit” thus offers an 

undergirding logic to the material world in which Bacon conceives the New Atlantis, a 

connection that to my knowledge has remained unexplored in Bacon scholarship.  

Given Bacon’s penchant for enhancing ancient philosophy, this overlap is not an 

impossibility, raising questions about why the philosopher hid his fondness for these 

philosophical legacies. In light of his utter disgrace toward the end of his life, details with 
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which this chapter opens, it is reasonable to assume that Bacon would attempt to distance 

himself from such associations at every turn. By the seventeenth century, the ancient cult, 

for example, had become synonymous with pagan and demonic divination, and the 

frequent association between magic and divination meant that the Pythagoreans, in 

Martínez’s words, “seemed to control nature and gain advice from demons.” These 

invectives were lobbied at people who professed devotion to the Christian God, and as a 

lapsed Calvinist and devoted Anglican, Bacon would have had difficulty explaining to his 

peers this epistemological contradiction between his religious convictions and his 

philosophical method. Exposing himself as sympathetic to Pythagorean ideals, in addition 

to begging his political enemies for his earned pension likely would have been a bridge 

too far—not to mention the fact that doing so was a dangerous enterprise. Bruno, who 

Queen Elizabeth is said to have called an “infidel and impious and atheist,” had burned 

alive in a public field for these very same views only two decades prior.18 The frequency 

with which Pythagoreans appealed to natural divination, Martínez shows, drew criticism 

from both Catholics and Protestants: “the Christians complained that the Pythagoreans 

presumed to be equal to God,” and in doing so, they claimed divinity.19 Given this 

context, the fact that natural divination is a substantial focal point of Bacon’s 

experimental method is particularly peculiar. Bacon’s principles of animist materialism, 

as well as his theory of natural divination, read as fundamentally Pythagorean—or, to be 

more accurate, whata the early moderns considered to be Pythagorean. Considering first 

that the New Atlantis has a preoccupation with celestial light, second the prevalence of 

natural divination in Bacon’s prescription for the Great Instauration, and third, the 
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mystical language endemic to both the utopia and De Augmentis, the overlap does not 

seem to transpire by chance alone.  

By comparing these mystery- and light-driven impulses in the New Atlantis to 

Pythagoras’s legacy, I do not suggest that Bacon was a closeted Pythagorean. Rather, I 

highlight the influence that the intellectual movement had on even those who professed to 

staunchly object to it. The fact remains that the beginnings of the cosmological revolution 

began with Copernicus who explicitly referenced Pythagoras and, as Martínez artfully 

argues, “effectively connected the new and radical astronomy to the legendary pagan 

cult.”20 As a result, both proponents and detractors of Copernican astronomy associated 

the theory with Pythagoras, and the ancient sect was considered a serious intellectual 

enterprise within the realm of astronomy and esoteric natural philosophy.  

It is for these reasons that I expect historians of science have shied away from 

unearthing these undercurrents in Bacon’s works. This gap in critical attention is likely 

also a result of the confused reputation Bacon has received since his death. Critical 

biographer Nieves Matthews comments extensively on this fractured treatment. Labeled 

everything from a “creeping snake” to “that angel from Paradise,” it is no small wonder 

that contemporary scholarship has difficulty knowing exactly what to do with Bacon’s 

mystically inclined aspects of his scientific methods.21 To add fuel to this powder keg, 

Bacon has also been the subject of multiple conspiracy theories, ranging from his 

supposed authorship of Shakespeare’s plays, to his involvement in the Rosicrucian secret 

society, to a later nineteenth-century book claiming to “collect and write” the “mystery 

surrounding his private life and characters.”22 In other words, to reiterate Jalobeanu, 
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Bacon’s life and works typically reveal more about the context in which these scholars 

are writing than Bacon himself—or, for that matter, his works. 

In attending to Jalobeanu’s call, this section disentangles these moments of 

mystical ineffability from both Bacon’s scientific utopia and his scientific methods. 

Doing so will help us understanding the philosopher’s relationship with his own 

theology, his scientific theories, and his absorption of the heretical ideas circulating 

throughout Europe. The New Atlantis’s central purpose is to explain the process of 

receiving and producing new knowledge systems, and its central narrative traffics in the 

potent symbolism of light. We find an example of this early in the utopia. The opening 

paragraph of New Atlantis makes an allusion to the Bible verse that nearly every 

Pythagorean-inspired natural philosopher cites in the early modern period, Genesis 1:2: 

“And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. 

And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.”23 In the utopia’s version of 

this account, the narrator employs the verse as a form of prayer when a harrowing 

tempest shipwrecks the crew: “We did lift up our hearts and voices to God above, who 

‘showeth his wonders in the deep’; beseeching him of his mercy, that as in the beginning 

he discovered the face of the deep, and brought forth day land, so he would now discover 

land to us, that we might not perish” (p. 457). Although scholar of political philosophy 

Tom van Malssen has recently regarded this passage as reference to the great flood from 

Genesis 6, it seems more likely that Bacon references Genesis 1 here, especially given the 

links the philosopher makes between his philosophical works and his own brand of 

Christian theology.24 Primarily, the two passages share vocabulary of “deep” waters. The 

“wonders in the deep” in Bacon point to the formlessness of the universe that emerge 
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from the secrets hidden in the depths of increate matter in Genesis, and this verse in 

particular was used as a way to posit the shared theological and scientific interest in the 

beginning of the universe. New Atlantis’s reference to “in the beginning” functions as a 

reminder of the most famous Bible verse in the Anglophone world, Genesis 1:1: “In the 

beginning, God created the heavens and the Earth.” The scientific language of discovery 

also carries with it connotations of religious revelation, for the ecclesiastical Latin root 

discoperire evokes the action of uncovering. In the most literal sense, Bacon describes 

God performing this same action in New Atlantis; he reveals earth, his “wonders of the 

deep,” from the “void” and “darkness” of the waters.  

This juxtaposition becomes a bit clearer when one considers the following verse 

in Genesis 1: “And God said let there be light, and there was light.”25 This language of 

sudden enlightenment inspired numerous natural philosophers, most especially Bruno and 

apparently Bacon too, to speculate on the relationship between the spiritual and material 

worlds.26 In the metaphorical sense, God lifts the veil of obscurity to expose the 

underlying cause of nature’s secrets. In the following sentence, the New Atlantis narrator 

announces that their prayers have been answered: land literally appears from this 

“greatest wilderness of waters in the world,” just as it does in Genesis (p. 457). That the 

utopia begins with this literal revelation—and an overt retelling of the creation—is 

significant because it sets up the reader for the symbolic action to follow. Readers are 

therefore greeted with biblical revelation—both metaphorical and literal—at the outset of 

a text preoccupied with scientific advancement. At the center of this narrative is the 

divine revelation of a propitious celestial object, a theophany descending to this 
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“wilderness” that announces the death and subsequent of Christ back to his rightful place 

in heaven. 

Although the New Atlantis does not itself use the word “theophany,” its 

conceptual framework undergirds the entire knowledge-granting enterprise that it 

represents. After the narrator makes land and grows comfortable with his benefactors, he 

learns that the nation is Christian by way of this star. His utopic guide recounts: 

 

About twenty years after the ascension of our Saviour, it came to pass that 

there was seen by the people of Renfusa (the night was cloudy and calm), 

as it might be some mile into the sea, a great pillar of light; not sharp, but in 

the form of a column or cylinder, rising from the sea a great way up towards 

heaven: and on top of it was seen a large cross of light, more bright and 

resplendent than the body of the pillar. Upon which so strange a spectacle, 

the people of the city gathered apace together upon the sands to wonder; 

and so after put themselves into a number of small boats, to go nearer to this 

marvellous sight. But when the boats were come within about sixty yards 

of the pillar, they found themselves all bound, and could go no further; yet 

so they might move to go about, but might not approach nearer: so the boats 

stood all as in a theatre, beholding this light as an heavenly sign. 

(p. 464) 

 

We learn from this passage several facets of Bensalem’s culture. It is revealed that this 

miracle takes place in the past, during the first two decades of early Christianity. We are 
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similarly told that the sign is unequivocally a true sign from God; on top of the pillar 

there is a “bright and resplendent” Christian cross, and the sight is called a “spectacle,” a 

“heavenly sign,” and a “great pillar of light,” not unlike the one that guides the Israelites 

out of Egypt in the book of Exodus. The citizens of the city regard this public exhibition 

and attempt to row “nearer to his marvellous sight,” but the barrater divulges that we are 

told that the boats are unallowed to approach closer than “sixty yards” away from the 

pillar, leaving a semicircle of curious bystanders gathered around “as in a theatre.” At its 

outset, this theophany is unapproachable, keeping the residents of Renfusa at bay, in the 

same “deep” and dark “wilderness of the waters.”  

While these boats stand “as in a theatre,” a third characteristic of Bensalem 

becomes clearer. They have a special class of wise men who are granted privileged 

access to nature: 

 

It so fell out, that there was in one of the boats one of the wise men of the 

society of Salomon’s House; which house or college (my good breathren is 

the very eye of this kingdom; (who having awhile attentively and devoutly 

viewed and contemplated this pillar and cross), fell down upon his face; and 

then raised himself upon his knees, and lifting his hands to heaven, made 

his prayers. 

(p. 464) 

This “wise” man belongs to a secret society, “Salomon’s House,” a fraternal monastic 

order that is the “eye,” or center, of the nation Bensalem. Held in such high regard as a 

member of this “house or college,” this magus shows his propensity for observation: he 
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“viewed and contemplated” the sign with alacrity/ Bacon’s language here belies his 

religious intentions, as the Father “attentively” views the sign not only like a scientist, but 

also “devoutly” like a priest before finally falling “down upon his face” to pray to God 

for guidance. In a stance of supplication, the Father sits on his knees, “lift[s] his hands to 

heaven and prays thusly:  

 

Lord God of heaven and earth, thou hast vouchsafed of thy grace to those 

of our order, to know thy works of creation, and the secrets of them; and to 

discern (as far as appertaineth to the generations of men) between divine 

miracles, works of nature, works of art, and impostures and illusions of all 

sorts. I do here acknowledge and testify before this people, that the thing 

which we now see before our eyes is thy Finger and a true Miracle; and 

forasmuch as we learn in our books that thou never workest miracles but to 

a divine and excellent end (for the laws of nature are thine own laws, and 

thou exceedest them not upon great cause), we most humbly beseech thee 

to prosper this great sign, and to give us the interpretation and use of it in 

mercy; which thou dost in some part secretly promise by sending it unto us. 

(p. 464)  

 

In this prayer, we learn four major tenets of Bensalem’s prestigious institution of higher 

learning. Primarily, the supplication to God works. The Father’s first sentence admits that 

God has specifically “vouchsafed” or granted the sign to Salomon’s House, “our order,” 

and readers are informed that the “college” has the express mission to study both nature 
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and religion, “to know thy works of creation, and the secrets of them” and “to discern … 

between miracles, works of nature, works of art, and impostures and illusions.” While 

this clause here distinguishes between these four categories as separate from each other, 

the serial listing also suggests that one could perhaps be mistaken for the other. It also 

implies that the Fathers’ sole responsibility is to learn the effects of each and to “discern” 

one from the other. In other words, Salomon’s House, like any other modern-day research 

institution, provides extensive study in an intensive environment, thereby granting expert 

authority to those who successfully rise through their program of study. As such, it means 

something to the Bensalemites that the magus is able to “testify before this people” that 

this “thing” is a “true Miracle.” His proclamation is both self-assured and based on 

explicit research and review, for he has “learn[ed]” from “our books” that God only 

grants “miracles” for the purpose of “divine and excellent end” results. Readers can thus 

gather that the “laws of nature” are within God’s logical purview, “thine own laws,” 

which he only breaks for good reason, or “great cause.” Finally, the magus describes this 

“spectacle” as material reality, within the realm of God’s “laws of nature,” even though 

they are at the present moment upended.  

It is here that physical light makes its most provocative appearance. Described in 

specifically material terms, the miracle becomes theophanic as God’s “Finger,” and the 

celestial appearance points up to God’s home in the heavens at the same time that it 

points down to the increate “wonders in the deep.” Importantly, the Father divulges that 

his own means of analytical “interpretation” is granted by God. This theophanic 

“spectacle” is a “secret promise” that God will communicate its meaning to the Father of 

the “college” himself. As such, the Father reveals something profoundly important about 
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his order: they are able to “secretly” divine or “discern” the purpose of such celestial 

messages. In short, the Fathers of Salomon’s House participate in the very same practices 

associated with Pythagoras and with which I suggest Bacon feared affiliation: divination. 

After this prayer, the Father miraculously becomes dislodged from his locked position in 

the water and rows across the “deep.” When he approaches the miracle, however, its light 

dissolves back into the ether: it “brake up, and cast itself abroad, as it were, into a 

firmament of many stars” (p. 464). Left behind in its wake is an ark containing the 

revelation of the gospels and other minor apocrypha from the lifetime of Christ, giving 

Bensalem the prophesized gift of Pentecost.27  

This scene has received little scholarly attention in comparison to other facets of 

the narrative. Travis DeCook explained in 2008 how Bacon scholars have ignored the 

philosopher’s religion, choosing instead to concentrate on how Salomon’s House reflects 

Bacon’s desire to rehabilitate natural philosophy to a state of Edenic perfection. This tide, 

however, is slowly changing, and Charles Whitney’s landmark 1986 study Francis Bacon 

and Modernity has continued to inspire literary debates in Bacon’s utopia. The fact 

remains that much of the research going into Bacon’s religion is specifically within the 

context of his views upon nature—the latter of which inevitably overshadows the former. 

Moreover, scholars who have studied New Atlantis’s miracles largely do so with Bacon’s 

vision for science and engineering in mind, ignoring the philosopher’s theological and 

intellectual contributions in the process.28  

DeCook links the New Atlantis miracle to the theophany in Exodus 13:21-22, 

where Yahweh uses a light to guide the Israelites from Egypt to the land of Canaan. It 

seems just as likely that Bacon had in mind an even more providential astral sign: the 
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New Testament star that leads the three magi to the Christ child.29 The overlaps between 

each narrative are difficult to deny. Both celestial signs bring news of Christ’s earthly 

activities, whether it be his birth or his ascension to heaven, and both communicate these 

events to divinely ordained men, magi whose learnedness qualifies them as the only 

people able to read the lights’ “secretly” promised messages. There are more subtle 

differences, too. While the magi in the New Testament must travel all the way from their 

homeland in the East to Judea to fulfill the starry message’s requests. In contrast, 

Bensalem’s magus only needs to row his boat sixty yards immediately following his 

prayer. When he rows toward the light, it dissolves into a “firmament of many stars,” 

leaving in its wake an ark containing the Logos, or the Holy Scriptures—what Cambridge 

Platonists would refer to in the Interregnum and Restoration decades as the literal, 

material presence of God on earth, or a theophany.  

My reading of the miracle is not without substantial theological precedent, and 

Bacon’s “true Miracle” in the New Atlantis is contextually supported by the theologies 

circulating around England while Bacon penned the work. Influential figures of the early 

seventeenth century readily made this comparison in their New Testament commentaries. 

Their expression of the nativity star, for one, explicitly references the Exodus theophany, 

supporting both DeCook’s reading and my own here. Dean of Canterbury John Boys 

(1571-1625) makes a similar connection in his commentary on the Gospel of Matthew in 

1622. He writes that the nativity star’s movement throughout the sky was “not ordinarie,” 

“for it moued not circle-wise” from east to west, but like “the cloud and pillar of fire 

[that] went before the people of Israel at their going out of Ægypt.”30 Reverend Joseph 

Hall (1574-1656) later echoes these sentiments in his Contemplations upon the History of 
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the New Testament (1628): just as God “led Israel by Pillar of fire into the Land of 

Promise, [he] leads the wise-men by a Star to the promised seed … This Star moves 

slowly and low, as might be fittest for pace, for the purpose of these Pilgrims.”31 In each 

instance of these Old and New Testament narratives, as well as Bacons’ retelling in New 

Atlantis, the star represents a holy aberration, pregnant with epistemological meaning. 

This miracle is thus entirely part of God’s reasoned plans, especially because it is meant 

to communicate geographical coordinates to a location that, as a consequence, leads 

God’s chosen people to a new epoch in history.  

In both the Gospel of Matthew and New Atlantis, wise men interpret divine 

messages from celestial signs. The messages then lead to discoveries—uncovered 

revelations—that will eventually change the history of the world. Notably, Bacon 

imagines the same for his new philosophy, a prescient example of his extraordinary 

vision for the future of scientific exploration. In this instance, astronomical observation is 

explicitly linked to the discovery of life-changing knowledge. This connection is not 

accidental. Biblical commentaries of the three magi from the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries illustrate the dire importance of reading the stars correctly. Desiderius Erasmus 

(1466-1536) explicitly writes that the wise men “saw the starre and felte the inspiracion” 

to follow “the heauenly guyde,” a view that John Calvin (1509-1564) also held. 

Similarly, the reformer and biblical translator William Tyndale (1491-1536) espouses the 

magi’s “cunning in natural causes and effects.”32 A Catholike and Ecclestiasticall 

Exposition of the Holy Gospell after S. Mathewe (1561), a disquisition written by French 

Protestant Reformer Augustin Marlorat (1506-1562) and translated into English by 

devotional writer Thomas Tymme in 1583, argues extensively for the undeniable balance 
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necessary between God-granted “secret reuelation,” (discovery), “of the spirite” and 

“inkelyng and knowledge by arte” of the material world.33 All of these examples exhibit 

the deeply wound connections between theology, astronomy, and revelatory discovery. In 

each instance, the human interpreter takes seriously these celestial signs, expounds their 

messages and symbolic meanings for the explicit purpose of understanding the natural 

world more deeply. As a sign from God, the star is a rational theophany resulting from 

God’s recta ratio, his right reason. It is therefore of the utmost importance that the magi 

understand the starry messenger as divinely encoded.  

It was not uncommon for early modern theologians and natural philosophers alike 

to conceive of the stars as messengers of God. Centuries-long debates in the pagan, early 

Christian, and medieval worlds show that studies in cosmology are deeply tied to 

understanding revelation and prognostication. In order to understand fully this recta 

ratio, one must first accept that God sends messengers—human, textual, sidereal—to 

communicate with the material world. The most obvious example of this phenomenon is 

in the title of Galileo Galilei’s 1610 publication Siderius Nuncius, or The Starry 

Messenger. This approach has a long theological history, the most popular of which is 

Augustine of Hippo’s declaration that the Star of Bethlehem functions as “magnifica 

lingua coeli,” or “the stately tongue of heaven.” Further, both early Christian Church 

Father Gregory of Nyssa (c.335-c.395) and famed medieval theologian Thomas Aquinas 

(1225-1274) argue in their works that the star was created for the sole purpose of God’s 

communication with man to send a message.34 Later, Marlorat would write that both the 

New Testament magi and the star function as guides to God’s message: “our heauenly 

father wold appoynte, both the starre, and also the wyse menne, to be our guydes, whiche 
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shoulde directe and brynge vs a righte to his sonne.” As Boys’ early seventeenth-century 

commentary makes clear, these points of view were of special cosmological significance, 

especially during a time in which the very motion of the earth and its diurnal position to 

the sun were intensely contested.35  

To understand the principles of the material world and the celestial sphere, the 

magus must first acquire the ability to parse the heavenly message, a phenomenon of 

which we see some evidence when the Father intimates that God “secretly promises” by 

sending the message in the first place. Less clear, however, is how Bacon actually 

envisions that process occurring. While the wise men interpret the New Testament star as 

a navigational sign that leads them directly to the Messiah over the course of a few 

months, the effects of celestial interpretation in New Atlantis are more immediate. This 

immediacy is due to Christ’s debt to humanity has been already paid. This theophany 

scene is crucial for two reasons. On the one hand, the star’s strange appearance suggests 

that Bacon’s God intervenes in the natural world to send messages to man, even if he 

does so to a select minority only, the magi of Salomon’s House. On the other hand, it also 

implies that this intervention is a necessity. In other words, in order for the magus to 

receive divine knowledge of God’s “works of creation, and the secrets of them,” he must 

first establish a method to interpret such holy communication, a process that Bacon 

theorized in his philosophical works and termed natural divination. This theophanic scene 

thus demonstrates the distinct role of Bacon’s God in his natural-philosophical views. In 

turn, it also suggests that Bacon’s theory of natural divination is an important, if not 

preeminent, factor in the philosopher’s vision of a new scientific method, the auspices of 

which rely on the accuracy of the human senses to explain the effects of the natural 
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world. Through the theophany’s message, the elected scientist is able to interpret nature 

through the assistance of divine illumination. It is thus no coincidence that the magus 

from Salomon’s House must first pray to God in order to receive the contents of God’s 

message. His process follows the one Bacon prescribed in De Augmentis: the scientist 

must first rely on his senses to guide him in holy introspection (prayer), after which he 

receives important new knowledge, the secrets of nature.  

New Atlantis is fundamentally preoccupied with the acquisition and proliferation 

of new knowledge. Accompanied by this aura of early (and thus untainted) Christianity in 

Bensalem is Bacon’s conceptual framework of gnosis, or special knowledge of spiritual 

mysteries. The luminescent miracle in the utopia emerges as a remarkable moment in a 

text that is already permeated with potent symbolism, religious iconography, and 

epistemological mystery. The narrative’s pervading symbolic power is due to the late 

antique tradition in which Salomon’s House is so clearly steeped. In having these magi of 

science receive their natural divinatory powers a mere two decades after Christ’s 

ascension, Bacon posits an alternative history of scientific exploration, notably before the 

days of the Catholic Church’s powerful consolidated dominion over the Latin West and 

the subsequent traumatic fallout that ensued from the Protestant Reformation. Splintering 

sects of the Protestant faith in in post-Reformation Europe therefore saw new ammunition 

for their movement in the Greek fathers of the early church. These theologians positioned 

the Greek Church Fathers’ works as purer manifestations of Christianity. In their purity, 

the unmediated texts thus were considered the font of spiritual knowledge.36 Once more, 

these theological references are not without precedence. Bacon’s lifelong connections to 

Cambridge University suggest that he was familiar with Hall’s and Boys’ works, 
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especially given that the two were preeminent figures in the Church of England. The New 

Atlantis’s engagement with both the starry messenger and natural divination also point to 

the literal and figural consequences of divine illumination.37 Undergirding the entire text, 

therefore, is the conviction that the merits of ancient wisdom could assist in the 

advancement of learning and, in turn, man’s fundamental understanding of nature.  

That gnosis is central to the New Atlantis is in line with existing interpretations of 

the text. Traditional analyses view this Gnosticism either as a culmination of Bacon’s 

millenarian vision of the Great Instauration, or the large-scale renewal of the ancient 

wisdom originally granted to the First Couple in Eden. Even though it might seem that 

Bacon’s Instauration is preoccupied with newness and construction, his work also 

invokes the past as both a model and a point of departure, as Steven Matthews and 

Stephen A. McKnight both argue. In each instance, the merits of antique knowledge 

guide the author’s philosophical mission, and Bacon’s utopia harkens back to the past in 

more than one instance. For example, the philosopher’s frequent usage of the word 

instauration is revealing. Deriving from the Latin verb instaurare, instauration signifies 

not only construction, but also a reconstruction, a reclamation of a past state of being that 

has since fallen into disrepair.38 To that end, by naming his utopic work New Atlantis, 

Bacon unsubtly places his fiction in the ancient philosophical tradition of Plato’s 

dialogues on the original Atlantis, an ancient city that sank to the ocean floor after man 

hubristically pursued secret knowledge.39 In contrast, the citizens of Bensalem avoid this 

fate. Unlike their pagan predecessors, the Bensalemites have two advantages: they have 

the gospel provided by the starry theophany, and they explicitly ask God’s permission 

through daily prayer.40 Moreover, the frontispiece to the Sylva Sylvarum, the text to 
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which New Atlantis was originally appended, shows evidence of this intent. In this 

engraving, Mundus Intellectualis, or the world of understanding, is pictured suspended 

between the two columns of the famed Hebrew King Solomon’s temple. This 

iconography implies that Bacon’s Great Instauration relies especially upon both ancient 

philosophy and providential wisdom to be successful (see Figure 1). In this iteration of 

sanctioned intellectual curiosity, Bacon successfully harmonizes the old and the new and, 

in the process, contextualizes for his readers the preeminent importance of prayer and 

devotional studies before one pursues secret knowledge, or science. In other words, 

Bacon Christianizes divination, further distancing himself from potential ridicule and 

accusations of Pythagorean heresy.  

 

DIVINE SIGNS: THE WATERS OF KNOWLEDGE AND STARS OF GOD 

 

As the miracle in New Atlantis makes clear, God’s “secret[] promise” in miracles is to 

communicate directly with man. Natural divination is the primary means through which 

one acquires new knowledge from a divine celestial source, and Bacon explores this 

concept in depth in De Augmentis. Natural divination is thus the esoteric God-to-man 

messaging system that we see on display in New Atlantis theophany scene, an important 

facet to interpreting New Atlantis, especially because the author was a devout Christian. 

Bacon’s version of divination functions as the primary means to link secular discovery 

with divine infusion. What is more, this system of communication reveals the necessity 

of an elected set of interpreters, the magi who live and work in Salomon’s House. At the 

same time, Bacon adds yet another contextual wrinkle: he reencodes the biblical 
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symbolism of the theophany in New Atlantis to herald a new era of discovery that will 

eventually become highly secularized and stripped of its religious language. When 

questioned by the shipwrecked crew, the governor of Bensalem tells the foreign visitors 

that the utopic nation is a “land of magicians” equipped with “laws of secrecy touching 

strangers,” as well as “supernatural … angelic” powers (p. 466). Similar to Prospero 

before him on the Globe stage, the narrator posits that these magi “sent forth spirits of the 

air into all parts, to bring them news and intelligence of other countries” (p. 466). These 

references to “spirits” suggest Bacon’s animist materialism discussed at the outset of this 

chapter, which again places the anima mundi or world-soul at the forefront of this 

study.41  

Notably, Bensalem is a society of ancient wisdom frozen in time, a purposeful 

isolation from the ills of contemporary (that is, early modern) European nation-states. 

Despite this isolation, the Father makes clear to the narrator that the solitary nation still 

receives wisdom from God through the process of what he (and elsewhere Bacon) refer to 

as divination. Readers are told that the nation received special knowledge not only from 

the celestial aberration after Christ’s death, but also through the nation’s wise leader 

Salomon, an ancient king who originally instituted Salomon’s House. After this miracle, 

King Salomon closed Bensalem’s borders to prevent outside contamination from the rest 

of the world, a society that he rightfully sensed was in the process of decline. The 

narrator also informs us that the society of Salomon’s House exists as the “very eye of 

this kingdom” and “the noblest foundation (as we think) that ever was upon the earth; and 

the lanthorn of this kingdom” (pp. 464 and 471). In order to preserve the purity of the 

experimental observations in Salomon’s House, the Fathers cloister themselves like 
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Figure 1: Title page engraving, Francis Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum (London 1651).  

Image sourced from the British Museum.  
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monks, some who have not been seen for “this dozen years” (p. 478).42  

Bacon advocates for this vital role of natural divination most vigorously in De 

Augmentis Scientiarum. In that text, the philosopher argues that natural divination is the 

procedure that transpires during moments of intensive, contemplative isolation. Once in 

this state, the mind can retire “within itself” and become “more susceptible of divine 

influxions.” Natural divination is so integral to both the founding of new knowledge and 

discovery of ancient truths that it overtakes the mind’s other preoccupations. Bacon 

further clarifies that this divinely ordained contemplative state mystically possesses the 

mind of the magus, and he employs language astoundingly similar to the era’s 

charismatic millenarians who claimed divine seizure. In Bacon’s estimation, God takes 

hold of the thinker like a “kind of fervency and impatience … [a] divine fury” (4.400). 

Although Bacon remained an adherent to the Anglican Church, his emphasis on personal 

divine illumination—“divine frenzy”—and isolated contemplation reads strikingly non 

Erastian, a nonhierarchical belief system that positions the believer’s knowledge as 

reliant upon personal, sensorial experience. This reading is flipped upside down when we 

consider that the Fathers of Salomon’s House are specifically ordained and vetted for 

their roles as magi, despite the millenarian language of personal illumination. In this way, 

Bacon keeps at bay the potential threat of populist sentiments while simultaneously 

advocating for the independence of philosophical speculation. In this iteration, freedom 

of thought must be contained with the committee of the select, elect few. In doing so, 

Bacon is able to keep his Royalist impulses while also intimating that divine illumination 

is possible to exist outside of a strictly religious monastic order. I want to emphasize that 

this language, however, is not mere metaphor. Rather, as we recall from the previous 
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section, Bacon’s materialism makes space for this physical “enkindling” of matter-based 

creatures, even man’s body itself. Given that New Atlantis was originally appended to the 

Sylva Sylvarum, where this language of fiery “vital spirits” appears, Bacon’s intertextual 

discourse suggests that divine illumination, the inner light, is not just present in moments 

of scientific discovery. Rather, it is also necessary to achieve it in the first place. This 

realization has potential to shift ongoing scholarly conversations because it rends Bacon’s 

philosophical views inextricable from his theological convictions.  

The Fathers of Salomon’s House emphasize this aspect of Bacon’s natural 

philosophy for the creation and discovery of new knowledge. Despite New Atlantis’s 

incompleteness, the text mentions natural divination as specifically central to scientific 

discovery not once, but twice. In particular the “Dowry-men or Benefactor” in Salomon’s 

House are responsible for “looking into the experiments of their fellows … and 

knowledge as well for works as for plain demonstrations of causes, means of natural 

divinations, and the easy and clear discovery of the virtues and parts of bodies” (p. 487). 

Just one page later, the Father describes these “natural divinations” as central to 

preempting and remedying contagion and natural disaster, including “diseases, plagues, 

swarms,” and “tempests” to “comets, temperature of the year, and divers other things” (p. 

488). In other words, natural divination is central to the very purpose of Salomon’s House 

mission itself. These divinations are also performed in quiet contemplation for the safety 

of the utopia, in order that this presaging might offer counsel as to what “the people shall 

do for the prevention and remedy of them,” and several Fathers are responsible for 

interpreting and analyzing the “means” of natural divination (pp. 487-488). This list of 

divinations addresses Bacon’s attitudes on astrological observation, what he calls 
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astrologia sana in his philosophical works.43 Astrologia sana, in historian John D. 

North’s words, functions as an “intellectual binding power” to broader systems of 

knowing, and it becomes increasingly prominent the more we disentangle Bacon’s views 

of natural philosophy and its connections to his experimental philosophy.44 To that end, 

the measured employment of astrology, as Bacon advises in De Augmentis, includes 

“predictions” of “special and singular” events that, when applied with “clear judgment,” 

read similarly to the natural divinations that the Benefactors study in New Atlantis. Such 

contemplations and studies lead, therefore, to presaging “accidents,” such as “floods, 

droughts … great winds and rains,” “plagues, epidemic diseases,” and “all commotions 

or greater revolutions of things” addressing them before they take place (4.353). Given 

the conspicuous resemblance between New Atlantis’s description of natural divinations 

and De Augmentis’s accounts of astrologia sana, it does not seem untenable to suggest 

that these two terms are synonymous across Bacon’s writings. Such an overlap in 

terminology would explain the seemingly tenuous connection between the starry 

theophany at the genesis of Bensalem’s Christianity and the productive experimentation 

that takes place in Salomon’s House. To phrase it differently, Bacon does not employ 

mystically inclined religious language for aesthetic flourish only. His use of this 

theophanic New Testament imagery suggests that his religious faith is not just tangential 

to acquiring new scientific knowledge. Rather, it relies directly upon it.  

For Bacon, the Christian faith is an important factor in this quest for a new 

experimental philosophy, but he foresaw an issue. The one thing that might hamstring the 

development of science would be man “confusing the two books” by interpreting nature 

in strict relationship to dogmatic theological interpretation.45 The English philosopher’s 
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works thus assure readers that the secrets of nature are ready to be solved if—and only 

if—man can restrain his hubris long enough for God’s communication with man to 

translate from the heavenly spheres to the earthly globe. He writes as much in his preface 

to the Great Instauration: “Wherefore, seeing that these things do not depend upon 

myself, at the outset of the work I must humbly and fervently pray to God the Father, 

God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost … They will vouchsafe through my hands to 

endow the human family with new mercies.”46 In this instance, Bacon’s confession and 

effacement prioritizes the importance of religion to his scientific method, on the one 

hand, while emphasizing the “divine furor” that so enraptures his intellect during 

moments of philosophical contemplation on the other. Similarly, in the 1603 treatise 

Valerius Terminus, Bacon commends the work of man’s comprehension, but only after 

man opens himself up to the possibility of receiving these intellectual powers from a 

divine source: “[God] hath fitted it [the world] to the comprehension of man’s mind, if 

man will open and dilate the powers of his understanding as he may.”47 We can compare 

this treatise to the theophany scene in New Atlantis when the Father “fell down upon his 

face; and then raised himself upon his knees, and lifting his hands to heaven, made his 

prayers.” In prostrating himself before the star, we can interpret the Father’s subsequent 

revelation in Bacon’s philosophical language: he thus “open[s] and dilate[s] the powers 

of his understanding.” This dilation of accelerated comprehension is evident in the 

Father’s literal physical mobility, which is in contrast to the common peers alongside him 

in the water. After the elect Father’s “beseech[ing]” prayer, he finds his boat “moveable 

and unbound,” allowing him to row freely across the water toward the light, even as 

everyone else “remained still fast” (p. 464). The water symbolism in this scene is an 
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important one for Bacon, for his most powerful description of man’s intellect in De 

Augmentis is the simile, “Knowledge of man is as the waters” (4.336). Therefore, this 

moment of nautical dislocation deserves even more attention.  

Other than the inherent potency of prayer, Bensalem’s Governor provides very 

little explanation for how the Father is able to approach the miraculous light in his boat. 

The Father acknowledges God’s divine mystery, pleading “humbly” to send him “the 

interpretation and use of it in mercy,” so that he may then disseminate this knowledge to 

his nation. Bacon’s frequent use of metaphor and setting emphasize the intertext between 

Bacon’s philosophy and fiction. Case and point: the frequent imagery of and navigation 

through bodies of water. We see the “Knowledge of man is as the waters,” maxim 

differently as we navigate its symbolic function in New Atlantis. Rather than mere 

“theatre,” the water in New Atlantis functions as a physical boundary that either locates or 

dislocates individuals from their achievement of God’s “secret” knowledge. This 

distinctive overlap between fiction and philosophy is noteworthy. As Jonathan P. A. Sell 

has recently argued, sea imagery in seventeenth-century fiction and dramatic works 

functions as a new frontier of knowledge for early modern writers, constituting “the 

physical boundary between known and unknown worlds, terra cognita and terra 

incognita.”48 Taken in this light, this new frontier between cognita and incognita, the 

known and unknown, is what transports the Father from his place of uninformed 

ignorance to an elevated status as both a Christian convert and newly elected diviner of 

theophanic miracles. Moreover, he is able to do so through the allegorical process of the 

water’s fluidity: the “deep” and “greatest wilderness” of water buoy the Father in his 

pursuit of new knowledge. Water in this scene also recalls the opening of the utopia 
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itself, when the tempest-tossed sailors recall Genesis 1:2: “We did lift up our hearts and 

voices to God above, who ‘showeth his wonders in the deep’; beseeching him of his 

mercy.” Through the intertextual power of Bacon’s fictional narrative and philosophical 

works, we see that God’s “wonders in the deep” are not strictly water, but the undulating 

depths of knowledge itself.  

In Bacon’s natural philosophy, water thus serves as a momentous epistemological 

sign of divine influxion, or influence, read as God’s investment in imbuing man with the 

secrets of nature. Unsurprisingly, Bacon uses the same watery language to describe the 

most preeminent skill in Bensalem and therefore the world: natural divination. Graham 

Rees showed long ago that Bacon was fascinated with the idea that the celestial sphere 

had influence over earthly matter, and the Englishmen even attributed the movement of 

the tides to “cosmic motion.”49 This “cosmic” element to earthly action is particularly 

potent, for it also recalls the most famous call to action in Christianity: the nativity star. 

“Cosmic motion” is therefore mediated through the esoteric messaging system at play 

between God and elect diviner. More to the point, the process through which God pours 

knowledge into the mind of elect man is similarly connected to this watery metaphor. 

This human interaction with celestial theophany—that is, the process of prayer that 

brings about natural divination—is in Bacon’s terms, “divination by influxion” whereby 

God pours divine foreknowledge into the mind of man (4.400). In this iteration of natural 

divination, which receives divine “illumination” before retiring “within itself” to receive 

further “divinations by influxion” (4.400). In the context of New Atlantis, the Father as an 

elect diviner is thus allowed to gain access to the theophany’s message through 

“beseech[ing] prayer.” This complex metaphor illustrates Bacon’s use of the term 
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“influxion” and how it theorizes God’s communication with man. His word choice also 

emphasizes the very physical materialism through which Bacon’s God interacts with the 

universe.  

Significantly, Bacon is the person responsible for coining “influxion” (influction) 

into the English language. He derives the term from influxus, the fourth principle part of 

the Latin verb influere: to flow in. Moreover, the term intriguingly shares close 

etymological ties to astrological language. While the OED defines “influxion” both as the 

physical act of “flowing in, inflow, influx,” it also signifies a more obsolete usage that 

was popular in Bacon’s lifetime: astrological influence. It also indicates that Bacon had 

the latter in mind as he composed the former. Moreover, the ways in which “influence” 

was used for both physical and metaphysical phenomena is particularly revealing. In each 

instance of early modern parlance, influence as a term is doubly associated with the flow 

of water or other concrete matter, and the “inflowing, immission, or infusion … of any 

kind of divine, spiritual, moral, immaterial, or secret power or principle.”50 Notably, the 

etymology of “influence” reveals its origin from medieval Latin astrological treatises and 

its common usage with astral influence (influxus stellarum). In other words, material 

action and spiritual “enkindling” flow not only from the same etymon, but also from the 

same source: God himself. If the “cosmic motion” of God’s universe alters the physical 

components of our globe, then it seems just as likely in Bacon’s system that this divinely 

ordained “cosmic” occurrence would also “influence”— that is, flow into—the “human 

mind.” Bacon writes just as much in De Augmentis and avers that influxion is catalyzed 

by a “presage,” a prediction, a prognostication, “of the mind” flowing from divinity 

(4.399). “Influxion” is also redolent of the language the narrator uses when he describes 
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how grateful his crew is that Bensalem is a friendly nation: “And above all, the sign of 

the cross to that instrument was to us a great rejoicing, and as it were a certain presage of 

good” (p. 458). In this instance, the sea-tossed crew unknowingly alludes to the very act 

that will be revealed to them later in Salomon’s House, and this same phenomenon takes 

place at the moment the Father intuits the theophanic star’s purpose. 

It is through this property of “cosmic motion,” or divine “influxion,” that the 

Father is able to row his boat toward the light and literally receive new knowledge: the 

New Testament Gospel. What is more, the Father’s prayer fulfills the miracle of 

Pentecost in the Book of Acts, for even though the “this land” was populated by 

“Hebrews, Persians, and Indians, besides the natives,” they are nevertheless able to 

immediately comprehend the messages of the Holy Scripture, “as if they had been written 

in his own language” (465). This freedom from language barriers renders Salomon’s 

House a divine agent of God’s power and divine will. To be sure, Salomon’s House 

functions as a practical scientific institution, where scientists conduct research for the 

betterment of the society around them, but it also functions as a crucial symbol for both 

the mind’s powers and the powers of God, if man chooses to “dilate,” or open, his 

“mind” for the sake of “understanding” new things. 

Bensalem’s mastery of natural and celestial phenomena is prescribed by both the 

tenets of judicial astrology in De Augmentis and those of natural divination in New 

Atlantis. Combined with these capabilities are the Fathers’ positions as elected diviners. 

As one of the Fathers divulges to the narrator, the various experiments in which they 

partake are with the distinct help from divine intervention. Most importantly, the Fathers 

are particularly attuned to measuring light. This skill is notable when one considers the 
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circumstances resulting from the celestial revelation of the Gospels; to study light in 

Bensalem is thus to understand possible future communication with God. This 

perspective is reiterated earlier in the utopia when the Governor of the island explains 

that “we maintain a trade, not for gold, silver, or jewels; nor for silks; nor for spices; nor 

any other commodity of matter; but only for God’s first creature, which was Light: to 

have light (I say) of the growth of all parts of the world” (p. 472). In prioritizing the 

valuable items in which the nation does not traffic—precious metals and jewels, silks, 

and spices—the Governor reveals the inestimable value of “Light,” God’s “first creature” 

and the “commodity” that leads to knowing “all parts of the world.”  

In addition to their various physical observations, the Fathers of Salomon’s 

produce “all lights and radiations” in their “perspective-houses.” It is here that various 

“multiplications” and “colourations of light” are observed and studied, as well as the 

“diverse means … of producing of light originally from divers bodies,” like stars and 

planets (p. 484). Further, creating their own light is of utmost importance. The Father 

tells the narrator that the researchers in his order are able to make “artificial rain-bows, 

halo’s, and circles about light,” in addition to “reflexions, refractions, and multiplications 

of visual beams of objects” so that they can better understand natural causes and therefore 

the distinctiveness of celestial theophanies (pp. 484-485). Figurative language of light 

and official Salomon’s House nomenclature also supplement these physical experiments 

and inventions. The few Fathers who are allowed to leave the island and collect books 

and experiments are called “Merchants of Light,” and those who direct new experiments 

“of a higher light, more penetrating into nature” are called “Lamps.” Salomon’s House 

itself is referred to as the very “lanthorn” and the “eye” of Bensalem, a designation made 
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all the more potent by the “pillar of light” theophany that providentially brings 

Christianity to the island (pp. 486-487).  

Seventeenth-century readers would have instantly recognized Bacon’s word 

choice as reminiscent of the mystical language from another popular work, the writer of 

which was similarly starstruck: Copernicus’s landmark publication De Revolutionibus 

Coelestium. In that groundbreaking book, wherein the author provides the first early 

modern model of a heliocentric universe, Copernicus describes the mystical light of the 

sun as “the lantern of the universe … the all-seeing.”51 Paired with this context of 

Salomon House’s “lantern” and “eye” metaphors, the link between judicial astrology, 

natural divination, and divine election become nearly impossible to ignore in this 

cascading scheme of thematic and metaphorical association. Furthermore, God’s 

communion with the Fathers “illuminat[e]” their works within the research cloister. Of 

particular importance to Bacon’s natural philosophy and New Atlantis is the emphasis on 

the scientist’s ability to separate “divine miracles, works of nature, [and] works of art” 

from those “impostures and illusions” meant to fool a more uneducated population (p. 

464). This discernment not only dissuades man from making potential errors, but also 

prioritizes divine election as a requirement for discovering new knowledge. It also 

underscores the fact that “divine miracles” are imminently possible as quotidian “works 

of nature.” In turn, this pairing calls attention to Bensalem’s scientific priorities. By 

juxtaposing “divine miracles” with the “works of nature,” Bacon’s prose leaves open the 

distinct possibility that the former has more in common with the latter than has 

previously been acknowledged. If it is time that both “miracles” and “nature” share a 

common bond that can be studied, as Bacon’s prose suggests, then it follows that 
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studying nature is itself a divine and noble task. Bacon’s philosophical method thus 

claims both intellectual and religious primacy. As a result, this intellectual sophistication 

highlights the importance of communication between God and elected individuals, and 

Bacon inextricably couples his religious convictions with his scientific foresight.  

This mastery of technical skill among the Fathers, however, is only one aspect of 

Bensalem’s research institute. To make their work in the laboratory both productive and 

accurate, the Fathers must partake in natural divination, the process by which God 

communicates; they can do so either through theophany (the “pillar of light”) or through 

his elected intermediary (the Fathers of Salomon’s House). Bacon’s conception of natural 

divination thus provides useful shorthand for what are essentially moments of divine 

revelation and inspiration that are otherwise invisible, or unspeakable, in the text. 

Dissimilar to revelation, a term susceptible to the pitfalls of textual disputation and 

outright zealotry, natural divination is a specific process through which Bacon 

understands and theorizes the potency of human intellectual powers.  

Just as the heavenly bodies were thought to influence man’s thoughts and actions, 

so too do the “supernatural” miracles influence the Fathers of Salomon’s House and the 

people of Bensalem in the utopia by proxy. These philosophical allusions to natural 

divination throughout New Atlantis reflect the resonant attitudes of sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century astrological and astronomical causation, highlighting once again the 

importance of harnessing an “inkelyng and knowledge by arte” to understand God’s 

communication in both the material and spiritual worlds. Thus, the radiant “spectacle” of 

theophany that unveils the gospels of Christ and the miracle of Pentecost in New 

Atlantis’s Bensalem also signal a host of concepts relating to human perception, divine 
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election, and esoteric scientific practices that resonate throughout New Atlantis. Hovering 

over the waters, signaling the knowledge it is about to reveal, the “pillar of light” 

theophany invokes the New Testament star, announcing to the island nation that a new 

era is upon them.  

But the pillar’s appearance is fleeting. It disappears as soon as the Father 

satisfactorily prays in supplication, demonstrating, in turn, the importance Bacon places 

on reading celestial signs. Without the proper method to interpret this “cosmic motion,” 

Bensalem might never have converted to Christianity, the one true religion in Bacon’s 

perspective. The immediacy with which the Father gains knowledge after Christ’s birth, 

death, and ascension back to heaven highlights the massive impact that religious spiritual 

matters have on the material universe. It also shows that Bacon did not just allude to such 

celestial prognostication. He directly advocated for it in his prescription for the New 

Science. Given these experiments and starry observations in Salomon’s House, the 

priority of celestial influence is difficult to deny. Bacon’s fanciful representation of a 

starry theophanic messenger foregrounds the idea of the “pillar of light” that, like the star 

of Bethlehem, leads wise men to profound knowledge, both old and new, and is 

necessary for the salvation and ongoing prosperity of Bensalem society.  

 

BECOMING GOD: “ENKINDLING” THE SENSES  

AND CLIMBING THE COSMIC LADDER  

 

Why is the connection between theophany, celestial light, and natural divination 

worth such sustained attention? To begin, this interchange gives us a reading practice that 
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assists in disentangling Bacon’s utopia, elements of the narrative that might otherwise be 

chalked up to ineffable mystery or religious pandering on Bacon’s part. This reading 

practice can assist us in reconstructing Bacon’s religio-scientific mindset as he penned 

the utopia. We are also able to reconstruct the natural-philosophical context in which 

Bacon circulated. In particular, this reconstruction—our own critical Instauration, so to 

speak—also revives the works of little-known philosophers like Campanella and Telesio, 

whose writings provide an alternative history to the Whiggish narratives that tend to 

define science as a scaffolded lineage of “progress.” Campanella and Telesio are known 

among Bacon historians, but, to my knowledge, literary critics have not engaged with 

these thinkers much in their analyses. Bacon, however, was a polyglot and a member of 

Parliament. He traveled and read voraciously, and as Rees has intimated, he consumed 

the Italian speculative philosophies responsible for causing the epistemological crises for 

the Catholic Church. Bacon’s cosmological views were deeply grounded in Telesio’s 

speculative philosophy, and his theories of celestial influence very likely impacted how 

Bacon laid out his own theories for a scientific method. Similarly, we know that Bacon 

very likely read Campanella, another lapsed Dominican friar whose cosmological views, 

like Bruno’s, landed him in the Inquisition prisons and torture chambers.52  

Particularly important for understanding New Atlantis are the theories of 

materialism that Bacon apparently borrowed from Campanella and Telesio. To 

recapitulate, the English philosopher believed in a three-zone conception of the universe: 

tangible matter (Earth), spirit (the heavens), and commingling (Middle Nature). Telesio’s 

system of sense perception spans from this chemical system and prioritizes the sensory 

process from which man is able to act as an “instrument” of God. This sense perception 
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also prioritizes the experior, the experience, of scientific exploration. Affixing sensation 

to the body itself, Telesio’s theory kickstarted the radical belief that our bodies could 

experience nature in newer, more productive ways. His works inspired Bacon’s insistent 

advocation for an experimental—that is, an experiential—method to study nature, far 

from the antiquated Aristotelean “toys of logic” that dominated Europrean universities 

(9.50). In particular, Bacon follows Telesio’s program of “sensum videlicet nos et 

naturam, aliud praeterea nihil sequti sumus (we have followed sense and nature and 

nothing else).”53 The sense (sensus), therefore, is an “active principle,” the primary 

interconnected mechanism to study nature.54  

Rejecting these traditional, Church-sanctioned routes to knowledge, Telesio left 

university to pursue research beyond the strictures of Aristotelean schools of thought. 

This heterodox bent to Telesio’s experiences make Bacon’s inclusion of them even more 

compelling. These speculative philosophies bear directly on how we interpret Salomon’s 

House, in particular the ways that its inhabitants conduct experiments and respond to the 

inner workings of the natural world. Telesio argues for the importance of experience, a 

tenet that Bacon wholeheartedly coopts in his own philosophical works. Telesio avers 

that the answers to the secrets of the universe would be found not by consulting the 

authoritative books of ancient writers like Aristotle—those “toys” of medieval education 

still permeating universities—but by conducting empirical research instead. This 

approach to nature is distinctly non-conformist. Most glaringly, as he incorporated 

Telesio’s philosophy into his own vision, Bacon foresaw experimental philosophy as the 

future of science as a discipline. Its contours remain at the center of scientific discovery. 

That is not to say that experiential philosophy was performed with secularized 
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detachment. Bacon’s version of science is not the sterile bench research we now associate 

with experimental design. Instead, Bacon’s method is an ecstatic, mystical, even 

theophanic experience for the researcher in question. In seeing how Telesio’s philosophy 

became part of Bacon’s utopic vision, we are able to understand more fully the Fathers’ 

relationship to divinity in New Atlantis. Telesio’s influence on Bacon similarly reveals 

the importance that sensory experience plays in natural divination and by extension the 

scientific method.  

As a messaging system, natural divination suggests an active two-way 

communication ladder between God “descend[ing]” and man “ascend[ing]” the cosmic 

ladder. As they move toward each other, God and man are able to converse about the 

hidden processes of the natural world. This two-way system emphasizes the influential 

pull that “cosmic motion” has on the scientist’s experience. The theophany’s role in 

natural divination takes on a much more important role when we evaluate Bacon’s utopia 

against the backdrop of the early Greek Church Fathers, the echoes of whom permeate 

many of Bacon’s writings. Early modern currents of speculative philosophies thus 

become interspersed with a renewed interest in the early Patristic church fathers during 

the Reformation, and they imbue Bacon’s portrayal of miraculous theophany and natural 

divination. They are also evident in his discussion of monasticism and the deification of 

man in his Confession of Faith, where Bacon not only declares his religious belief 

system, but also emphasizes Christ’s role as mediator.55 Bacon’s confessional creed 

argues that God sent Jesus to become “the Mediator,” in order that the “true ladder” from 

man to God “might be fixed, whereby God might descend to his creatures, and his 

creatures might ascend to God” (7:219). In this iteration, the English philosopher argues 
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for a doctrine of deification that allows man to climb the ladder to God himself, deifying 

the human sensory body in the process. This phenomenon is on display in New Atlantis 

when we see the materialized “Finger” of God reaching from the heavens to the water. 

This celestial sign “descend[s]” to his earthly “creatures” leaving behind Scripture, so 

that they may later “ascend” that “true ladder” to God.  

Remember that Christ in Reformation theology is the “means and the 

intermediary (truly the media) by which God interacts with creation” and that this media 

is often characterized as the Logos, the Word of God itself. This aspect of Bacon’s 

theology would explain the immediacy of the Father’s interpretative analysis in New 

Atlantis. Dissimilar to the three wise men during Christ’s infancy who were required to 

travel across the desert to lay gifts at his feet, the wise man in New Atlantis does not need 

to exert the same amount of energy. Rather, direct prayer to God in New Atlantis renders 

his interpretation nearly instantaneous. The deification doctrine signals that the media, 

the Logos, is similarly Christ’s presence on Earth in place of his body. According to 

Bacon, the Christian, as “gross matter” originating from the earthly realm, climbs the 

ladder. In stepwise fashion, the Christian increasingly becomes infused with God’s 

“vital” spirit,” nearing the sanctified status of the angels themselves. In other words, the 

men of science, the magi of Salomon’s House, themselves become deified.  

Bacon acknowledges in Confessions that Christ’s main purpose as Mediator is not 

just the redemptive role that he played by dying on the cross. Rather, through his 

incarnation, Christ is also the vessel into which God pours his divinity. In this telling, 

Christ then becomes united with nature itself through his role as mediator, a small but 

significant distinction. In placing God’s necessity to communicate with man as central to 
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Christ’s sacrificial death, Bacon prioritizes natural divination as the preeminent concern 

in his experimental philosophy. In this surgical theological interpretation, Bacon places 

the discovery of nature at the center of his religious convictions, in the process distancing 

himself even further from the Calvinism of his youth. Bacon’s natural philosophy, 

moreover, begins to coalesce with the writings of Iraneaus of Lyons, a second-century 

Greek bishop whose work Adversus Haereses (Against Heresies) was seen as a “far more 

ancient, and hence purer” source of Christian theology.56 Bacon models his Doctrine of 

the Mediator after Irenaeus’s theology, and Bacon’s God uses mankind as a conduit to 

communicate. It is through Christ’s role as divine mediator that allows this 

communication to happen.57 The Word of God, the Logos of the universe, is the force 

that bridges God and creation, and as the product of the celestial theophany, the Logos 

becomes a physical manifestation of God itself, making it a more permanent divine 

presence among the Bensalemites.58 Bacon harnesses this same early Christian model 

when he envisions the Great Instauration, the reconstruction of ancient knowledge. As the 

New Atlantis tells it, a group of wise men is at the core of that Instauration. These magi 

are able to correctly identify a starry messenger as the true presence of God. In New 

Atlantis, the Fathers of Salomon’s House receive this communication from God in ways 

that reflect Irenaeus’s theological interpretation of the cosmos. Natural divination in 

Salomon’s House occurs as a quotidian event, and the Doctrine of Mediation serves as a 

crucial precondition for it. As such, this doctrine is what allows the Fathers to speak with 

God and understand the natural causes of things.59  

Bacon thus breaks from popular views on the function and purpose of revelation. 

As theology scholar John Montag argues, pre-modern conceptions of revelation, or 
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revelatio, rarely use the term to “designate what is needed to make something a matter of 

divine faith.”60 Rather, as Jesuit theologian Avery Dulles has shown, when pre-modern 

authors such as Thomas Aquinas employ the Latin term revelatio, it is “usually 

understood as an extraordinary psychic occurrence in which hidden things are suddenly 

made known through mental phenomena such as visions and auditions,” what Aquinas 

might refer to as a “special … private revelation.”61 While revelatio is psychic, Bacon’s 

natural divination is material. It is physically affixed directly onto the body and fully 

outfitted with sensory perception. In Bacon’s usage of natural divination, the philosopher 

is able to subvert medieval expectations of revelation designates it to its proper and 

rightful place: the completed, and therefore static, written Word of God. In doing so, 

Bacon makes space for the primacy of an experimental, sensory-based scientific method 

within the religious realm of spiritual meditation. At the same time, he respectfully 

sidelines Scripture to keep it from hamstringing new discoveries. 

In light of the celestial sign, the experimental environment within the order of 

Salomon’s House takes on potent new significance. Bacon intertwines theology and 

experiment in order to deify—and provide an avenue for—man’s mystical interaction 

with nature. According to the logic of Bacon’s animist materialism of “vital spirits,” the 

senses themselves are a part of this “enkindling” process because they are ignored by 

“God’s first creature, which was Light.” This substance is similar (if not identical) to the 

“holy light” Milton will “hail” in book 3 of Paradise Lost. In this understanding of God’s 

place in the cosmos, Bacon also renders irrelevant the “errors” of Catholic corruption, 

such as fallible Church intermediaries who extort devotion out of their congregations. 

The notion that man can communicate directly with God through prayer, that mysteries of 
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the matter-bound world can be solved with secluded contemplation, reveals Bacon’s 

ultimate goal of the Great Instauration: achieving an ideal communication pathway 

between God and man. The “strange” theophanic “spectacle” from God thus ushers in a 

new epoch of scientific discovery, one that attempts to close the gap between “natural 

things” and the “divine” into one and the same man.62  

This chapter has shown that Bacon’s stance on the “two books” does not preclude 

him from asserting and standing by his religious convictions. Rather, as he expresses in 

Advancement of Learning, Bacon sees himself as a priest of the highest religious order, 

discovering and illuminating the works of God, and in several ways, the theophany 

Bacon imagines in New Atlantis captures the anticipated tensions between science and 

theology. For New Atlantis’s Salomon’s House and the Great Instauration at large, an 

environment of prayer-focused seclusion remains the deed of preeminent importance for 

the Baconian experimental method. In what I surmise is very likely not coincidence, this 

emphasis on the senses also prove to be the interest of two Pythagorean thinkers, whose 

source was Telesio himself: Bruno and Campanella. In Bensalemite science, the utopian 

society exemplifies the benefits of the Christian religion in its perfect state. The Word of 

God influences, but does not inhibit, the reconstruction of long-lost ancient wisdom; at 

the same time, scientific discovery refuels the Fathers’ faith in the preeminence of God’s 

power. The fusion of this entwinement functions as a result of the theophanic vision that 

brought Christianity to the island in the first place. Dissimilar to the static revelation of 

the written word, which functions as the originary gospel of the Christian faith and 

therefore remains unchanged, the “pillar of light” theophany heralds a new day in natural 

philosophy, whereby the near-constant communication between God and elected man is 
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able to facilitate the addition of new, groundbreaking entries in the wondrous Book of 

Nature. The moment of prayer at the sight of God’s light-drenched message typifies how 

the Bensalemites undertake natural divination. Not only does Bacon’s method marry the 

Christian religion to the advancement of knowledge, but it also reveres ancient wisdom 

by prioritizing the first-century patristic roots of the early Christian faith. 

Not satisfied with the “toys of logic” Aristotelian philosophy provides, Bacon 

thus recalibrates the framework that natural philosopher Telesio proffers, whereby sense 

and experience—that which can be touched, felt, or encountered—are the everyday 

bodily sensations that tell man exactly how to communicate with the divine. For both 

Telesio and Bacon, sensorial experience of nature is integral to encountering and then 

subsequently comprehending its secrets, and this esoteric philosophy would eventually 

give rise to experiment as a mainstay of modern science—albeit stripped of its original 

language of spirituality and theological conviction in the Restoration and Enlightenment 

eras. In this way, Bacon’s experimental method does not just replicate natural phenomena 

for the sake of reproducible results; rather, it is the means through which man experience 

natures and communicates with divine power. Even if natural philosophy can only 

divulge the natural world to man, nature still remains one of God’s creations, rendering 

any knowledge gained, every step on the ladder, all the more sacred and worthwhile.  
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“SINCE GOD IS LIGHT”: MILTON’S  

THEOPHANIC REASONING IN PARADISE LOST 

 

When Charles II returned to England to restore the monarchy in May 1660, the 

regime change was in full effect. Among the orders of business in the Restoration was 

retribution, and the bodies of revolutionaries during the ugliest and most violent apogees 

of the English Civil War and the Interregnum were exhumed and re-executed, their heads 

sitting atop pikes outside Westminster Hall until 1684. Milton’s role as a polemicist 

supported Oliver Cromwell’s insurgence and the subsequent execution of Charles I in 

1649, a move Milton explicitly endorsed in his Eikonoklastes (1649). Affiliation with 

regicide meant imprisonment or worse: public execution. The re-established monarchy, 

through the Act of Uniformity, swiftly moved to establish religious and political 

conformity, and the extremist Robert L’Estrange, a Royalist devotee, assumed his role as 

Surveyor of the Press. The title granted him nearly unilateral authority to search and snuff 

the nonconformist literature and tractates printed and circulating in London. Henry Vane, 

about whom Milton wrote Sonnet 17, was executed in 1662 for refusing to recant his 

republican beliefs, and printers like John Twyn were executed for the radical treatises 

emerging from their shops.  

With the fantasy of a stable republican government in shambles, John Milton, 

methodical proponent of regicide and the Good Old Cause, went into hiding. The poet-

turned-pamphleteer had already seen his work removed from the Bodleian library in 

1659, and by August 1660, a proclamation ordered Milton’s books to be burned. On 
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August 13, officials conducted a series of raids in shops and private residences around 

London, and, two weeks later, on August 27, a pyre consisting of Milton’s literary and 

polemical achievements ominously illuminated the Old Bailey criminal court and the 

nearby hangman scaffold. Forty-eight hours later, the Act of Free and General Pardon, 

Indemnity and Oblivion Given Royal Assent announced its public executioner’s list. 

Despite the book-burning two days earlier, Milton’s name did not appear on it. 

Optimistically, he emerged from hiding. It was a ruse, however, and Milton was promptly 

imprisoned for more than two months. When he emerged from Newgate, barely escaping 

execution for the second time, Milton found himself blind, disgraced, and on the wrong 

side of political history.1  

These were the inauspicious circumstances under which Milton emerged from one 

of the most uproarious moments of early modern English history. They were also the 

conditions in which Milton apparently felt motivated to write his most deeply religious, 

philosophical, and meditative epic poem, Paradise Lost. In spite of these foreboding 

political threats, there had been signs that Milton would not stay silent in the wake of his 

unfortunate downturn. After Vane’s execution, Milton sent Sonnet 17 to be published in 

George Sikes’s biography of the late republican, The Life and Death of Sir Henry Vane. 

Even though the sonnet was printed anonymously, Milton biographer Anna Beer 

emphasizes the moment’s poignant significance: “the re-publication of the sonnet in 

Vane’s honour was an early indication that Milton would not retreat into silence after the 

Restoration. It also indicated that it was possible, if fraught with danger, to publish, and 

that Milton still had good connections with the radical press of the City.”2 Despite 

L’Estrange’s best efforts, this “radical press” continued to foment nonconformist 
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religions and systems of alternative knowledges, ones which Milton’s friends, not only 

Sikes but also Milton’s Quaker friend Thomas Ellwood, would leverage in the name of 

religious and political liberty. Ellwood proved to be a pivotal friend. When the plague 

ravaged London in 1665, Ellwood secured housing for Milton and his family outside of 

the city at Chalfont St. Giles in Buckinghamshire. This countryside retreat from London 

life prompted Milton to pen the first draft of Paradise Lost, an epic that broke the poet’s 

silence and promised to offer an explanation of “man’s first disobedience” in order to 

“justify the ways of God to men.”3 

This historical milieu captures the turbulence through which Milton lived the last 

decade of his life. The politics of the era make the most ecstatic portions of Paradise Lost 

that much more critical for analysis, especially book 3’s invocation to light. By casting 

the epic’s speaker as a blind soothsayer, Milton fastens his poetic project to a revered 

classical literary and philosophical tradition at the same time that he engages in the 

contemporary debates about the material composition and inner workings of the cosmos. 

The book 3 invocation shows divine communion in action and demonstrates how divinely 

elected individuals are integral in creating new knowledge. In particular, the invocation 

reflects the specter of enthusiasm that pervaded the public conscious after the restoration 

of the monarchy. Similarly, it evokes the deification doctrine that Bacon proffers in his 

prescription for the new science. More specifically, the “holy light” offers proof of God’s 

material existence in the epic. In turn, that material divinity irradiates the interior body of 

the poet himself, transforming the speaker from a disgraced political radical to a 

prophetic seer.  
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This amalgamation of theology and materialism, a source of scholarly speculation 

and careful study for decades, continues to engage emerging conversations in literary 

criticism. Moreover, it is a prescient reminder that the study of astronomy is innately 

materialist, and in the seventeenth century, as Paradise Lost makes clear, debates about 

the two dramatically coincided with theological questions about the movement of the 

stars, the planets, and the earth itself. These debates have remained at the center of Milton 

studies ever since the first edition was published in 1667. As John Leonard shows in his 

two-volume study Faithful Labourers, invested readers and literary critics alike have 

scrutinized the poet’s cosmological model for clues about its author’s political 

messaging. Cosmology and materialism were never far from theological and political 

controversy in the seventeenth century, and considering the poet’s radicalism, Milton’s 

inclusion of a material cosmos in the epic is noteworthy. Harinder Singh Marjara 

demonstrated in 1992 how the cosmos in Paradise Lost represents “a mixture of orthodox 

Aristotelian opinions supplemented with beliefs that show an unmistakable influence of 

unorthodox scientific sources.”4 This “unmistakable influence” has helped to establish a 

massive critical tradition that grounds Milton’s epic within the new science of 

seventeenth-century England. Moreover, the scholarly historiographies that both John 

Rogers and Stephen M. Fallon have produced illuminate an important critical trajectory 

in the history of ideas. Taken together, Rogers’ and Fallon’s works demonstrate the 

diversity of early modern English materialism and contextualize Milton’s incorporation 

of everything from Lucretian atomism, to naturalistic hylozoism, to Hobbesian 

mechanism.5 These in-depth analyses have shaped the past thirty years of Miltonic 
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scholarship, drawing attention to the incredibly rich tradition of a vitalist movement that 

would eventually lose favor to Enlightenment philosophy.6  

These disputes are still far from settled. Both literary critics and historians of 

science alike have disagreed vehemently on Paradise Lost’s relationship to early modern 

cosmology. The twentieth century in particular brought a bifurcation to Milton studies: 

those who staunchly averred that Milton’s cosmos was a traditional old-world expression 

of medieval geo-centrism, and other who claimed that the Paradise Lost universe was 

more radically constructed. Structuring this debate as binaric began early. Andrew 

Dickson White, for example, wrote in 1897 that “even Milton seems to have hesitated 

between the two systems.”7 Thomas Kuhn later argued in The Structure of Scientific 

Revolutions (1962) and The Copernican Revolution (1957) that the two structures paved 

the way for the “normal science” he argued was endemic to the mid-century Western 

world. Three decades prior, Allen H. Gilbert wrote in 1922 that Milton’s relationship 

with Galilean astronomy deserves sustained critical attention, the effects of which Milton 

studies still feels a century later.8  

More recently, Catherine Gimelli Martin has argued that Milton constructs a 

Copernican universe with an epistemological model inspired by Francis Bacon. 

Jacqueline L. Cowan, meanwhile, contends that Milton is more than a little suspicious of 

Galileo’s “less assured” telescope.9 Malabika Sarkar and N. K. Sugimura have offered 

differing interpretations of material and spiritual cosmogony in Milton’s epic, and their 

critical approaches are emblematic of cosmological inquiry in Milton studies. While 

Sarkar’s Cosmos and Character in ‘Paradise Lost’ situates Milton’s monist materialism 

among the new science and folk traditions at the center of esoteric cabalism, alchemy, 
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and hermeticism, Sugimura, on the other hand, rebuts Fallon’s claim that “Milton had 

unequivocally repudiated the dualism of the early poems and thus separated himself from 

the Neoplatonism at Cambridge.” For Sarkar, “alchemy, magic, and prognostications” 

form the constitutive glue that showcases Adam and Eve as they live and navigate among 

the litany of vibrant characters sheltered from the unfeeling void of Chaos.10 However, 

Sugimura claims that “no continuous intellectual genealogy for Milton’s poetry” exists, 

and Milton’s poetry reflects a vibrant eclecticism: not “either/or,” in Sugimura’s words, 

but an of/and.11 This reappraisal of Milton’s philosophical views stridently underscores 

these debates, in turn demonstrating that Milton’s poetry are far from resolved. 

Dennis Danielson offers a way out of this dialectical feedback loop between the 

Ptolemaic and Copernican divide in his book, ‘Paradise Lost’ and the Cosmological 

Revolution. Building on the works of Pietro Daniel Omodeo’s Copernicus in the Cultural 

Debates of the Renaissance (2014) and Patrick J. Boner’s edited collection Change and 

Continuity in Early Modern Cosmology (2011), Danielson aptly warns of the false binary 

these debates confer:  “uncritical Whiggish assumptions about struggles between the 

forward looking and the backward looking, between the scientific and the religious, 

between enlightened and obscurantist” are falsely characterized as a monolith. As a 

result, this “monochromatic backdrop,” which, in turn, eclipses the lively and polysemic 

cosmological debates that characterize seventeenth-century political, scientific, and 

literary landscapes.12 Much of this critical topography has been bolstered by studies on 

Milton’s materialism, a monism that teems with vitalist agency. Fallon, for example, 

asserts that “Milton moved toward a position that all corporeal substance is animate, self-

active, and free,” and Rogers explains Milton’s commitment to vitalist materialism also 
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functions as a powerful heuristic to understand the development of liberalism in 

seventeenth-century England.13 This “alternative vitalist genealogy” thus allows for the 

study of a “nonmechanistic context.” It also refocuses attention from the lifeless atom to 

a “philosophy of a material body from which life, sense, and reason can never be 

divided.”14 This specific brand of monism encapsulates both material and spiritual 

properties. As such, it is a radical cosmology, and Rogers credits it for informing the 

radical vitalist movement that inspired this “momentous ideology of personal agency and 

decentralized organization.”15  

This “decentralized organization,” however, has yet another “alternative vitalist 

genealogy,” one that neither Fallon nor Rogers discuss: Bruno’s atomism that guarantees 

a decentralized universe with a vitalist power as its motive thrust. This chapter thus reads 

Milton’s light as the sort of theophany Bruno describes in his own philosophy. To 

contextualize Milton’s invocation to “holy light” within the historical backdrop of 

Bruno’s philosophical legacy in the seventeenth century, I trace the lengthy genealogy of 

Bruno’s Pythagorean philosophy through two movements: the early modern reception of 

late-antique theologians whose works were later deemed heretical by Church authorities, 

and the concept of prisca theologia, the Renaissance humanist conviction that ancient 

pantheism and Christianity could be reconciled into one harmonious belief system. To 

illustrate this tangled milieu, I concentrate specifically on three underpinnings to Milton’s 

work. In the first section, I retrace Milton’s doctrine of individualism and argue that it is 

founded upon the principles of atomic individuum. This section demonstrates how 

Milton’s theology is steeped in conceptual language similar to Bruno’s claims of monist, 

vitalist atomism and divine light by situating it within the long tradition of patristic 
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theology. The second section looks deeper into Bruno’s atomism, the basis for which 

Bruno would famous speculation: the possibility of a multi-verse. By pairing Bruno’s 

atomism with a close reading of Milton’s book 3 invocation, I argue that Bruno’s 

decentralized universe functions as the creative force that guides Milton’s poetry.  

To demonstrate this vitalist agency, I investigate passages external to the book 3 

invocation that shows Milton’s assertion that God has no “center” is a legacy of Bruno’s 

speculative cosmology. In using these two analytical frameworks—Bruno’s philosophy 

and Rogers’s historical scholarship—I work through the paradoxical divine light that 

appears as both unapproachable and material simultaneously. Lastly, I investigate the 

more radical implications of Milton’s self-proclaimed role as prophet in the final section. 

This reading dovetails with Milton’s principles of monist atomism and emphasizes how 

Milton the authority of ancient authors to mimic classical notions of katabasis: the epic 

poet’s descent into the underworld. This classical adaptation establishes the poet’s status 

as a vatic seer, an ancient concept that similarly resonates with seventeenth-century 

enthusiasm and zealotry. As a result, this chapter makes a critical intervention. It asks 

scholars to consider Milton’s foray into cosmological inquiry, not just as the poet’s 

interest in particle physics and the theological repercussions it produced, but also as a 

materialist contemplation on the nature of divinity itself.  

 

ATOMIC INDIVIDUALISM AND MILTON’S THEOLOGY 

 

Milton’s theology is explicitly staked on his understanding of both the atomic 

particle and the human individual. It is well known that the Protestant Reformation’s 
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emphasis on the individual’s relationship with Christ made obsolete the intermediary-

based relationship that the Catholic Church claimed to facilitate. Concerns about 

individual freedom and the free exercise of religion ignited the English Civil War. It also 

implemented the Interregnum, a disastrous political experiment in which Milton played a 

vital role as polemicist and Oliver Cromwell’s Secretary for Foreign Tongues. These 

proto theories of selfhood are deeply entrenched in the language of the atom, or 

individuum, the isolable substance from which the word individual derived and entered 

the lexicon around the same time Milton penned his epic. This materialist notion would 

frame how writers and thinkers conceived of themselves in the landscape of rapidly 

shifting national identities and geopolitics.  

Rogers has persuasively shown how the word “individual” began to acquire its 

status as a noun as Milton penned Paradise Lost. The “individual” came to be understood 

a human with free will and perspective, a connotation that is deeply tied to the rising 

interest in atomism. Translated from the Greek atomos, individual reflected its 

etymology: a unified, “undividable” particle.16 Rogers’ critical framework is useful for 

the present task: unraveling how atomic expression factors into Milton’s own vitalist 

poetry. Foundational to a Milton’s theology and poetry is the concept of the undivided, 

mystical church—a body that is united and connects each individual Christian across the 

vast expanse of the universe. In De Decotrina Christiana, Milton writes:  

 

It is from this union and communion with the Father and with Christ, and 

among the members of Christ’s body themselves, that there comes into 

being that mystic body, THE INDIVISIBLE CHURCH, the head of which is 
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Christ … The body of Christ is mystically one, so it follows that the 

communion of his members must be mystic. It need not be subject to spatial 

considerations: it includes people from many remote countries, and from all 

ages since the creation of the world.17 

 

This passage describes the “mystical church” that binds all humans together as a 

principle of vitalist atomism. Milton characterizes this mystical church in purely atomic 

terminology. This mystical body—characterized as an atomos, that which is 

“indivisible”—unites with the “body of Christ.” Once united, these elements become 

“mystically one” with the “communion” of church members across the “remote 

countries” of the world. While Rogers uses this excerpt to illustrate popular usages of 

atomic terminology, Milton’s language is suggestive of larger philosophical issues at 

stake, namely Bruno’s theory of a decentralized universe that is populated by many 

worlds. For Bruno, as in Milton, the atom is comprised of one substance, yet it is still 

capable of infinitude: “the maximum [the universe] and the minimum [the atom] thus 

converge into the same unity of being, while at the same time in the dialectic between 

maximum and minimum all other contraries are resolved into a point of indifference.”18 

This language is uncannily familiar in that it resembles the same analogous relationship 

between the individual believer and the “indivisible” mystic church in Milton’s Doctrina. 

If the atom and the infinite expanse of the universe converge into a “point of 

indifference,” we begin to see the connections between the traditional vitalist scholarship 

of the Miltonic individual and the more heterodox connection to Brunonian philosophy.  
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Similar to the maximum and the minimum that converge in the harmonious 

expanse of Bruno’s vitalist atomic universe, Milton’s perceived “communion” becomes 

“mystically one” with the “body of Christ.” This Brunonian organization expands 

throughout the entirety of Milton’s imagined mystical union, and the Church connects all 

humans across both time and space. Milton’s mystical church, not subject to “spatial 

considerations,” echoes another of Bruno’s hypotheses: that the universe has no center. In 

Bruno’s iteration, the elasticity of a decentered universe stretches into every direction of 

the cosmos. Milton’s construction of time works similarly. Milton’s version of time in 

this excerpt is plastic in that it operates outside the confines of earthly, human conception 

of it. The “mystic” Church and the time in which it operates both function outside the 

boundaries of earthly constraints; “THE INDIVISIBLE CHURCH,” includes people “from all 

ages since the creation of the world” and transcends the physical, human realm of life and 

death. In its transcendence and appearance, the “body of Christ” here is not the literal 

flesh of the Son of God. Rather, it is the “mystically one” collective comprised of the 

“communion of his members.”19  

Milton’s emphasis on the believer’s personal experience suggests a nuanced take 

on the purpose of the individuum. Instead of replicating the dead atoms that mechanist 

philosophers of the day espoused, Milton subverts its meaning by imbuing the 

individuum with vitalistic force. To illustrate this nuance, Milton’s original Latin is 

critical. The standard English translation that appears in Don M. Wolf’s Complete Prose 

Works of Milton fails to capture the innate materiality that Milton’s word choice conveys. 

Milton coopts the symbol of the atom—the very particle that allows mechanists to claim 

a dead and godless world—to become the very subject of mystical illumination. This 
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interpretive shift is as radical as it is meaningful because Milton grants a vitalist agency 

to the cosmos—to nature itself—in order to imagine his mystical church. This 

interpretation shares the hallmark of Bruno’s philosophical view that nature is imbued 

and alive with the spirit of God. For example, in the De Creatione section of De Doctrina 

Christiana, he asserts: 

 

Creato in hunc modum homine, tandem dicitur, sic factus est homo anima 

vivens; ex quo intelligitur … hominem esse animal per se ac proprie unum 

et individuum, non duplex aut separabile, aut ex duabus naturis inter se 

specie diversis atque distinctis, anima nempe et corpore, ut vulgo statuunt, 

conflatum atque compositum; sed totum hominem esse animam, et animam 

hominem; corpus nempe sive substantiam individuam animatum, sensitvam 

rationalem … dicitur. 

 

At last it is said that, with mankind created in this way, man thus became a 

living spirit; from which it is perceived that man is a living being among 

himself, a special, single being and an indivisible particle [i.e., an atom]; he 

is not twofold, either separable or from two qualities among themselves, as 

they are commonly established, man is kindled and formed (conflatum 

atque compositum) body and spirit; but that the whole man is perceived as 

spirit, and spirit as man; certainly the body is said to be an indivisible 

substance: animated, sensitive, and rational.20 
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Milton’s repeated use of the adjective individuum, alongside diversis, distinctis, 

separabile, conflatum, compositum, and substantium individuam all suggest Milton’s 

conscious efforts to understand not only the original creation of man and the universe at 

large in chemical terms of separation and mixture, but also the original creation of the 

individual itself. As an independent being, man is singular and indivisible (unum and 

individuum), kindled and united (conflatum atque compositum) with a living spirit (anima 

vivens).21 These textual moments of inseparability are the lynchpins to Milton’s 

cosmology. In particular, Milton’s use of anima—as opposed to animum—is worthy of 

attention. Intriguingly, anima runs contrary to the connotations of the rational spirit. With 

its duty to conduct and arbitrate reason, the masculine noun animum differs from its 

feminine counterpart. As the “vital spot” of the body, anima is located in the body and is 

responsible for both physical existence (literal breathing) at the same time that it 

generates the more ineffable “life” for the body: its soul.22 This etymology reinforces the 

vitalist component to Milton’s philosophy, a direct contrast to the dead atoms in 

mechanist philosophy.  

To further inflame this kindling, the verb carries particularly nuanced meaning; 

from conflare, Milton’s use of conflatum contains images of kindling a fire and smelting 

hard metals.23 Milton’s natural philosophy is not without precedent. Similar language 

occurs in Bruno’s Latin poetry. In the short explanatory summary to one of his short 

poems in De Triplici Minimo et Mensura, Bruno avers: 

 

Ex luce unius veritatis multiplicis veritatis lumen exsurgit,  

Sicut uno ab absurdo plurima consequuntur. 
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The light of varied truth rises out of the light of one truth, just as many 

things follow them from one discordant thing.24 

 

The logic of this translation is fundamental to Bruno’s philosophy of divine light. Bruno 

postulates that even though the source of divine light is unknown (Milton will make a 

similar equivocation in the first lines of invocation), but the philosopher is nonetheless 

certain that the presence of divine light is omnipresent and can be felt throughout the 

entirety of the universe. Intellectual historian Hilary Gatti, explains that Bruno’s divine 

light gives “the impression that things are illuminated, as it were, from within.”25 We see 

something similar in the last lines to the invocation, which I discuss more in depth in the 

next section, when the speaker instructs the light to “shine inward” to “irradiate” “the 

mind through all her powers” (3.52-53).26 

Despite these overlaps, Bruno’s influence on seventeenth-century vitalism has not 

received much critical attention, although recent research is beginning to make this 

potential overlap even more unavoidable.27 Alberto A. Martínez, for example, has shown 

the undeniable linkages between neo-Pythagorean doctrine, Bruno, and the two most 

famous astronomers of the seventeenth-century with whom we know Milton engaged: 

Galileo Galilei and Johannes Kepler. At its core, Martínez’s updated historiography 

suggests a long tradition between the Pythagorean cosmological system, iconoclastic 

patristic theology, and early modern understandings of an animistic and vitalist universe. 

Martínez demonstrates in Burned Alive that this legacy of heterodox patristic theology 

can be traced back to Origen’s On the First Principles, a work that claims, in part, the 
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heretical view that the transmigration of souls and the potentiality of many worlds are 

both possible and probable.28 

Even with Martínez’s contributions, Bruno’s influence on early modern atomism 

continue to receive less critical attention than his views of infinite worlds, even though 

the two work in tandem with one another. Gatti postulates that the reason for this critical 

occlusion is due to Bruno’s anomalous views for the time period, especially because he 

developed a materialist hypothesis that relied extensively on classical antiquity to 

substantiate his claims. The emphasis Bruno placed on classical literature would have 

resonated with Milton, an expert Latinist whose poetry trafficked in metaphorical 

references to classical antiquity.29 Furthermore, the vibrancy of seventeenth-century 

materialist philosophy allow for the distinct possibility that Bruno influenced Milton.  

As will become clearer in the pages that follow, there is substantial evidence 

suggesting that the vitalist cosmos in Paradise Lost contains resonances to Bruno’s 

cosmology of a decentralizing organization to the universe. My argument here hinges on 

that Milton’s theological conceptions of the ideal church, the “mystic body” discussed in 

this section. This “mystically one” convergence between God and man, the maximum 

that unites with the minimum, suggests an alternative, more radical implication of 

Paradise Lost than is currently understood. Moreover, it is no mere happenstance that 

Milton describes the “mystic body” as both atomic and kindled by the divine light. 

Milton’s theological readings are poignantly keyed into astronomical debates during the 

same time that astronomers were questioning the sun’s role in the universe and its status 

as a star. By associating his writing with this field of contention, Milton therefore links 

himself to some of the era’s most radical discoveries. This concept will come to fruition 
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in Paradise Lost, where the light of God sparks a rebellious, yet righteous individualism 

within the hearts of man.   

 

DECENTERED WORLDS AND “CELESTIAL LIGHT”  

 

Integral to Milton’s conception of the Church’s “mystic body” is his conception 

of divine light, the expression of which in Paradise Lost has captivated readers since the 

poem’s original press run. In the first fifty-five lines of book 3, the speaker invokes his 

muse Urania, the goddess of astronomy:  

 

Hail, holy light, offspring of heaven first-born, 

Or of the eternal co-eternal beam 

May I express thee unblamed? since God is light, 

And never but in unapproachèd light 

Dwelt from eternity, dwelt then in thee,  

Bright effluence of bright essence increate. 

Or hearst thou rather pure ethereal stream, 

Whose fountain who shall tell? Before the sun, 

Before the heavens thou wert, and at the voice 

Of God, as with a mantle didst invest  

The rising world of waters dark and deep, 

Won from the void and formless infinite. 

(3.1-12) 
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At the forefront of this passage is the poet’s admission that “God is light.” Milton’s 

monism dictates that everything in the universe springs from “one first matter all,” a tenet 

that refocuses our attention to divine light not just as an ecstatic literary device, but also 

as a theophany (5.472). In the opening lines we learn that this divine light is paradoxical. 

The speaker describes the light as either “eternal,” “co-eternal,” and “ethereal.” At the 

same time that its “effluence” stretches into the universe, the light cloaks the “formless 

infinite” like a “mantle,” or covering. Milton theorizes divine light as a vitalistic force 

infused and dispersed throughout the universe. The “holy light” of the invocation spurs 

the epic speaker to contemplate the origin and activity and its purpose in the universe. In 

his powerful invocation, the speaker’s “hail” is at once both assured and equivocal. We 

see that the speaker is aware of the light’s inherent properties, “since God is light,” 

similar to Bruno before him, we notice that the speaker equivocates on the light’s precise 

origin. The epic voice is unsure if this light is “the co-eternal beam,” that exists 

concurrently with God’s infinitude, or if this holy beam is the “offspring of heaven first-

born,” the first entity God created when he looked over the “waters of the deep” in 

Genesis 1. In his uncertainty, the speaker admits a crucial fact: even if he is unable to 

comprehend the light’s origin, its purpose is still to illuminate and inform his prophetic 

project, the epic poem.  

The poet’s uncertainty in lines 1-8 functions as a miniature priamel, a classical 

literary device that lists alternative answers to a question by stacking paratactical clauses 

or phrases one after another. This frenzied parataxis illustrates the complexity of the 

subject at hand before at last settling on the answer: the divine light indeed existed 
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“before the Sun, Before the Heavens.” In this answer, the speaker emphasizes that this 

light is somehow different than the light of the sun. “Holy light” remains 

“unapproachèd,” or unable to be advanced upon spatially. (In other words, despite the 

blind seer’s enlightened ability to see “things invisible” to other men, he is unable to 

“approach[]” the light of God despite its eternal presence.) The speaker’s equivocation 

continues into a dizzying array of comparisons. The light is able to “dwelt from eternity”; 

it stretches across both infinite space and infinite time. At the same moment, it is also 

able to “dwel[l] in thee,” God himself. It is this paradoxical description of the light in 

Milton’s invocation that has captivated literary critics for centuries. Moving past the 

binaric split between Copernican and Ptolemaic models, this analysis wishes, in 

Leonard’s words, to “strip[] away the encrustration of scholarship to recover Milton’s 

true universe from under all the layers of commentary.”30 Doing so allows me to illustrate  

the divine light for what it is: a Christianized world-soul that stretches into the infinitude 

of the multi-verse.  

In understanding Milton’s cosmos as a multi-verse, we are able to appreciate fully 

the radicalism fermented in his epic. More often than not, scholars have read the interplay 

between light and dark in this passage as mostly metaphorical and almost entirely a 

symbolic representation of God’s ineffability.31 In reading Milton’s light as wholly literal 

expression, we are able to see how Milton relies heavily on Bruno’s radical philosophical 

influence. Milton’s apparent appropriation of Bruno’s cosmology shows the Restoration 

poet’s continued revolutionary spirit, even after his brush with imprisonment and nearly 

missed executions. By aligning his poetry with Bruno, Milton joins a long lineage of 

theologians, who all propound the belief in multiple universes.32 Bruno’s exegesis links 
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both the biblical reality that cosmology remains the preeminent metaphor for literal Old 

Testament theology, as well as the symbolic importance of nature’s cyclicality, 

oscillating between “the thing that hath been” and “that which shall be” (Ecclesiastes 

1:9).33 Moreover, seventeenth-century scientific literature show that conceiving of 

“divine light” as a vitalist entity was standard. Jean d’Espagnet’s Enchiridion Physicae 

Restitute (1608), for example, argues for a pagan and Christian syncretism—a common, 

although incendiary, worldview. Translated into English in 1651, D’Espagnet’s 

perspective is important because he argues that the “occult” or hidden “Deity” can be 

found in nature itself, imprinted with “Analogical likeness” across his works. 

D’Espagnet’s verbiage is nearly identical to Bruno’s natural philosophy that led to his 

execution.34  

While these views might seem innocuous to twenty-first-century readers, it was 

still dangerous business to align with Church anathema in the 1660s. Milton veers 

dangerously close to heretical territory, and his theological overlaps with Origen do not 

appear to be accidental. The Church posthumously sanctioned Origen’s theology, and the 

Council at Constantinople ruled in 553 CE that Origen’s views on the liveliness of the 

cosmos were heretical.35 By the 1590s, these views were considered “confused dreams … 

tales to repudiate” and “pagan errors [for] imbecile minds.”36 But during the years of the 

Restoration—precisely the same timespan when Milton, reproached, emerged from 

prison—the saliency of Origen’s beliefs and the legacy of his natural theology were once 

again up for contentious debate. Influential Cambridge Platonists like Henry More had 

grown to admire the heterodox theologian, and More’s contemporaries had already begun 

to circulate translations, commentaries, and expositions on Origen. The theologian’s 
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works were translated into English, and the printing industry was all too eager to provoke 

and exploit the cosmological debates that his theology fomented. 

Whether or not Milton affiliated his Christian theological convictions overtly with 

Origen’s, the fact remains that this heretical legacy, transmitted through Bruno’s 

infamous philosophical works, made its way into the new astronomy that so captivated 

the English poet. Milton leverages these speculative theories of pagan cosmology and 

spiritual materialism, alongside the legacy Neo-Pythagorean philosophy, to prove his role 

as both a rational thinker and religious prophet. In his eagerness to pen a national epic, 

Milton recapitulates his radicalism by boldly deploying the enthusiastic language of the 

English Civil War to advocate for republican values, namely the freedom of religious 

expression. This desire for religious liberty also grants intellectual power to the 

individual, wholly external to the hierarchical apparatus of the re-established monarchy. 

By embracing the language of enthusiasm while simultaneously denouncing its irrational 

qualities, Milton elevates himself from Interregnum infamy to a lauded, prophetic seer of 

God’s vision for England. In Paradise Lost, Milton not only prophetically explains “the 

ways of God to men,” but also constructs, in the words of Sir John Denham, a Member of 

Parliament in 1667, “the noblest poem that ever was wrote in any language or any age.”37 

If the individual atom is able to scale from the minutest particle to the constitutive 

whole of material being—what Bruno calls “the same unity of being”—we can grasp a 

guiding heuristic principle. For Bruno, the “same unity of being” is possible only because 

the center of the universe is found distributed throughout every single atom in the 

material universe. This concept of decentralized organization has been useful for Milton 

scholars, particularly Rogers, who imagines a materialist politics that undergirds the logic 
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of Restoration-era literary works. Moreover, the atom—what Milton also calls the 

individuum, an indivisible particle—is exactly what Bruno uses to stake his ideas of the 

world-soul, in Gatti’s words, an “intelligent universe governed by intelligent laws.” 38 

This rational intelligence, like the traditional views of vitalism that both Fallon and 

Rogers describe, similarly functions to decentralize the organic body of the universe: 

from monarchical schema of the solar system orbiting one planetary body, to the heretical 

suggestion that multiple worlds are a material possibility. If multiple worlds exist, the 

reasoning goes, what divine-granted authority does a single monarch—living in a single 

country, in just one universe of many others—actually possess?  

Rogers reminds us that Milton’s “one first matter all” in Paradise Lost organizes 

in such a way to provide “the figural model for Milton’s metaphysical representation of 

the larger body of the cosmos.” This heuristic representation of matter allows Milton to 

liberate the cosmos from the traps of Calvinist predestination and Augustinian 

conceptions of corrupt matter. The “inherent chaotic goodness” of matter that Rogers 

describes thus mirrors the liberalism Milton’s politics espouse. Moreover, the chaotic 

exchange and interchange of matter in the epic’s universe illustrates God’s de-centralized 

agency. Rogers argues, “By depicting a God willing to diffuse his virtue across the entire 

tableau of creation,” in other words, an animated, alive nature, “Milton establishes the 

only theological foundation that can support the hypotheses of vitalists.” This vitalism 

“decentralizes divinity,” upending tradition concepts of intercession in the process.39 This 

dispersion of “inherent chaotic goodness” scales down to the most minuscule particles, 

including the human soul. This “chaotic goodness” is “equally diffused” throughout the 

entire “organic body,” as Milton writes in De Doctrina Christiana.40 In this construction 
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of a grand cosmos that also scales down to individual particles, the Paradise Lost 

cosmology mirrors the poet’s proclivity for a decentralized political and religious order 

that represents the height of individualism: a kingless state and a bishop-less church. 

Viewed in comparison to Bruno’s beliefs, it is difficult to deny the possibility that 

Milton’s vitalism was in part inspired by Bruno’s anti-authority, decentralized 

philosophy. 

This language bears striking similarity to Bruno’s philosophical worldview, in 

that the center exists both “in thee” at the same time that it expands into “eternity.” It also 

mimics Milton’s Brunian description of the mystic church in the Doctrina, in which the 

“mystic body” of the Church naturally distributes itself across space and time in the 

world while simultaneously manifesting in the singular, individual body of the Christian. 

The complexity of Milton’s language here in the book 3 invocation and elsewhere in the 

Doctrina is made even more perplexing by the fact that this light does not manifest 

physically—at least at first. The speaker makes clear that the “bright effluence of bright 

essence” is “increate,” or not yet created. But in this “increate” state, we appear to receive 

an answer: its vivifying “ethereal stream” seems to have always existed. To complicate 

the issue even further is Milton’s monism and “one first matter all.” This maxim dictates 

that dualism, or dialectical alternatives, is nonexistent.  

If this “first matter” (Milton’s monism) prioritizes the poetic and philosophical 

symbolism of light and celestial bodies both in the epic and elsewhere in Milton’s 

theological prose, what purpose does divine light serve? How can this light be both 

“increate” and vivifying at the same time? If it seems contradictory, that is because it is. 

As Raphael describes to Adam and Eve, Milton’s monism encompasses a spectrum, 
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which Thomas H. Luxon explains as “the most explicit pronouncement of Milton’s 

monism.” This spectrum within the indivisible atomos allows for infinite possibility. 

Luxon continues: “The entire universe including man, beast, earth, and angels all 

originated from the ‘one first matter’ of God himself. Milton describes a continuum with 

God, the most spiritous, at one end of the spectrum, and the earth’s dust, the least 

spiritous, at the other.”41 In this iteration, the “one first matter all” continuum is at once 

monist—that is singular and individual—and distributed by God, from “the most 

spiritous” substance to earthly dust, “the least spiritous.” That the hierarchy exists need 

not preclude our understanding of Milton’s politics. While Milton is decidedly anti-

hierarchical in his religious and political beliefs, the spectrum that divine provides a 

divinely instituted hierarchy entirely different from the manmade, arbitrarily determined 

ones that flawed monarchs construct on Earth. This schema similarly recalls Bruno’s 

system where the “maximum and the minimum thus converge into the same unity of 

being.” Although Milton’s monism is “one first matter all,” it still contains gradations of 

“spiritous” being within it, making room both for the contingency of clashing atomic 

particles, and the life-filled vitalism endemic radical seventeenth-century vitalist 

philosophies.  

Elsewhere, Paradise Lost evokes the cosmological infinitude that Bruno 

theorizes. In book 9, in describing the universe to Adam and Eve, Satan admits that the 

luminous stars in the cosmos have special influence over First Man and Woman:  

 

Terrestrial heaven, danced round by other heavens 

That shine, yet bear their bright officious lamps, 
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Light above light, for thee alone, as seems, 

In thee concentring all their precious beams 

Of sacred influence: as God in heaven 

Is centre, yet extends to all, so thou 

Centring receiv’st from all those orbs; in thee, 

Not in themselves, all their known virtue appears. 

(9.103-110) 

 

Satan’s admission here provides evidence of a Miltonic multi-verse. Even though his goal 

is to deceive Adam and Eve to commit the first sin, Satan concedes that God “Is centre” 

at the same time that he “extends to all” elements of the universe. This seemingly 

contradictory God, centered in the middle at the same time that he is de-centered across 

matter, speaks to the Brunonian atomism where divine agency, via the world-soul or 

Holy Spirit, distributes itself throughout the universe. It also demonstrates the 

significance of focusing specifically on light to understand how Milton engages with 

theophany. The universe is created out of “one first matter all” that God instantiates with 

his “spiritous matter.” The “effluence” flows from both the “holy light” and “bright 

officious lamps” in immediate view above Earth, and it carries God’s “sacred influence.” 

This “influence” is useful in acquiring not only the “wisdom” of “things invisible to 

mortal sight,” but also the physical presence of the divine form itself. Given that Bruno’s 

model dictates that the cosmos is alive, it is not far off base to argue that the divine light 

functions theophanically. The idea that “those Orbs” might influence “in thee”—that is, 

in Adam and Eve—“their known virtue” reads comparably to Bruno’s claim that God 
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exists in all things, even in celestial bodies, which “mediate between the finite human 

mind and the universal, infinite whole.” Similar to the celestial “influence” that I argue is 

central to Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis in the previous chapter, Milton’s Paradise Lost 

universe gives “sacred influence” to Adam and Eve.  

Bruno’s philosophy provides important context. This hierarchical spectrum within 

the monist system also seems to carry with it the Brunonian distribution of holistic atomic 

harmony. Indeed, the speaker’s equivocation about the originary composition of the 

“holy light” as an “ethereal stream” is suggestive of Bruno’s harmonious universe. In the 

closing dialogue of Bruno’s Infinite Universe and Worlds, the philosopher explains that 

the “ether” of his conceived cosmos is similarly vivifying to the natural world: the ether, 

in Bruno’s words, “contains and penetrates everything.”42 Similar to Milton’s 

equivocation about the “holy light,” Bruno also prevaricates on an absolute definition of 

ether. Gatti writes that it is “not itself atomic in composition [but] … can perhaps most 

properly be understood as a substratum of the infinite substance formed by the infinite 

number of atoms.”43 This “substratum” bears a strong likeness to the seemingly 

contradictory scale between Milton’s “most” and “least” spiritous matter.44  

In the book 3 invocation, we see similar evidence of this materialism. Following 

the priamel in lines 1-8, and the rhetorical question, “Whose fountain who shall tell?” 

The speaker settles on an answer. The “holy light” is an amalgamation of three 

properties; it is spiritous, material, and eternal all at once. In its pre-existence to the “sun” 

and “heavens,” the “holy light” literally clothes the “rising world of waters dark and 

deep.” Here, the speaker reiterates Genesis 1:2: “at the voice of God,” the “bright 

essence” cloaks the newly created universe. Here Milton reimagines the biblical 
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proclamation of “let there be light.” In Milton’s version, the “unapproachèd light” 

disperses throughout the cosmos, and clothes, or “invests,” this “rising world” with its 

effluent “stream.” Milton’s word choice here is intentional. In using the simile “as with a 

mantle didst invest,” the speaker reiterates the materiality of this “ethereal beam.” The 

language of “invest[ment]” is not mere poetic license. Since the Milton universe is 

entirely physical, this language is symptomatic of the “unapproachèd” nature of light’s 

materiality. This is true down to Milton’s word choice. For example, the English verb 

“invest” sustains its original meaning from the Latin verb investire in the poem: the light 

physically clothes or covers the “deep” with its effluence. object with a garment. This 

verbiage also highlights not only the mystical, biblical, and classical potency between the 

contrast of light and dark, but also the material vibrance of this darksome “void.”45 By 

this logic, the spiritual and material converge into an instantaneous moment of creation, 

where the light of God has “won” over the “dark” of “Chaos and eternal Night.”  

Christian thinkers (Bruno primarily among them), had been interpreting the spirit 

of God moving along the face of the deep in Genesis 1:2 as evidence of this distributive 

vitalist principle. Marjara writes, “This tendency to endow nature with a soul was 

inspired by the mystical ideas relating to the divine origin of nature, which by the spirit of 

God moving on the waters [Genesis 1:2] came to acquire a creative force, enabling nature 

to manifest characteristics of motion, growth, and even sensitivity and rationality that we 

generally associate with animate beings.”46 To put it more succinctly, a vocal minority of 

early modern philosophers and literary writers believed that Genesis prescribed an 

animist, vitalist universe. This principle can be boiled down to the maxim that is 

frequently repeated throughout Bruno’s speculative dialogues: “In geometrical terms, 
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each atom is the center of the infinite sphere whose center is everywhere and 

circumference nowhere.”47 This principle, in other words, contains within every atom the 

life force that enlivens every particle of nature. This expression of Bruno’s decentralizing 

agency, I believe, functions at the foundational core of Milton’s view of the individual 

and the infinite universe he creates in Paradise Lost. 

My reading emerges from Bruno’s radical theology—which is itself steeped in 

pagan antiquity—that dictates nature as both reducible to the minuscule atom and 

expandable to an animated, expansive universe. By showing how Milton’s divine light is 

not mere poetic symbolism, we are able to explore the deeper, more nuanced connections 

Milton makes between his own work and Bruno’s atomism. As a result, we have a new 

avenue to explore Milton’s materialism as not just vitalist but also Pythagorean. 

Contextualizing Milton within this intellectual history allows us to see Milton’s light for 

what it is: a theophanic appearance that infuses the speaker with new “wisdom” 

otherwise unavailable to mortals. What is less clear, however, is how this view of 

material, divine light functions within the organizing logic of Milton’s broader de-

hierarchical theology: a radical vision for the individual liberated from the tyranny of 

monarchy. 

 

MILTON’S VATIC PROPHECY AND THE GHOST OF ENTHUSIASM 

 

If it is true that the “celestial light” is a theophany, then it follows that the poet 

views himself as specially ordained. This context adds an additional wrinkle to Milton’s 

carefully crafted poetic persona. The 1650s saw its fair share of Puritans who claimed to 
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be kindled by the charismatic force of an inner light, a claim that was often met with 

suspicion. By the 1660s, accusations of enthusiasm had become synonymous with 

pathological illness. Milton’s imitation of this language is telling. Milton’s works had a 

reputation for stoking anti-Royalist sentiments, and they were, in Sharon Achinstein’s 

words, “a shrill reminder” of the chaos Milton’s polemics fomented.48 From the Greek 

etymon enthousiasmos (ἐνθουσιασμός), religious enthusiasm dispatches the implicit 

actions of frenzied inspiration and divine possession. But over the course of English 

history, the noun transformed from descriptive to derogatory. As the OED details, by 

1548 enthusiasm is commonly derided as “depreciative” and came to be known as “false 

or pretended divine inspiration … a belief in or emphasis on private divine revelation as 

opposed to revelation through scripture.”49 This “false” pretense of divine inspiration 

added skepticism and doubt to a concept that the ancients revered. While enthusiasm was 

also associated with poetic inspiration itself—“likened to possession by a god, muse, 

spirit, etc.; a state of frenzy, delirium, or ecstasy accompanying poetic inspiration,” 

according to the OED—the term continued to carry derogatory valences in English 

parlance.50 

Enthusiasm in the mid-seventeenth century could range in connotation from the 

prophetic to the philosophical, shifting meaning depending on who lobs the invective at 

whom.51 By the English Civil War, enthusiasm was often associated with the essential 

character trait of Puritan religion, in particular millenarian sects proposing radical social 

reform and biblical prophecy. In J. G. A. Pocock’s words, enthusiasm’s claims to divine 

frenzy reflected an overall “chiliastic and antinomian capacity to turn the social as well as 

the metaphysical world upside down.”52 Compellingly, Pocock suggests a related vestige 
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of enthusiasm, one that is useful for my own investment in the Pythagorean movement. 

He postulates a model similar to Giordano Bruno’s: that enthusiasm itself is 

representative of a vital, self-thinking universe. Pocock reasons that, in its pursuit of 

enthusiasm, the mind becomes subject to its own fanaticism. Moreover, given that the 

mind is a product of nature, Pocock argues that the mind becomes “the object of its own 

worship,” rhetoric that even rational philosophers like Thomas Hobbes and Robert Boyle 

espoused.53 Crediting this enthusiastic, animist universe to Cambridge Platonist Ralph 

Cudworth and Baruch Spinoza’s hylozoism, Pocock provides an alternate model for us to 

conceive the direct link between a vitalist, responsive cosmos and its impact on 

individual thought and expression.54 The animist universe that Bruno originally espoused 

in the sixteenth century thus becomes synonymous with another radical theology: 

enthusiastic Puritan self-expression and a de-hierarchical system of religion.  

Quarreling over enthusiasm and its purposes is a fundamentally epistemological 

issue. The battle between rational philosophy and enthusiastic religion is essentially a 

fight over whom has access to what knowledge, and in turn, what forms of knowledge are 

acceptable evidence for categories of scientific truth. It is not a coincidence that material 

reality was hotly debated during a period of social, political, and epistemological unrest. 

During the years 1660 and 1662, the Church of England found itself under renewed threat 

from Catholics, Calvinists, and even more fringe enthusiasts. This threat carried with it 

the promise of further social and political disruption, and the newly restored Church of 

England, in Pocock’s words, “badly needed means of insisting the Spirit ordinarily acted 

only through channels consistent with the authority, civil and ecclesiastical, of the Father 
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who brought the law and the Son who brought the church and its priesthood.”55 To do so 

meant to instill law and order back to the restored monarch.  

This expedient yearning for authority, however, was easier said than done. The 

radical press in London continued to churn out enthusiastic and charismatic treatises well 

into the latter decades of the seventeenth century. Furthermore, the specter of enthusiasm 

hung with a pallor over Milton’s works, as did an antinomian philosophy that claimed 

divinely inspired, vatic authority. That Milton clearly obviates this channel of authority is 

significant. Rather than conform to the restored state-run Church, Milton instead imbues 

his epic speaker with the classical, and notably pagan, persona of the vates, or prophet. In 

doing so, Milton conspicuously bypasses this channel of “civil and ecclesiastical” 

authority, preferring instead to acquire knowledge of the universe from a higher 

authority. We see instances of this circumvention in the invocation. The speaker 

fundamentally believes that God’s inner-light divination can answer questions raised in 

conversations related to natural philosophy: he instructs the light to “irradiate” his mind, 

in order to “see and tell / Of things invisible to mortal sight.” In this way, Milton’s 

speaker resembles the Rosicrucian sentiment, a movement that pervaded the 

backchannels of radical England.56  

Nested within this radicalism is Milton’s adherence to classical motifs, namely his 

reliance on the authority of the blind soothsayer.57 Furthermore, the overt references and 

comparison to blind Greek prophets are difficult to miss. The speaker compares himself 

not only to “Blind Thamyris and blind Mæmonides,” an Attic archaism of Homer’s 

name, but also “Tiresias and Phineus Prophets old” (3.35-6). In turn, Milton similarly 

emphasizes a pagan-Christian syncretism. Rather than depicting his Muses “haunt[ing]” 
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the classical Grecian Mount Olympus, Milton revises Greek myth and places it firmly 

within an Old Testament paradigm (3.27-31). Instead, the Muses reside on Mountain 

Sion, the famous site of Hebrew prophet Moses’ teaching in Deuteronomy 4:48. This 

union cements Milton’s status as not only a visionary epic poet, like the blind Homer 

before him, but also as a prophet, like Moses, ordained by God only.  

That the vates makes such a prominent appearance in the invocation is no 

surprise. Given Milton’s poetic aspirations, the vates has epistemological consequences. 

Similar to enthusiasm, the vates had negative connotataions in ancient Rome. But Vergil 

renewed the term and shifted it from derisive accusations of charlatanism to its elevated 

stature of poet and prophet. Milton does something similar with the prophetic language 

that so closely resembles religious enthusiasm. In particular, he models the vatic speaker 

of Paradise Lost after the Aeneid’s in order to explore the full effects that this “holy 

light” might have on perceptive worshipers. In addition, the speaker himself becomes the 

epic hero. Like Aeneas himself, the reader sees the speaker descend into the underworld 

and later re-emerges to “sing of the secrets of the universe.”58 Milton’s own muse is  

Urania, the goddess of astronomy, who guides him through the depths of the underworld 

in Paradise Lost and helps in returning him to the “sovereign … vital lamp” of 

“wisdom:” that is, the physical presence of God himself.  

Through his descent into the underworld (katabasis) and subsequent reverberating 

flight back into the “sovereign vital Lamp,” Milton’s poetry in lines 13-21 bear the marks 

of classical epic (3.22). Milton’s language of ascent and descent in lines 13-21 

unsurprisingly bears the marker of classical epic poetry. The speaker compares his own 

descent into hell with Orpheus’s and describes how he “escaped the Stygian pool” of 
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Hades.59 In replicating the pagan epic, Milton’s speaker mimics Aeneas’s descent into the 

underworld with the Sibyl signaling that Milton was keyed into certain esoteric natural 

philosophical conversations. For example, Bruno adapts Aeneid book 6 to theorize the 

Pythagorean world-soul. It would seem that Milton does the same. 

Notably, these principles are expressed in the same underworld scene when 

Anchises explains how eternal souls gain their newly formed bodies, as well as the 

explanation that the natural cycle of the universe must first bend toward death and decay 

before it arcs back to productive, life-giving generation. Similar fluctuation between life 

and death, body and spirit, in Paradise Lost book 2, when the speaker describes the 

chaotic atoms on the outskirts of the human world, where the “womb of nature and 

perhaps her grave” reside (2.911). What this comparison provides is yet another method 

to read Milton’s communion with Urania. In his nightly conversation with the goddess of 

astronomy, the poet is also able to peer into the hidden secrets of the dark, infinite 

universe. 

The pagan “heavenly Muse” leads the speaker on his path to gaining new 

knowledge who begins to converge with Milton himself (3.19). The speaker thus 

converges with the poet Milton himself, not just in the invocation’s references to 

blindness and social ostracism, but also similarly in the references to his poetic meter 

created from “Harmonious numbers” (3.38).60 The speaker’s carmina, in turn, centers 

God as part of nature—as existing within it. Such a reading paves the way for a more 

nuanced understanding of Milton’s vitalist cosmology as a material iteration of God 

himself, as a theophany. As the Holy Spirit, it moves across the waters of the deep in 

Paradise Lost much in the same way Bruno describes the process in Genesis 1:2. In 
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keeping with Bruno’s maximum-minimum theories, the spirit similarly inspires—literally 

breathes into—the body of the poet himself.61 In Paradise Lost, moments of personal 

enlightenment displace authoritarianism and sovereign dominance, and that radical 

political stance explicitly aligns itself with ideals from pagan antiquity. When he “hail[s] 

holy light,” Milton appears to indicate that he serves a higher authority (God), even 

though he must live under the thumb of the Charles II’s regime.  

It appears that Milton operates under the logic of a Pythagorean-inspired natural 

philosophy. In pointing to this possibility, I suggest that this integration of the pagan 

celestial deity and the Christian Spirit of God are one in the same—a true marriage of 

pagan poetry with Christian gospel. Given Milton’s lack of political leverage at this 

particular point in his life, it is difficult to underscore fully the boldness of his invocation. 

In asserting himself as a vatic poet, Milton remains the type of individual who had caused 

trouble for the monarch in the past—a zealous prophet declaring God as his only 

authority—and his role as vates dictates that he is answerable only to God. That Milton’s 

imagines the speaker as a vates, an individual specially chosen by God and answerable 

only to him, is significant. Not only does it point to the radically incendiary subtext of the 

book 3 invocation, but also it helps us to realize the full implications of incorporating a 

speculative philosophy like Bruno’s into Paradise Lost. To be sure, the atomic individual 

is not subject to the bylaws and coercion of the monarch. In fact, this language formed 

the foundation of the Revolution. Political radical Richard Overton reasoned in 1646 that 

“every Individuall in nature is given an individuall property by nature, not to be invaded 

or usurped by any.”62 The principle of Bruno’s decentralized universe further demarcates 

the lack of hierarchy, and adds new radicalism to this complex political moment 
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Overton’s stance on individualism saw real consequences when Charles I met his end 

three years later on the executioner’s block in 1649. Despite the threat of Charles II’s 

henchman, like L’Estrange, Milton clothes his invocation to light in language of 

enthusiastic individualism.  

The dialectical language between light and dark in the invocation highlights the 

poet-prophet’s blindness in the last ten lines of the invocation:  

 

But cloud instead, and ever-during dark 

Surrounds me, from the cheerful ways of men 

Cut off, and for the book of knowledge fair 

Presented with a universal blank 

Of nature's works to me expunged and razed, 

And wisdom at one entrance quite shut out. 

So much the rather thou celestial light 

Shine inward, and the mind through all her powers 

Irradiate, there plant eyes, all mist from thence 

Purge and disperse, that I may see and tell 

Of things invisible to mortal sight. 

(3.45-55) 

 

Emphasizing that a “cloud instead … surrounds” him in the “ever-during dark,” the 

speaker describes his life as “cut off” from “the cheerful ways of men.” This ostracism 

prevents him from studying nature itself, “the book of knowledge fair.” Instead, “nature’s 
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works” are “expunged and razed” from his mortal body, with “wisdom … quite shut out” 

from his eyes, “one entrance.”63 In his blindness and in his divinely ordained vatic 

prophecy, the poet-as-vates differentiates himself from everyone else.64  

Similar to those of his pagan predecessors, Milton’s invocation places specific 

emphasis on the paradoxical notion that the blind speaker is a seer more gifted in ways 

that his peers, not to mention his staunch critics, are incapable. The poet relishes in this 

role. At line 51, the invocation shifts dramatically back to his ascension to light, in the 

process juxtaposing his role as blind seer as causative to such discovery. He reprises the 

role of “holy light,” this time referring to it as “celestial light,” and welcomes its 

rejuvenating kindling. Instructing it to “shine inward,” into the “mind” alongside “all her 

powers,” the speaker to visualizes and creates new forms of knowledge.65 God 

“irradiate[s]” his powerful luminescence in the speaker’s mind, where the divine will 

“plant new eyes” and drive away “all mist” of confusion in the speaker.66 Similar to the 

Fathers of Salomon’s House in Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis, the speaker-as-prophet 

himself becomes an astute scientist—a diviner who is able to peer into nature’s secrets 

and report back those “things invisible to mortal sight.” When the poet writes, “So much 

the rather,” Milton intimates that his blindness is part of both God’s plan, and it is the 

very handicap that allows him to see the things his contemporaries cannot, those “things 

invisible to mortal sight.” These “things invisible” scale down to the minutest level of 

atomic behavior. Most importantly, however, is the materiality of this process. If we 

follow this “effluence” to its logical conclusion, Milton deifies his speaker. Moreover, his 

model of a decentered atomic universe allows it to happen: for “God in heaven” is both 

“centre, yet extends to all,” even in the places where “ever-during dark / surrounds me.” 
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In closing, by prioritizing the theophanic presence of light, Milton also designates 

the role of theophany itself as central to locating new scientific knowledge. This 

emphasis helps both to circumvent the fact that Milton is blind and therefore “cut off” 

from nature—by which he refers to as “the book of knowledge fair.” This belief system 

foreclosed the very shadow of atheism in that the Holy Spirit was assumed to permeate 

the minutest particles of nature and at the same time allowed for an atomism—Bruno’s 

atomism—to become infused or “effluence[d]” with the Holy Spirit. Milton’s cosmology 

shows a compromise between the theological and philosophical extremes of the era. 

Bestowed an infinite expanse, Milton’s Paradise Lost universe contemplates the mistakes 

of humanity and political thought at the same time that it plumbs the depths of “darkness 

and Chaos.” As a result, the speaker gains a more intuitive faculty, allowing him in the 

process to become unified with God. This unification deifies the very marrow of Milton’s 

body and allows him, a blind man, to explore “nature’s works” and to divine its most 

preciously kept secrets. 
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FROM THE INDIVISIBLE ATOM TO THE INDIVIDUAL ADAM 

 

Theophanic Reasoning: Science, Secrets, and the Stars from Spenser to Milton 

has argued that a latent sense of Giordano Bruno’s philosophical views pervade 

seventeenth-century literary, religious, and natural-philosophical texts. In capturing this 

milieu, this project has traced Bruno’s understanding of Pythagorean cosmology through 

a literary history that scholars have not yet fully elucidated. In teasing out these 

Pythagorean elements of the literature—or, to be more accurate, what Bruno and his 

peers thought to be Pythagorean doctrine—this project illustrates the incredibly rich 

history of intellectual thought that the Church hoped to suppress. In addition, it also 

shows what is lost when certain intellectual systems “win” the battle for prominence in 

the popular imagination.  

Chapter IV opened and closed by framing Milton as a polemicist who would not 

resign himself to the footnote of history, and it is important to contextualize fully the 

extent to which Milton refused to, in biographer Anna Beer’s words, “retreat into silence 

after the Restoration.”1 On the losing side of history, Milton could no longer openly 

petition for radical political action, like regicide. Rather, he lets his materialist poetics do 

the talking. Although this iteration of his ideology is less pronounced, Milton’s anti-

authority impulse runs through the entirety of his late works. In this way, Milton shares 

the same rebellious streak as Bruno, the Italian philosopher who similarly refused to 

recant his cosmological views and “retreat into silence.” These two radical thinkers share 

the fundamental belief that natural philosophical knowledge should not be subject to the 
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whims of manmade systems of hierarchy. In this context, Milton’s anti-authoritarian 

political and religious views begin to resemble Bruno’s stance that God disperses himself 

equally throughout the universe, thereby rendering obsolete the role of ecclesiastical and 

papal systems of authority in the process.  

I argued in Chapter IV that Milton deploys Bruno’s cosmological system to 

justify the “ways of God to men” and show their missteps in judgment. However, this 

notion is representative of Milton’s own refusal to stay silent. Endemic, innate to his 

materialism is his self-professed status as a free thinker who refuses to relinquish his 

revolutionary spirit. Embroiled within this narrative of heterodoxy is also an alternative 

intellectual history that reimagines cultural heuristics and hierarchical authority. Bruno’s 

cosmological hypotheses set into motion a new schema that centered a radical 

individualism at the same time that it de-prioritized hierarchical organization. In other 

words, when Bruno theorized an atomic universe infused with the agency of the Holy 

Spirit animating the cosmos, he also set into motion a similar heuristic, or political 

organization, for man. This newly theorized organization calls into question the top-down 

hierarchies that have dominated Western Europe through the late antique, medieval, and 

early modern periods, and its individualistic drive runs to the very core of Bruno’s 

approach: namely his unorthodox exegesis of Scripture. Bruno’s reading of Christian 

theology is the very definition of anti-authoritarian, de-hierarchical knowledge 

production. Instead of relying on the Catholic Church’s intercessional interpretation, 

Bruno writes his own analysis that prioritizes his philosophical preoccupations: the power 

of the individual amid a vital, animated universe.  
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If the agency of the Holy Spirit moves evenly throughout the fabric of the 

universe like a networked system, then logic follows that kings and popes have no more 

divine authority than the individual peasant. Stephen M. Fallon has already located this 

“animate, self-active, and free” impulse in Milton.2 What Theophanic Reasoning shows, 

however, is that Milton’s attraction to an agentive, self-moving particulate atomism is but 

one entry in a long timeline of intellectual inquiry. More to the point, in my refocused 

critical attention on the Pythagorean afterlives of Bruno’s cosmology and heterodox 

philosophy, I have been able to render visible this silent, barely detectable tradition.  

Bruno’s inquisitors knew how incendiary such perspectives on self-moving matter 

would be. The same turned out to be true with Milton’s materialism. For example, we 

know from Chapter IV directly preceding this section that Milton believes the materiality 

of divine light works on the bodily interiors of elect Christian believers. In reading 

passages from Milton’s Doctrina alongside the Vulgate Bible, and Paradise Lost, we are 

able to see how atomic materialism scales up to the human level as a political ideology of 

idealism—from the indivisible atom to the individual Adam. In the Doctrina, Milton 

shows how the light of God ultimately works within the recta ratio, the Lex Dei, or law 

of the God:  

 

LEX DEI est non scripta vel scripta. Non scripta est naturalis illa primo 

homini data … et quoddam lumen omnium mortalium cordibus permansit; 

in regeneratis vero Spiritus Sancti opera indies ad perfectionem 

primaevam renovator.  
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The law of God is unwritten or written. Unwritten law is that natural law 

given to the first man … and one light of all mortals endured in their 

hearts; in their hearts truly procreating, the Sacred Spirit restores works to 

their perfect primeval state.3  

 

In this passage, resonances of Milton’s  radical materialism suggest a revolutionary spirit 

in the literal heart of man, a process that “truly procreat[es]” the restorative powers of 

“their perfect primeval state.” These radical interpretations have longstanding 

consequences. For one, my reading allows us to rethink Milton’s adaptation and 

transmission of Lucretius through the lens of Bruno’s model. Lucretius’s revolutionary 

spirit in De Rerum Natura thus becomes even more incendiary, particularly his claim that 

atomism—the very existence and agency of material particles—explicitly leads to 

nonconformist individuality in the chests of man: 

 

Though many men are driven 

By an external force, compelled to move 

Often in headlong rush against their will, 

Yet in our breasts there’s something that has the power  

To fight against this force and to resist it.4 

 

Taken in this light, Adam and Eve’s rebellion against God is a complex interplay 

between the desire to walk the straight and narrow path, and the desire to rebel against 

this hierarchical rule, to “fight against this force and to resist it.” Read against the 
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backdrop of Bruno’s and Milton’s “spectrum” within their respective atomic monisms, 

human behavior becomes a more complex interchange between “the most spiritous 

matter” of God and “the least spiritous matter” of earthly beings.  

What cleverly disguises the revolutionary language of this political statement is 

Milton’s cooption of biblical symbolism. Milton’s definition of the individuum as that 

which “hath within it a spark of light” is a direct reference to New Testament theology—

namely the arma lucis or the armor of light mentioned in Romans 13:12. The armor of 

light, or “spark,” reads similarly to the “irradiate[d]” light from the book 3 invocation in 

Paradise Lost.5 Again, this verse links back to internal illumination that the speaker 

invokes in Paradise Lost. After the fall, the only resource available to Adam and Eve is 

an internal “guide,” as God explains to his son in Book 3: 

 

And I will place within them as a guide, 

My umpire conscience, whom if they will hear, 

Light after light, well used they shall attain, 

And to the end persisting, safe arrive. 

(3.194-97) 

 

In placing within humans this “guide, / My umpire Conscience,” Milton’s theology 

imbues this “less spiritous” materiality with the “more spiritous” light of God’s “umpire,” 

or authoritative judgment. Clothed with their “robe[s] of righteousness,” Adam and Eve 

leave the garden in exile to go on “their solitary way” (12.649). These robes will thus 

become humanity’s arma lucis after Christ’s salvation. The theological crux of Milton’s 
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verses shows that divine light—the agency of the Holy Spirit—is a necessary and 

preeminent force in Milton’s theology, allowing each and every human to “persist[] and 

safe arrive” at their destination of spiritual rectitude. This process is not only Christian 

salvation, but also the liberation they will receive from “least spiritous” state-sanctioned 

oppression and intolerance.6 Thus, this conflatum, the act of kindling, is designed to 

create a conscience within the saved. After their conversion, they thus become tethered 

and spiritually united with “that mystic body, THE INDIVISIBLE CHURCH, the head of which 

is Christ.” The “holy light” thus activates the atomic matter (anima vivens) for mystical 

unionization of Christians across space and time, giving God’s “center” everywhere and 

its circumference nowhere.  

Working backwards across this project, we see similar nuances in Bacon, 

Shakespeare, and Spenser. In Francis Bacon’s narrative, intellectual enlightenment and 

ecstatic deification play a similar role in the individualistic turn inward to anti-

hierarchical republicanism. Despite the hierarchical schema of Salomon’s House in New 

Atlantis, Bacon’s theological and philosophical views are decidedly individualistic. In 

Bacon’s estimation, God takes hold of the thinker like a “kind of fervency and impatience 

… [a] divine fury.”7 This language attached to both religious experience and scientific 

reality becomes politically subversive and strives to displace traditional authoritative 

hierarchies. Furthermore, the consequences of the New Atlantis’s publishing history 

would ensure that the relationship between radical cosmology and patristic theology 

would not retreat quietly. During the English Civil War, Interregnum, and Restoration 

periods, the Sylva Sylvarum and New Atlantis were printed at least fifteen times, and for 

the revolutionaries, its utopian ideals look markedly similar to their own views of a state 
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liberated by the freedoms of religious expression. Polymath Samuel Hartlib and his circle 

used New Atlantis as an example of the “redeeming power of science” to construct 

“earthly salvation,” while Gerard Winstanley’s Law of Freedom (1652) outlined a New 

Atlantis-inspired commune where, in Bronwen Price’s words, “citizens should reap the 

rewards of experimental philosophy.” This amalgamation of old and new, as well as the 

ideal that every individuals inner seat is waiting to be “enkindled” by the light of God, 

would prove to become even more inflammatory as England marched toward civil war.8 

This enthusiastic language of enkindled spirits comes home to roost forebodingly in the 

fallout to Milton’s political misfortunes and his triumphant return to poetry in Paradise 

Lost.  

The theophany that brings the gospel of Christianity to Bensalem is the harbinger 

of a new era, for not only the Christian faith, but also the reconstruction of ancient 

wisdom. Within Bacon’s vision for scientific reform, natural divination in New Atlantis 

cascades from Bacon’s Doctrine of Mediation, which is itself inspired by the earliest 

apostolic church fathers who proffered a cosmology infused with the spirit—the literal, 

physical breath—of God. The theophanic star carries a message from God and with it the 

ability for the Fathers to communicate with God directly, turning them into 

“instrument[s]” that measure the secrets of nature. Bacon fashions this utopic fantasy of 

New Atlantis to express his unflagging hope for the instauration of a religiously respectful 

science. As a result, Bacon imbues a divinely granted capability within the processes of 

nature. When the scientific experimenter observes these natural procedures, he thus 

absorbs God’s agency from its presence in the natural world completely into his body’s 

senses themselves. In doing so, this divine procedure allows the ordained scientist—this 
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magus, this high priest of science—to “dilate the powers of his understanding,” to climb 

God’s “cosmic” ladder. To do so requires the scientist-as-believer to be the literal 

receptable of God’s influence, or in Bacon’s terms, his “influxions” (4.400).  

Though not as ecstatically visible, the Shakespeare and Spenser works I treat here 

are no less representative of this epistemological flux in action. In the instance of 

Shakespeare’s Tempest, we see a monarchical-like authoritarian in Prospero abjuring his 

technologies of discipline—his magic and knowledge of the spirit world—to retire into 

obscurity. While the play ends with the human reunion and return to their homeland in 

continental Europe, Ariel and his spirits, not to mention Caliban, are freed from 

Prospero’s instated top-down system of organization and authority on the island. Ariel 

reads similarly to the “internal artificer” that Bruno describes as responsible for 

“shap[ing] matter, forming it from inside like a seed or root shooting forth and unfolding 

the trunk, from within the trunk thrusting out the boughs.”9 When released from his 

“cloven pine,” Ariel is able to dissolve into the ether and precipitate material change 

within nature as he sees fit.10 In this instance, Ariel, who functions as a metonymy for air 

itself, similarly functions as an extended visualization of the agency that Bruno’s 

Christianized world-soul manifests. Diffusing throughout the atmosphere, we see Ariel as 

an agent of change within the contours of material nature. Operating as the world-soul, 

Ariel represents a networked system of material agency: a natural world that responds 

dynamically and in tandem with biotic and abiotic ecologies. As a result, Ariel’s 

networked reach displaces Prospero as the central authoritative gatekeeper of knowledge 

and nature.  
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Spenser’s Mutabilitie functions similarly. In her denial of traditionally accepted 

hierarchical models of authority, Mutabilitie displaces Jove as the mover and shaker of 

the entire cosmos. Chapter I shows how her assertions of authority are astoundingly 

similar to the concept of Pythagorean flux, and her role as “Soueraigne” allows her to 

topple Cynthia from her throne on the Moon, beguile Jove, and cause a cosmological 

event that turns “happy wights” into “much afraid” mortals.11 In calling traditional modes 

of sovereignty into question, Mutabilitie’s usurpation mimics the role that Bruno’s 

epistemological inquiry plays in the early modern history of ideas. As a “metaphysical 

shudder,” Mutabilitie’s celestial and epistemic influence recapitulates the heterodoxy that 

Bruno’s philosophy imagines.12 The story of Mutabilitie’s rise to prominence in 

Spenser’s unfinished cantos reignites the specter of such divinely oriented pantheism. As 

the native, motive force within nature, Mutabilitie subverts the traditional hierarchy of the 

gods and refocuses sovereignty within the contours of nature itself. In essence, 

Mutabilitie-as-anima mundi in my reading becomes an allegorical figuration of how the 

new science functioned in the early modern period: as it revealed new shocking truths 

about the nature of things, the nature of nature, it also toppled hierarchies in the name 

and spirit of individualistic inquiry into particulate matter, the indivisible atom. Existing 

within every material particle, Mutabilitie makes the same case as do Milton’s “divine 

light,” Bacon’s “divine fury,” and Shakespeare’s metonymic Ariel: an indivisible atom 

can spark material change. Ideologically, the individual Adam—that is, all of mankind, a 

resulting assemblage of atomic fusion—can do the same. 

Theophanic Reasoning, therefore, opens the door for more questions about the 

history of ideas and what authority figures receive the privilege of writing that narrative. 
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As a project, Theophanic Reasoning has also sought to understand how heretical works 

still transmit throughout print culture, even as their authors were brutally silenced. What 

we emerge with is a revelation worth remembering during times of intense social, 

political, and epistemological unrest. While some history is written by the “winners,” 

those who reside at the top of the hierarchy, the voices of those who lost everything are 

still with us, compelling us “to fight against this force and resist it.” These revolutionary 

voices continue to lurk beneath the surface. We merely have to dig for them. 
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